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INTRODUCTION AND AOKNOV/LEDGEMENTS 
The members of the genua Diaatatopa are distinguiahod from 
all other LibellullcJae by the pooaeauion of eyes which are com­
pletely separated - a character indicated by the generic name. 
These insects may be separated from all other membera of the 
family, except the speoiea of the genera Palpopleura and Zeni-
thoptera, also by an undulation near the base of the costal 
margin of the fore wing. The genua is also characterized by 
dense visnation and deep coloration of the wings. 
Until rather recently this genus was represented in col­
lections by a very small number of specimens. However, collec­
tions made in Bi'itish Guiana by L. A* and E. B, Williamson and 
B. J, Rainey in 1912 and along the Amazon and its tributaries 
by J. H. Williamson and J. W. Strohm in 1933, by S, M, Klages 
in the same year, and by A. H, Fasol from 1930 to 1933, con­
tained rather long series of specimens of Diastatops, 
When an attempt waa made by the late E, B. Williar.ioon to 
determine tho material from the Amazonian region collected by 
Williamson and Strohm it was seen that more species were repre-
uonted tha-n had been defined by Ris in his monograph of the 
family, A specimen of one of these forms waa sent to Ris who 
replied with the following comments. 
"I have now re-examined all my Diastatops - together with 
the specimens of obacura and pullata from Br. Guiana ia a new 
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obaoura from Belora given me by yourae3f, quite a long aeriea in 
the Faaal oolleotioixa & aome odd apeoimena fxoia other aourcea. 
"I now believe, that your apeoitnen really repreaenta a 
diatinot apeoiea 
"The Faaal oolleotiona contain chiefly pullata» I have a 
rather long aeriea from Santarem, the Tapajoz, Rio Xingu, Obidoa, 
Manuea, Manaoapura (AVhereT)i Manaoa, Coary & Teffe Ega - aeriea 
froin Santarem & the Tapajoz, few or only aingle apeoimena from 
the other plaoee. - In thia lot, there ij; a group of males, . . 
. . that repreaent a rather atriking and alao puzzling form. 
. . . . . Very neatly the aame form ia repreaented by 3 malea 
from Para{5uay & an imiiai-,ure and rather poor male 
from, Formosa, Argentina. I aim not oertain, if they 
do not repreaent another diatinot apeoiea. 
"A aingle (unfortunately!) male from Teffe Ega ia a ouri-
oua ohap 
"If you have any intereat (& 1 think you will have), to 
add deooriptiona of the forma submitted hero to you, I should 
be well aatisfied tlmt you would Join them to your own new 
apeoiea!" 
One or more repreoentatives of eaoh of the forma mentioned 
were aent at the time thio letter Waa written. When thin materi­
al waa received by Mr. Williamson, he auggeated that the author 
undertake the preparation of a monograph of Diaatatopa. 
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Tho preparation of auoh generic studlOB awor^ the Liballul-
idao wae made poosible and feasible by the publication of Ria* 
"Libellulinon". This inomimantal v*orIt, forming Fasoioulea 9-16 
of the ColleotionB Zoologiques de Selyo Longohampa (Catalogue 
Systematique et Deaoriptif) is one of the moat extenaive and 
excellent oontributiona to taxonomio Entomology. It inoludea 
alraoat 300 apeoiea arranged in 130 genera. There are not only 
Jceya and deaoriptions of all of theoe forma, but alao citations 
to all previouu referanoea to them, recorda of diatribution 
baaod upon apeoiraens examined and literatue, notea on ecology, 
and a complete aynonymy of every name ever proposed in the 
family. 
When the author accepted the opportunity to make this atudy 
Mr. Williamaon attempted to bring together all the apeoimena of 
Diaatatops that could be secured. A letter to Ria explaining 
the proposed plan brought a ready, enthuaiaatic aaaent that hia 
material be made available to mej all of the remaining apeoimena 
of the genua in hia collection were aent at once. Dr. P. P. 
Calvert aent aome material from the collectiona of the Academy 
of Natural Soienoes at Philadelphia and a few apacimens were 
secured from the Amerioan Museum of Natural History and the 
Cornell University Collection. 
Two weeks atudy of this material in the Williamaon Collec­
tion, then at Bluffton, Indiana, late in the aummer of 1937, waa 
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auffioient to aeparttte the apeclaa repreaantod. Five distlnot 
forma were found and two of theae exhibited oert&in diveraitiee 
of charactera. With more intenalve atudy later each of theae 
two was found to be made up of two separate apeciea. 
Although the reoogniaation of speoiea was comparatively 
eaay and readily made, diffioulties were encountered when an 
attempt was made to aoaooiate nainea with the forma. Six apeolf-
io namea had been proposed in the genua - dimidiata, mar^inata, 
obaouraj pullata, fullglnea and tinota. With the exception of 
dimidiata and mar(a:inata which have been reoognized ua refer­
ring to the same, clearly diatinot, apocies ainoe the time of 
Fabrioiua, the exact atajrua of none of these namea could be 
determined without information oonoeming the apecimena de-
acribed by Burmeiator and Ite.mbur. Such eaaential information 
waa not available in liteirature and no method of aeouring It 
from the specimena in Vienna and Bruaaelo waa available to the 
author at that time. Therefore, the apecimena and the notea 
which had been compiled were laid aside and more or leaa for­
gotten for aeveral years. 
In 1933 one of the author's atudenta, Miaa Elizabeth M. 
Heiaa, made a trip to Europe and very kindly arranged her itin­
erary ao that ahe could examine apeoimena in the Collection de 
Selya at Bruaaels. A set of excellent notes and drawingg of the 
Ramburian apeoimena, the reaulta of her two daya atudy in the 
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Muoee Royal d'Hiotoire Naturelle, inade plain the synonymy of 
the namea used by Rambur. At approxijriately the same date draw­
ings and brief notes on Burmeister'o type of pullata were 
received from the Naturhiotorisches Museum a,t Vienna. Somewhat 
later apeoimene w doh had formed the basis of the Diastatops 
reoordo by Kirby were received on loan from the British Musoura. 
Finally, a visit to the Carnet-^ie Muoeugi at Pittsburgh, in De­
cember, 1934, yielded a rather long series gtf specimens, in­
cluding those upon which Calvert's records were based and a 
conaidarable number belonjjing to one of the no\T species. In the 
meantime, several additional apeoimtins had been acquired for 
the Williamson Oollection, now in the Museum of Zoology, Uni­
versity of Michigan, and these were sent to be included in the 
study. 
With this material before him the author has attempted to 
prepare a monograph of the genus Diastatops, defining and de­
scribing the species, pointing out their relationships with 
each other and thair distribution and determining the relation­
ships of the genua to other Libellulid genera. 
The notes and drawings of types and other specimens studied 
by the earlier authors and many of the scattered references, 
especially the original descriptions, have been reproduced in 
the monograph becauye, of course, the author's conclusions are 
baaed, in part, upon these and most of them are not readily a­
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vailable. 
Beoauao the veins and oella of the wings offer the moat 
eaaily defined, and, therefore, the nioat uoable charaotera for 
aeparating apeolea, a number of areaa of the winga were aeleoted 
for intenaive study. V/ithln theae areaa counts were taken from 
all apeoimens studied. The sumiTiariea and tabulations of theae 
aounta, showing, as far as represented in the material avail­
able, the variation within speoies, are beliwved to present the 
cfesulta of the most extensive statistical study yet made in 
0donate taxonomy. 
The Corns too k-Needhain terminology of wing veins is used in 
this paper, not beoauae the author agrees entirely with Pro-
feoaor Needham's interpretation of the morphology of the dragon­
fly wing but beoauae most of the recent and more important tax-
onomio literature relating to the Libellulidae employes this 
terminology. The work of Laraeere, Martynov and Tillyard indi­
cates very clearly that certain fundamental changes must be 
made in the terminology (as first applied by Needham and 
generally accepted for a qxiarter of a century) of the veins of 
the Odonate wing. However, until an interpretation is generally 
accepted by students of wing venation and of the Odonn.ta, torm-
inologles.Jbaaed upon rather rapidly changing theories need not 
be introduced into systematic literature. Nevertheless, it is 
not necessary to return to the old Selysian nomenclature, as 
some authors have done in recent papers, to avoid bringing this 
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dispute into avotematio papero. The terma applied to the wing 
veins of thra odonata in tha Corastook-Needham eystein have been 
used so widely in all entomological literature that they may be 
used, and they are so used in this paper, as mora names without, 
pr0,-)udl,oe or implication of the author's views concerning their 
morphological correctness. 
The measurements tabulated at the beginning of the study 
(length of wings and abdomens of specimens avaSrlable for study 
in 1927) were made by the use of dividers, the points of which 
xirere first set at the ends of the line of measurement und then 
applied to a milliineter scale. All other measurements wore made 
by the uae of a millimeter scale carefully ruled on a narrow 
strip of thin, stiff cardboard, wha^cli was applied directly to 
the line of measurement. This method was found to be equal in 
accuracy to the method of using dividers, was more rapid and 
involved less liability of damage to the apacimens. The length 
of the abdomen was measured on the side, from the base to the 
tip of the appendages. The lines along which the measurements 
of the wings were taken are indicated in figure lo• Measure­
ments of the length of the wings and abdomen wore made with the 
unaided eye, and were recorded to the nearest half unit (milli­
meter). Those of the legs, the ptoroatigma and the widths of the 
rear wing were made under a binocular microscope, and were re­
corded to the nearest half millimeter with indication of less (<,) 
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or groator ())lf auoh variation frora the half unit was appar­
ent, exoept the vvldthu of the wing whloh were eatirnated to the 
nearest quarter unit. The meaauremcnta given for the legs and 
the pterostignia' are baeed upon a limited. number of average 
sized speoiraens. The recorded widths and ratioa (of length to 
width) of the rear wing for each species are baaed upon 
measurements of two to four speoimens of each sex, including 
those with maximum and minimum (and, in the more variable or 
best represented species, average or intermediate) lengths of 
roar wing» 
The collection from which every specimen studied was ob­
tained is indicated under "material studied" for each epeciea. 
In »coordP-noe with a statement accompanying the speoimens when 
they were sent, paratypes of emllia and intensa from the Ris 
Collection will be deposited in the Williamson Collection and 
in the collection of the author# Duplicates from all of the moure 
extensive series will likely be deposited in the collection of 
the author. 
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness and ex­
press his appreciation to all who have assisted in this work. 
He is especially indebted to the Itite E. B. Williamson, who 
suggested the study and gave considerable assistance through 
criticism and advice during the early stages of the work. He 
wishes to extend his thanks to the following who have secured 
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the loan of Bpeoimena for study, or have furnished information 
ooncerning specimens, records, localities, etc.: Miss Elizabeth 
M. Heios, M, Antoine Ball, who assisted Miaa Heiss in hor ex­
amination of speciraexis at Brussels, Prof. E. J. Kohl, who made 
some of the photographs used in the plates. Dr. P. P. Calvert, 
the late Dr. F» Ris, Mr. Nathan Banks, Dr. Hugo Kahl, Mr. D. E. 
Kimmins, Dr. Erich Schmidt, Dr. H. Zerny, Mrs. Leonora K. Gloyd, 
and Mr. F. M. Gaige. 
To Professor W. H. Wellhouse under whose direction this 
study hao been completed and the manascript prepared and whose 
helpful advice and suggestions on this and other investigations 
over a period of years have been moat valuable, the alithor here 
expresses his sincere thanks and appreciation. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The genus Diaatatopa was erected, by Rarabur in 1842, for 
three apeoies - fuli^inea and tinota which were described ae 
new, and Libel lula pullata Buirmoiater. Fuliginea waa apparently 
intended ae a new name for the epeoiea which Burmeiater had 
referred to Libel lula obaoura Fabrioiuai Although Rarabvir oited 
the description pf obsoura by Fabriciua under fuliginea, he 
placed a question mark after it, adding, "(L'Obaoura de Fabri­
ciua parait plutot ae rapporter a la Fulvia de Drury.)" How­
ever, all later authors have disagreed with Rambur and have 
oonaidered obaoura Fabriciua to bo the speoies ao-oalled by 
Burmeiater* Rambur*a deaoriptlon of fuliginea ia leas complete 
than his descriptions of tinota and pullata, and he did not 
list any specimens whioh he had seen. Nevertheleaa, his deacrip-
tion rauat have been based upon a speoimen, as it contains con­
siderable duta not given in Burraeiater's description of obaoura. 
There ia a specimen in the Collection de Selys, bearing the 
label "fuliKinosaH whioh Ria considered to be Rarabur"s type 
("wahrsoheinlioh trotz des abweiohenden Namens Rambur's Type D, 
fuliginea"). From Rambur's description - "un peu rougeatres a 
la base dea posterieures ou lea areoles sont plus nombreuses 
que Chez la Tinota, mais un peu moinu que ohea la Pullata" - it 
appears that fuliginea is a synonym of pullata! This view ia 
supported by the apeoimen in the Collection de Selys. Conoern-
ing this speoimen Miss Heisa wrote, "areas of ooloretion dim 
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but oan be distinguishecl on wicroaoope as faintly ooral colored. 
Seoondary rotioulation moat olosoly rsBembles photo # 4 (pullata); 
it oeeina to be idantioal. It is not like # 1 whioh is marked 
'obaoura' 
Fuxthormoro, it appears that tinota ia a synonym of obaoura* 
Rambur'o description of the wings of thl3 species clearly in­
dicates obscura oharaoters - "Ailea courtea, dhin brun roussatra 
fonoe, ayant un reflet d'un vert motallique en desaus, d'un 
bleu violet en dessous; .... areolea nombreuses, presque 
egalea". Conoerning the type speoimen of tinota, now also in 
the Collection de Selys, Miss Heiss wrote, "N^ areas of secon­
dary reticulation or coloration of veins (obaoura group)". 
After noting the sii^nifioanoe of the name ohoaen by Rambur 
for this genus and reading his oomraent, "Cea aspeoes presentont 
une anotnalie dana les Libellulines par leurs yeux a fait 
separes", one may well wonder why he referred Libellula dimidi-
ata Linne to Palpopleura. Perhaps, the specimen upon whioh his 
study was based was so damaged that this character was not 
easily seen as he noted "(Male tres-deteriore.)". The distri­
bution of the species had no significance for Rambur, even if 
he had known it, (although his specimen carried no locality 
label, both Linne and DeGeer had given America as the origin 
of their material), as he included the American species fasci-
ata Linne (americana Fabricius), now placed in Zenithoptera, in 
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the othervvioe old world gamia Palpoploura. 
Thua it is seen that all of tho previously deaoribed 
epeoiea reoogniaad as valid in thio paper were already deaoribed 
before Rambur erooted tho genua. Linns had deaoribed dimidiata 
in 1758, Fabrioiua obaoura in 1793 and Burmeioter pullata in 
1830. DeGeer described a apeoiea under the name Libellula roar-
Kinata in 1773 but thia wae placed aa a aynonym of dimidiata 
by Fabrioiua (1793) and has been so oonsidered ainoe that jjirae. 
Burmeiater poaaeased material and gave deaoriptiona of the 
three apeoiea. ue placed thera in a group with three others, 
fulvia Drury, fluotana FaJbrioius and faaciata Linne (amerioana 
Fabrioiua). His grouping of the speoiea of Libellulidae, con­
sidered by him as the genus Liballula, was baaed upon a con­
siderable number of oharactera whioh are atill used in the 
arrangement of Libellulid genera, auoh aa relative length anfl 
width of the rear wings, denaity of venation, shape of the 
triangle and the number of cells following the triangle of the 
fore wings. 
None of the authors before Rambur had mentioned the 
oharaoterlatio divided eyes of the speoiea fex the undulate 
ooatal margin of the fore wings common to these and related 
speoiea. Hor had Burmeiater made uae of the latter in his 
grouping of species. fhSxs, only one of the three speoiea 
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(faaolata) grouped with the Diaatatopa speciea has an undulate 
oootul margin. The remaining opooiea listed by hira whioh posaeas 
this feature (now in the genua Palpopleura), were placed with 
certain apeoies laokinjs it, in another, rather widely eeparated, 
(Troup. 
For many years after the publication of Burmeister's and 
Rambur'e worka, little was added to the knowledge of Diaatatopa. 
Eriohaon published records of dlmldlata and tinota from "Guiana" 
in 1848, but dimidiata had been recorded from Surinam by Bur-
meiuter. The name "Diaatatopa feneatrata^ new species", ocoxira 
in a table of species in a paper published by nagen in 1855# 
However, no description was given and the name does not appear 
©laewhere in literature, except a citation of it aa a aynonym 
£* dimidiata by Hagen (1875). Ill the "Liat of South American 
Neuroptara" attached to the Synopsis of the Neuroptera of North 
America (1861) Hagen gave citationa and suratoaries of the distri­
bution of four apecies. He considored fuliginea a synonym of 
obacura. The localities which he liated for the different apecies 
were compiled from the referencea cited, except for pullata* The 
distribution given for this species, "Brazil; Pernambuco; Peru; 
Moxos", was probably baaed upon apecimena v/hich Hagen had seen, 
aa these two localities were not liated by Burmeiater or Ram-
bur. Moreover, the "Aua STUxdnara" quoted by the former for thia 
species was omitted. There la an exclamation point (1), an in-
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dioatlon that he had aeen epecimoiw, after aaoh of tho four 
speoiea, Thooe reoorda, with aorae ohangs of form to Indloate 
more olearly the exaot looalitioa referred to by the aucceasiona 
of country, province and city namea, wore repeated in the 
"Synopaia of the Odonata of America" by Hagen, publiahed in 1875. 
In 1868 Brauer publiahed a olaaalfioation of the Libellulidae, 
oharaoteriising and grouping the 40 genera whioh wore recognized 
at that time. Hia "HI Gruppe" was oompoaed of Diaatatope and 
Palpoplaura. The group wae defined aa follows: "Coatalrand 
vor dera Nodua mit einer Einbuchtung. Cellula oardinalia drei-
QCkig, Klauen mit einem Zahn". Hia description of Diaatatope 
waa taore coiaplete than the original by Rambur, being an enumera­
tion or deooription, or® toy one, aooording to an outline fol­
lowed for all genera, of the charactera moat uaeful in aepar-
ating and defining Libellulid genera. No apeoific deaoriptiona 
or oharacterizationa were given, but the four apeciea liated by 
Hagen in 1861 with tho localitiea (but not the oitationa) for 
each, wore copied without change from that author. 
In hia "Reviaion of the Subfamily Liballulinae" publiahed 
in 1889, Kirby gave a detailed enumeration of the charactera of 
88 genera, 40 of which wore deaoribed aa new. With thia increaae 
in the number of recognised genera many additional characters 
of generic rank were noted. Tho deacription of Diastatopa waa 
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oxtandod (from those by Rambur and Brauor) to include suoh of 
theae charaoterB as ara a-^plicable to the genua. An examination 
of the range in number of vainu and oollo in different areaa of 
the wings given by Kirby, indicates that he had studied speci­
mens of more than one species in.drawing up his description of 
the genus. However, the number of specimens studied was rather 
liniitedi Li be Hula pullata Burmeister was designated as the type 
of the genus, but there was no further mention of apeoies. Little 
was added to Brauer'a classification of "III Gruppo", except 
that a new genus, Potamotheinis was erected for the American 
species previously placed in ©alpoploura. In his "Synonymic 
Catalogue of Neuroptera Odonata" published the following year 
he gave a complete synonymy of all species of Diastatopa. The 
views of Hagen (1861, 1875) were adopted without change. Only 
the original description was cited for each specific name, ex­
cept for dimidiata and pullata; for these Rambur ms also 
cited. "S, America" was given as the distribution for dimidiata, 
tincta and pullata, Braail for obsoura. Records of dimidiata, 
obacura and pullata from the Amazonian region, based upon col-
leotiox^s by Austen, were published by Kirby in 10C7v It was 
stated that obacura and pullata were very abundant and were 
always found to-gether by Austen, and that both Austen and 
M'Laohlan thought these were the same species. However, at 
least one of the specimens from this lot called pullata by 
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Kix^jy belongs to one of the new apeoioa deaoribed in thla paper 
(eatherae). 
Soon after the appearance of Kirby's RevlBion, Karach 
publlahed a olaoaifioation of the "Libellulinen" (1889). Thia 
paper ia easentially a oritioal oompariaon of the olaaaificationa 
proposed by Brauer and by Kirby. However, as these authors agreed 
upon the oompoaition and relative isolation of the group con­
taining Diaatatops and Palpopleura Karaoh*a remarks on thia 
group were limited. He pointed out that Kirby'a genua Potamo-
therais was a synonym of Zenithoptera which had been erected by 
Selya in 1883. In a later paper (1900) dealing with the fauna of 
the Moluccas and Borneo, he gave a new classification for the 
Libellulidae (restricted by the separation of the Cordulidae) to 
subfamilies. Four subfamilies were recognized; one of these was 
the Palpopleurinae, having the costal margin of the fore wing 
sinuated before the nodus, and containing the genera Zenithoptera, 
Palpopleura and Diastatops. This was, of course, merely, the 
"III Gruppar" of Brauer raised to subfamily rank. 
Five specimens of Diastatops from Brazil were among the 
material studied by Calvert in the preparation of his paper on 
the Neotropical Odonata fauna (1909). These were referred to 
three species - pullata, fuliginea and tincta. These appear to 
bo the only records for fuliginea and tincta, other than the 
original Ramburian descriptions, based upon actual apeoimena. 
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Examimtlon of Calvart'a speoinieiia in the oourBO of the present 
otudy Bhowa that .hie fullglnea waa oompoaed of a male pullata 
and a female obaoura, and that thoae apeoimena called tinota and 
pullata^ respectively, are really obaoura and a new apeoiea 
(intenaa). 
The referenoea to tinota in morphological atudiea by Need-
ham and Anthony (1903) and Butler (1904) include no information 
concerning the specimen studied. From a atoteraont by Butler 
concerning the source of her material, however, one may well 
believe that the apecimen belonged to the Hagen Collection, be­
ing one of "aorae apeoimena loaned by the Muaeum of Comparative 
Zoology, which were at that time in hia (Needhura'a) poaseaaion". 
A study of the Diaatatopa tnatexial of the Collection de 
Selya, which included Rambur'a apeoimena of fuliginea (?), tinota 
and pullata, led Ria (1910) to the conoluaion that, in addition 
to the clearly distinct dimidiata, only one species exists, 
"Nach dem von una unterauohten Material acheint oa unaweifelhaft, 
daas hier nur eine Art vorliegt und wahracheinlioh, dasa die 
norainellenAArten eher Varietaten ala geographische Formen sind*" 
However, when the rioh lot of material collected by the William­
son expedition to British Guiana in 1913 and the field notes 
made by E, B. Williamaon were atudied, thfcs deciaion was re­
versed} "atahe ich keinen Augonbliok an, dieseAAnsioht zu re-
vidieren, nachdem rair Mr. Williamson's neues reichea Material 
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vorliQgt> samiut den Baobaolitungen dieses so srfolgrelohen v/ie 
kompetenten Forsohero. In sohr vielen Fallen sehon die Dingo aus 
dar Sohreibtisoh-Perspektive anders aus ala in der freien Katur 
und daa letzt Wort wird irnmer dor Beobaohtor haben, dor die 
Tiere in ihrer naturliohen Uitigebung oieht." Ris' description 
the genua is vary oorapletej it inoludea not only a more detailed 
enumeration of venational characters than had been given by pre­
vious authors, but alao a thorough disousaion of the body and 
log oharaotera. Hia apeoifio deaoriptions include briof dasorip-
tions of male and fetnale genital characters and rather sxteiiislvc 
notes on the variation in the extent of areas of secondary re-
tioulatiiion and in the coloration of veins and wing membrane, 
aapeoially the variation illustrated by specimens from different 
localities* Measurementa (length of abdomen, roar wing and 
ptorostlgma) are given for many apeciniens. Tiilo great monor 
graphic work on the "Libellulinen" includes a thorough study 
of the oharaotera and relationships of genera. Ris arranged 
the 1^ genera which ho recognized as valid into ten groups. 
Hie "III Gruppe" contains in addition to the Palpople\irlnae of 
Karsch the genua Perithemia, although he noted, "Die Stellung 
der Gattung im System iat zweifalhaft; ale konnte auoh zur 
VII Gruppe (Leuoorrhinla, Cellthemia, eto.) geatallt ^verden". 
There have been numerous references to Diastatopa ainoe 
the publication of the Libellullnen, but most of these have 
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oonoistad merely of recordo of obsoura and pullata v/ithout do-
aoriptivQ or ooologioal notes (Navaa, 1931, 1923 - 3 papers, 
1934; Sjootodt, 1918; Ris, 1938), or have been mere paasii^ 
or oonparative notfctiona oonoerning the group in disouBSlono of 
faunae of other regions (Ria, 1931; Bartenef, 1915, 1939). 
Several of the papera by Williamoon dealing with other genera 
(191B, 1916, 1917) have referred to the capture of one or more 
speoiea of this genus, and the acoounta of the Univeraity of 
Miohigan-Williamaon Expedition to Brazil (I933j J. H. William­
son, 1933) deaoribed a number of habitats of Diaatatopa, How­
ever, the field notes from the several Vfilliamaon expeditiona 
are quoted extensively in thia paper, as many of the epeoimens 
are diaouaaed for the firat time herein. 
In her paper on the Odona^i^ of Matto Groaao, Longfield 
(1939) liata obaoura and pullata. However, her record of obaoura 
la baaed upon Oalvertfa tinota determination diaouaaed above. 
Some of her pullata apeoimexia have been atudied and wore found to 
iatenaa, but her note oonoerning the differences in colora­
tion exhibited in her material would indicate that another apeoiea 
waa repreaented alao. 
Navao (1933) recorded a apeoimen from Piquette, Santa Fe 
(Argentina), under the name "Diaatatopa fuaoata F." The name, 
however, muat be a lapaua calami as I have been unable to find 
any other reference to any auch apecifio hame in the Odonata. As 
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nothinf5 ia included in the nsoord except the date, looulity and 
oolleotox, one oun only guosu what epeoieo iu intended, except 
tliat no specieo of Diaotatopu other than intenaa appears to have 
been tuken oo far to the south. 
The published illustxations of Diastatopa have be^^n both poor 
in quality and few in nutaber. Rtimbux's illustration of pullata, 
showing the venation in one pair of wings and the course of -flie 
principal veins in the other is an artist's dra\»ing and is not 
accurate. Ris* photographic illustration of the wings of 
pullata is not distinct and sho^vs very little of the venation# 
(I have not seen Drury's figure.) 
The classification of Libellulid genera by Ris was adopted 
with a few minor changes by Tillyard (1917), who divided the 
group into eight tribes; his tribe Palpopleurini ia Ris* "III 
Gruppe". 
In a study of the venation of the Libellulidae, based, for 
the moat part, upon the photographs of wings in Ria' Libellulinen, 
Needham and Broughton (1927) gave a new arrangement of genera. 
Diastatopa Was placed in the tribe celitheniini, characterized 
chiefly by having the biseofror of the anal loop nearly straight 
(the outer end forming an rngje of less than 30*^ with the 
basal portion) and containing "a preponderance of forms with 
colored wings" and copious venation. Twontys.genera were in­
cluded in the tribe but natural subgroups were recogniased. 
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"Dlaatatops, ZonAthooterat and Pal-gor)leura have long been sot 
apart on tha poaoessioa of a oostal vein that io undulate before 
the nodua. Thla alone la hardly a oliaractor of tribal value. It 
falla in apeoieo of Palpopleura. Rla inoluded Perltheinls with 
these thrss genera and on venational evldenoe we add othera." 
The relatively frequent BuppreBBlona and raaurBootiona of 
nominal epeoieo whioh have occurred indicate that Diastatops 
would have been a "aplltters' and lurapera* paradise" had an 
abundance of material been available to students of the Odonata. 
The nuraeroua raiotakes in application of specifio names have been 
due to the inadeciuaoy of Rarabur*a diagnosis of species and the 
unavailableness of his material to moat authors. The present 
interpretation of the names used by authors is possible because 
mu8h of the material listed by Kirby, Calvert, Ris and Long-
field, to-gether with critical notes and drawings of the speci­
mens studied by Burmeister and Rambur, has been brought to­
gether for comparative study* 
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DISTRIBUTION 
The distribution of liiastatops, as known, extends from the 
lower Magdalena (Seville, Colombia) and Orinoco (Cano d'Vagre, 
Venezuela) basins to the lower Parana basin (Santa Fe, 
Argentina). Although there are no reoords for southern Colombia 
and Venezuela and for the great central plateau of Brazil, this 
is probably due to inadequate collecting. The localities along 
the Amazon from which we have rnoords of Diastatops fom nn al­
most unbroken chain of the river ports from Belem to Iquitos. 
At least three lines of distribution may be seen to lead from 
this cliain of records to the Rio Parana, These lines consist 
of the Tapajoz-Paraguay, the Madeira-Guapore-Paraguay, and the 
Madeira-Mamore-San Miguel systems. However, as indicated above, 
these lines are probably only apparent paths of distribution 
created by the vagrancies of collectihg through an area in which 
the occurrence of the genus is continuous. There is an almost 
continuous line of reoords along the coart from the mouth of 
the I/lagdalena to Rio Grande do Sul, and there are also reoords 
from the minor riv6r systems in the interior of eastern Brazil. 
The metropolis of the genua is the middle Amazonian region -
from the Hio Tapajoz to the Rio Japura. All of the known species, 
with the possible exception of dimidiata. occur in this area, 
and three of them - emilia, maxima, and nigra - are now known 
only from tiiis region. 
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Neither of the three nntural groups of the genus is confined 
entirely to the Amazon, In the obsoura-gt'oup, maxima and nip.ra. 
known from only one and two localities respectively, very like­
ly occur only here, but obscura is the most V3idely distributed 
species of the entire genus. Its known I'anjje ex'.ends from 
Colombia to Paraguay and eastern Brazil, However, it has not 
been taken on the upper Amazon. 
Of the pullata-f^roup only emilia, found at three localities 
on the Rio Tapajoz (all of these probably close to-{:ether and 
rather close to the mouth of the river), has not been found out­
side of the middle /uTiazonian region. However, estherae is 
known from only one locality outside of this area - southern 
British Guiana, This record indicates a range extending far up 
the Rio Jaupery and/or Rio Branoo basins from the Mannos dis­
trict where this species is comparatively common. The avail­
able records indicate that the distribution of intensa along 
the Amazon is limited - probably including only the vicinity 
of the Rio Tapajoz and, thus, being identical with that of its 
near relative, emilia. However, intensa is not confined to 
this area but extends by the Rio Tapejoz-Paraguay "pathway" in­
to the edge of the south temperate zone. Here, it occurs over 
a wide area - Argentina to Rio de Janeiro - and reaches much 
farther to the south than any other species of the genus, 
Pullata has been token througliout the length of the Amazon and 
along many of the principal tributaries, especially those from 
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the south. It is found also along the ooant in either direction 
from the mouth of the Aiaazon, at least as far as British Guiana 
to the north and the State of Bahia to the south. 
Dlmidlnta. which stands alone in the third group of the genus, 
is primarily a ooastal species; all the records, except those from 
the Rupununi River and the Parana de Buyassu, are from localities 
within a Ten miles of the sea. 
Although further collejcting will no doubt extend the known 
range of several, if not all', of the species, it is probable that 
the limits of distribution of the genus are approximately matched 
by the outlying records. However, the discovery of Diastatops in 
Central America or even in Mexico would not be, a complete sur­
prise in view of the occurrence there of other groups centered 
in the j\majionian region and the presence of one species of 
Diastatops as far south as 30° and of another to about 25° south 
latitude. Of special interest in this respect is the recent 
capture of specimens of Zenithoptera, the most closely related 
group to Diastatops, (both in structure and distribution) in 
Nicaragua. 
The distribution of the several species has been determined' 
as accurately as possible by mapping the records from litera­
ture and the material studied. Considerably difficulty was en­
countered in locating many of the place names given by oolleotcr s 
and several of them could not be definitely mapped. Many of the 
cities and villages of Brazil (and other South American countries?) 
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have loQfll mimes which are entirely different from the "official" 
names used on maps, Furtherqiore, many places appear to be known 
by two or more names, and certain names exhibit considerable meta­
morphosis in spelling among the maps consulted. The collectors 
of Diastatops in addition to using such variants without com­
ments , have frequently given as the locality of a capture the 
name of a cattle ranch or estate which does not appear on any 
map and which, in the case of the earlier collectors, nay have 
coased to exist now. 
Most of the places mapped have been located by mejins of the 
maps in the atlas of the Century Dictionary, those in Stiehler's 
A.tlas of Modsan Geography, the National Geographic Society map of 
South America, and a "Carta Geographica do Brazil" published by 
the "Club de Kngenharia" (of Brazil?) and furnished by rae by 
Mrs. Concha Romero James, Chief of the Division of Intellectual 
Cooperation of the Pan-.Mnericau Union, Information concerning 
the location or identity of certain specific place naniea was 
given me by Mrs, James, Dr. P. F. Calvert, Dr, Hugo Kahl, Dr. 
J, Chester Bradley, and Mrs, Leonora K. Gloyd. 
The location and interpretation of each place name as 
used in this paper is indicated in the following list of local­
ities, This list also contains such information as I have been 
able to compile concerning the conditions existing at collect­
ing stations when specimens of Diastatops vjere secured as al­
most the only contribution to the ecology of the genus possible. 
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List of localities at which sjpecimena of Diustatops 
have been collected 
is a small town in the State of Espirito Santo, near 
the Itabapuana Hiver". (Mrs. James) 
Alta Para, a town on the Hio Xin^u at about 3° south 
latitude, a point where the river bends abruptly to the Routh-
east. 
Ama^ori^, the largest of the states of Brazil. It has an 
area of approximately 730,000 square miles and contains the 
major portion of the upper Amaiion basin. Many specimens are 
labelled "Amazon." or "Amaz." but in most oases such labels 
refer to tlie river or the Ama'-ionian re^iion in {general. Most 
of the r.iaterial so labelled, hovvever, could be assigned to more 
definite localities, usually in the state of Para, from ad­
ditional information on the labels or from a knov/ledge of the 
route followed by the collector.. 
B^i;e4raE^, Para, along the Kio Tapajoz but not definitely 
located. 
is located in the ccntral part of the state of Sao 
Paulo, Brazil, something like half way between the city of Sao 
Paulo and the Hio Pai'ana. It is an iiaportant railroad and 
agricultural center, but is on the edge of a virgin forest of 
a very trojjical nature which extends from west of Bauru to the 
river. As Harris and myself stopped in Bauru only over nit?ht 
we had no great opportunity for collecting, and in fact the only 
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colleoting that I recall woe done in a potoh of ground near the 
railroad station in the town, although it is possible that we 
may have also vmlked out a ways into the open country." (Dr. 
Brudley, in litt., I>«arch 9, 19SG) 
Be^le^ (also called Para), the capital of the State of Parn. 
It is located on the Hio Para, the estuary of the lUo Tocnntins, 
which also receives channels from the Hio Xingu and the Amazon 
delta. 
"Benejvi^Sj Para, is situated about 22 miles from the city of 
Para (or Belem as the Brazilians call it) on the Braganca Hail-
road. Benevides is on slightly elevated ground, originally un­
broken forest, but largely cleared and under cultivation; hov/-
ever there are fair-sized patches of virjrin forest in the 
Benevides diKtrict". (Dr. Kahl, in litt., i-iurch IG, 1936) 
Bo^u^ir^, Bahia, "near the junction of Hio Pre to and Rio 
Cirndde". (Label on specimens collected January 7, 1908, by 
J. D. Haseman.) 
B^a ^  Pi^p^, not definitely located. Two rpeciraens in the 
His collection bear the label "Para, Bota lo Pinto, Jiatto, 
Noveraber G, 1901. HaginQn." 
Cgchoe^^, Hatto Grosso, "This is a stream, or small river, 
which rises near Chapada, flows N. then N. E. and finds its way 
to the H. Cuyaba. The collections with this label were made at 
a place about fifteen miles N. E. of Chapada, where the river 
passes through a gap in the hills. Forest and grass-land with 
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some bofiBY places." (Calvert, 1909, quoting, frora H. H. Smith.) 
Ca^hoe^a Cj^iba, Matto Grosso. Calvert (19U9) has no note 
ooncerning this locality but Longfield (1929) nade the follov/ing 
oonuaents. "There la some doubt as to the locality 'Cnohoeira 
Cuyaba'. to. Smith himself, a fev? years later, could not say 
where this was, but it may be the village of Cachoeira, south 
of Cuyaba, and lyinf; a short distance back from the river of 
that nane, on the Rangrador Grande. The further description, in 
every cose, of 'flooded campo, Jan, 188G', makes it unlikely 
that he meant Cuyaba itself, as there is very little land liable 
to flooding no far north." However, it is in the same general 
locality as Cachoeira, above, and records bearing the tvjo labels 
may safely be mapped to-(:ether on our small scale map. 
55X1? Venezuela, "Mr, stewardson Brown, who made the 
collections at this locality was Curator of the Herbarium at 
the Academy of Natural Sciences. As far as I can af-certain, he 
published no account of the trip or of the localities at which 
collections were made, Mr, Brown died a•number of years ago. 
Dr, Pennell, present Curator, has shown me a herbarium sheet of 
plants from this locality, and I have copied on your lif-;t the 
information which the label on that sheet furnishes, »Cano del 
Vagre, Oronoco (so spelled on herbarium label!) Delta, Venezuela, 
Jan, 28-J39, 1911,' The Venezuelan expedition in waich l.ir. Brown 
took part is known as the Bond Exi^edition, after Mr, Bond, an 
ornithologist who headed it." (Dr. Calvert, in litt., March, 11, 
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1936) 
Carepi, not located. 
Carvoei^, junazonas, a town on the right bank of the Rio 
Negro, almost opposite the mouth of the Rio Branoo. "From 
Carvoeiro to, the mouth of the Rio Branco many teneral Diaatatops 
and a few other libellulinea oarae to rest on the ropes, rails 
and netting of the boat. Fellow ])aesengers and some of the crew 
eagerly rissisted in ontohlng them by hand." (Willianson, 1923), 
However, only one Rpeoimen from Carvoeiro is in the material 
from the V/illiansom collection! 
Cay^n^, the capital of French Guiana. It is located on the 
coast, i.t about 5° north latitude. The name is sonetimes applied 
to tlie country - French Guiana - also. 
Cear^, one of the states of Brazil, located approximately be­
tween 3° and 8° south latitude and 36" and 41° west longitude. 
It has a coast line of about 400 miles and an area of about 
40,000 square miles. The capital, also called Ceara (or Fortalez 
is on the coast. 
CcK^, Amazonas, a town on the south bank of the /anazon be­
tween the ]{io Purus and Teffe, at a point where the river bending 
to the south reaches its southeuEmost limit. 
^^ri^nt^, Argentina, a city on the east bank of the Rio 
Parana, a short distance below the mouth of the Rio Paraguay. 
Also the province of nhich t&is city is the capital. 
CosJ^ Af^i^^y, Paraguay, not located. Records of other speci 
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liiens from this locality furnished by Mro. Gloyd have the further 
information "Inner Paraguay" or "Central Paraguay". All the 
specimens are from the Forster Collection, 
Cumar^, Colombia, not located. 
Es£ec).u3J^ arises in the mountains forming the southern 
boundary of British Guiana and flows north almost the entire 
length of the country, receiving a number of tribufearies from 
the Vfest but few or none from the east. 
Forc^a, j\rgentina, a city on the Kio Parana, about 75 miles 
below Asuncion, Paraguay. The name is also applied to the 
province or territory of which this city is the capital, an area 
in the Chaco region, between the Pilcomayo and Bermejo rivers, 
extending northviost from the Kio Parana for about '>550 miles, 
not located. 
C^oi^(^etov^, a city in British Guiana, on the coast at the raouth 
of the Demerara River. Dr. Babiy (in litt., Sept. 2G, 19^8) 
quoted the following from field notes by Dr. Forbes concerning 
his collections there, Nov. 10-15, 1920, "Mostly in cultivated 
fields. It is late in the dry season and everything, except 
along the irrigating ditches is parched." 
Ic|ui^t^, one of the leading cities of Peru. It is on the left 
bank of the Amazon or f^olimoes Hiver, near 73^^ west longitude. 
The territory north of this river, within which Iquitoe s is 
located is also claimed by Ecuador. 
"Itaba;guaM is a river, bourflary between the ntatos of Rio de 
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Janeiro and Espirito Snnto, It flows into the Atlantic at approx­
imately 8l" south latitude and 2^ east longitude from Rio de 
•Janeiro. There is a small tovm of this srame name on the himks of 
the river," (Mrs. James, in litt., May 83, iy36) 
^altul^, para, a tovm on the Rio Tapajoz, about 150 miles up­
stream from Santarem. 
Laj^^anj^^ Art'jentina, not found. Ris'. record reads "Lapango 
(N.-Argentin)". 
Majoa^, not located. . 
IvIanacagL^, Amnzonas, a town on the north bank of the /'\iaazon, 
about 50 miles above the mouth of the Hio Negro. Between this 
locality and the "delta'' of the Rio Japura is an area over 300 
miles long and 100 miles (maximum) wide, between the Amazon and 
the Parana Codajoz, filled with paranas and lakes. 
Mana^^, the capital of the state of Amazonas, on the Rio Negro 
almont at its affluence with the ADiazon. 
Maraiih^, one of the states of Brazil, extending along the 
northeast coast approximately from 41° to 46° west longitude, 
and extending south and southwest into the interior for 300-500 
miles. It has an area of about 177,500 square miles. The Rio 
Tocantins and a tributary form the vaeatern boundary for a few 
hundred miles but receive the drainage of only a narrow strip 
within the state, the remainder of the area being drained direct­
ly to the Stlantic through a nuraber of small rivers. 
Massuary, not found. 
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one of the states of Brazil, its area is approx­
imately 530,000 square miles. Miss Longfield, in her paper list­
ing the Odonata known from Hatto Grosso (1929) gove the follow­
ing desoription of this area. "The greater part of the central 
tableland of Braail, where the Paraguay P.iver, and many of the 
important tributaries of the /unazon River, have tiieir origin. A 
small portion of the G. t;. of the f3tate ia swampy alluvial land, 
through which flows the Paraguay River. The highest point in 
Matto Grosso is e stirnnted at only 3250 feet, but the largest 
part of the plateau ranges between 1000 and 20C;0 feet. The 
State of Matto Grosso is not covered entirely by forests as its 
name would indicate; the vegetation in the southern half is 
largely thick scrub 8 to 10 feet high, with virgin forest along 
the river bai"i}cs and in isolated patches of varying extent." 
Uai^, juaazonas, a city on the Rio Maues, which joins the 
Amazon at Parlntins. However, the region between Maues and the 
Amazon from the Rio Madeira to Farintins, an irregular area 
about 50 miles wide and almost three times as long, called "Ilha 
Tupinainbarara" on the "Club de Engenharia" Diap, appears to be a 
wilderness of lowlands, or swamps, containing nuiaerous paranas 
or channels. 
Mii^ ^ ^a^, one of the states of Brazil. It is in the east 
central region and has an area of about 222,000 siiuare miles. A 
portion of the state is drained by minor rivers direct to the 
Atlantic through the neighboring state of Espirito Santo and the 
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southern tip of Bahlao However, a considei-able portion of the 
area lies in the bnsin of the Rio Sao Francisco, a river 1000 
miles lonff, wliioh flows notth and east through Bahia to the 
southern boundary of Pernambuoo, thence southeast to the Atlantic. 
Miri^ti^^ Para, a town on the riglit bank of the iUo Tapajoz, 
about 150 miles above Gantarem, and opposite Itaituba. Given 
as Uixitubu on some maps. 
loou^, Aitiazonas, a town on the right bank of the Rio Nefgro, 
about 150 miles upstream from Monnos. 
"Moj^ is the name of an Indian tribe inhabiting parts of 
eastern Bolivia and western Brazil, on the banks of the Guapore 
and Mamore rivers." (Mrs. Jamess, in litt., May 22, 1936) 
Chri^^, Para, along the Rio Tapajoz, but not definitely 
located, 
Murucup^, not found, 
Oljjito, Rio Purus (Amazonas), situated about GOO miles 
up the Purus River, a tortuous stream. There is a large clear­
ing surrounded by dense forest; hilly country in the back away 
from the river." (Dr. Kahl, in litt., March IG, iy»6) 
Obicl^, Para, a city on the north bank of the /uaazon, approx­
imately halfway between Parintins and Santarem. 
(^cou^^Island, IBsaa Swamp, Para, (see Uassa Swamp.) 
Pa^, one of the states of Brazil. It }ias an area of almost 
450,000 square miles in the lower ianazon basin. The metropolis 
of the genua is located in the western part of this state and the 
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adjoining fltate of /vmazonas. The name is also applied quite 
generally to tlie capital of the state - luore proijerly called 
Delem, 
Pai^a^ ^  in the lower Amazon region (State of 
Para?), not definitely located. Ho\vcver, it rauKt be near, if 
not in the Amazon delta, as Austin while on the "Expedition of 
Messrs. Tjiemens Bros, Gatile S. S. 'Faraday'" (Kirby, 1897), in 
1896 obtained specirnsns at Para (Belen) on January 10 and at 
this locality during the period January 15-18, 
Pe^ (t3ee the following). 
peb^, a city in Peru, on the no- th bank of the Anazon, at 
the mouth of the /uabiyacu Kiver, I have followed Dr. Calvert'? 
suggestion that Ris' record (1910) of "Pf.'ba" for pullata refers 
to this locality, 
P^rnambucic^, one of the states of Bre.zil. It extends inland 
for over 400 railes from the most eastern point of the continent, 
and has a north-south width of about GO to 150 miles. This name 
is also applied bo the capital of the state - Recife, 
"Pi^ Sa^, Oyapoc (or Oyapock) River, This is on the French 
Guiana aide of the Oyapoc River, v;hich forms the present boundary 
line between Brazil and French Guiana, The locality is hilly, 
densely forested except for small farms or otiier clearings, and 
lies at the foot of the vost chain of rapids extending up to near 
the watershed. No swaxnp here, Thej*e is considerable current to 
the river, up to Pied Saut when the tide is running out, but the 
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flow is clifjcked when it turns inward. Pied Saut Is about 45 or 
50 miles from the sea, following the bends of the river." (Dr. 
Kahl, in litt., March 16, 1936) 
Po£^Vel^, Amazonas, the third largest city in the Aimzon 
basin. It is on the Rio IJadeira at approximately 64° west lon^ji-
tude, only four miles from the iuaazonas-Matto Grosso boundary 
and about 1800 railes from Belera. 
"From January El to March 5 and from Apriib 18 till May 30 
(19H2), we collected in and near Porto Velho when weather con­
ditions permitted. The original heavy forest had been cut away 
for at leaat a mile back from the river, but within tliis area 
there were sufficient second-grov.th trees and bushes to furnish 
shelter for some species of dragon-flies along several stresims 
and Hround a deep lagoon filled v;ith backwater from the river, 
A small vjaterfRll in the eastern part of town and the 
same creek in the vicinity of Barbados Hill furnished convenient 
places to collect during short periods of sunshine on more or 
less rainy days," 
"By following oar roads and mule paths for about two miles 
north of town, we found several small creeks in the forest. 
They were similar in character, two to three feet wide, ankle-
to hip-deep with soft muddy bottoms, flowing; in well-wooded 
ravines among dense under^rrowth Farther east in the 
woods was a much larger stream, too deep to wade, flowing swiftly 
between high, steep earthen banks. Several visits to this larger 
stream yielded very few specimens and nothing different from the 
smaller creek species," 
"V/e spent January 29, on one of the Company's launches. 
After going several miles down the Rio Madeira, which was re­
ported to be forty feet above low water stavie "ntered several 
creek basins and navigating among treetopc with flooded wc;udlancl 
on all sides. Only a few dragonflies' were caught, but v;e secured 
quite a collection 6t ants and spiders that fell into the launch 
along with twigs and bark as we bumped and crashed through the 
branches." (J, H, Williamson, 1923) 
Pro^irea^, Amazonas, "a fazenda between Ivlaues (which see) and 
Parintins on a parana of the Amazon lUver". (Field notes, J, H. 
V/illiamson) 
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Rio Cuyaba, one of the "uhree branchec of the Rio Gao Lourenoo, 
a tributary of the Rio Paraguay. Miss LonRfield's record (1989) 
is from nour Cuynba, oonccrning v/liich she wrote, as follov/s. 
"This is the srinll and very isolated oapitnl of the rotate. It 
stands 1000 feet above sea-level on the si!e,11 Cuyaba River, a 
tributary of the Paraguay. The soil of the surroianding country 
is largely composed of brokendown slnte, and the vegetation is 
of fairly thick scrub, containing many conspicuously flowered 
trees, but with no forest." 
Rio de Janeiro, one of the states of Brazil. It is located 
on the southeast coast, approxinjately between 41° and 45° west 
longitude, 
Grui^^ ^ o ^ ^1, the most southern of the stetefj cf Draail, 
consif^ting of a roughly quadrangular area of about 91,000 square 
miles, south of the Uruguay and Polatas riverso Concerning the 
specimens (Acad, Nat. Sci. Phil.) from this locality, Dr. 
Calvert wrote (in litt., December G, 1927), "The history of the 
epms. 'Supposedly (from) Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil* is as fol­
lows: The U. C. A. Collections were sent to me from Berlin, as 
Karsoh had been my iminediete predecessor in accepting the job of 
working them up and had ended by giving them up. Aiaong the lot 
was Q box of Odonatn with no locality or otlier labels than num­
bers, such as these 3 smps. bear. The B. C. A. people in London 
didn't know anything about them and finally, I can't now remember 
how, a clue seemed to rim to H. von Ihering at R. G. do n. I 
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wrote to him and described the spras. St his reply nade it probable 
th'.it they were some which he had sent to Berlin for identification 
but never heard from, I can't now find v. Ihering's letter, and 
there is of course some possibility of error. I think I sent him 
some spms. or labels to examine and these helped to identify them." 
The Selysian specimens (His, 1910) from thiS' locs lity also c nme 
from von Ihering, 
Mo Japu^ (or Rio Yapura), rises in the mountains of southern 
Colombia, within less than 200 miles of the Pacific and joins the 
Amazon near Teffe. Dr. sjostedt (1918) has only the following 
brief comment concerning Dr. Roman's visits in this region and 
at Ivlasaos, "Die von ihm besuchten Orte sind: Kio Japura, 
am Landgut Cliicago im Deltagebiet, April, 1915; - Manaos; 
Bosque Municipal gleich N. 17. und Oachoeirinha gleich 0. von der 
Stadt u. a. Platze in der Kahe von I.^anaos, Dezember 1914- Mai 
191S." 
l^aragu^, the northern branch of the Rio de la Plata system. 
Its headwaters are found in the tablelands of Matto orosso, inter­
mingled with the sources of the Rio Tapajoz so that the two sys­
tems form a pathway from the lower /imazohian region into the rivers 
of southern Brazil and Argentina. 
Pur^, one of the principal tributaries of the /anazon, arisr 
ing in central east Peru and the southern part of western Brazil,, 
and flowing by a very tortuous course to Join the Amazon about 100 
miles above the mouth of the Kio Negro. 
Sao Lourei^, Mutto Grosso, a tributary of the Rio 
Paraguay, floviin^; into the latter at about 18" south latitude. 
Its lower course, where Miss Longfield's Diantfitops 0Hj)turef' 
wore made, iB through nn area indicated as awamp lands on the 
Club de Ent;enharia map. It oonfjists of three: liiain branches, 
the Rio Pe{$uiry, Rio [Jao Lourenco, and Ilio ('uyaba. The latter 
risea in the vicinity of Cachoeira (\viiich aee). 
]jKi Tapajus:, one of the riajor tributaries of the /vniazon, 
formed from streams ariainc on the watershed of wentern Hatto 
Grosso, and flowing.: in^o the imazon at Santarem. The sources 
of thia rivor and those of t)ie Kio Para{^uay are in the fsame 
locality and the two cyf-teiis form a continuous pathway for those 
apecier found in both the Amazonian and tlie Parana-Uruguay 
basins. 
Rj^ 'Piicaba^ UUo Tucaveca), the Club de Eni^enliaria map ahows 
a river of this name in the Bolivian (Uiaco, ariRin,^ near 18" 
south latitude and west longitude, it flows to the pouth-
ea:-t for almost tJOO miles through an area indicated as swamp 
land and joins the Hio Kan Kafael, a tributary of the iUo 
Paraguay. 
Tln^, rises in the tableland of central Matto Groaao, 
near the sources of the Kio Tapajoa and the Hio Paraf;uny and 
flows northward approximately lOOC'iailes to enter the Amazon 
delta. 
Fm^^uni Riv^, arises in the mountains of the extreme south­
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east oorner of British Guiana. It flows north about half the 
length of the country, then turns nbrujjtly to the enst and after 
uniting with the Ouitnro enters the ICasequibo. 
Seu^ Bolivia. "Province del Jiarti: the collections 
so stated were made at his home, Santa Cruz de la Sierra and 
vicinity in the Department of Santa Cruz, Bolivia, by the late 
Mr, Jose Steinbach." (Dr. Kahl, in litt., Mnroh IG, 1936) 
Gai^ Argentina, a city on the Rio Parana, about 250 
miles from the junction of this river with the Rio Uruguay. 
A.I20 the province of which this city is the capital. 
Santn^ia, Para, a city on the Amazon at the nouth of the 
Hio TajjaJoz. ' 
"S^ Ant^HU^ dc Gunpore , Rio Guapore, (Matto Grosso), situa­
ted ct the junction of Hio Guapore and a small tributary from 
the Brazilian side, Rio Sao Higuel. about Lat. IS*^ South and 
about Long. 63° '.Vest of Greenvrich. Dr. Haseman told ne that 
the Rio Guapore with its virgin forest would be an Eldorado 
for collecting by a young, healthy and energetic collector. 
Hio Guapore forms the border between Brazil ^ md Bolivia. Dr. 
Haseman collected fishes, insects incidentally, and brought 
to the Carnegie Museum the largest collection of fislies during 
his 2 years travel." (Dr. Kahl, in litt., March 16, 193G) 
^ Loreijgj^.* Bolivia, not located except by His' record (1928) 
"S. Lorenzo (Rio Tuoabaca)". (See Rio Tucubaca.) 
Sao Luiz (also called Moranhao), capitol of the State of 
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Karanhao. It in about KOO miles from Belem and is situatRd on 
an island between bays at the mouths of a number of rivers, which 
to-(-ether drain a major portion of the interior of the state, 
Sao ^ town on the south bank of 
the Amazon, about 00 miles below the i3razil-l eru bouniiary. The 
labels read, "Sao i^aulo de Olivenca, Alto Kio Solinoes", and 
some iiaps have this portion of the river narked "Hio Golinoes", 
but the Club de lintiCnharia map applied this nane to that j)art 
of the imin river above its junction T?ith the Rio Javary. 
a small toviin in Paraguay, at about 00 miles to the 
southeast of Asuncion." (Mrs. Janes, in litt.) In his paper 
on Orthoptera from Paraguay, collected by W. T. Foster, the 
late A. N. fiaudell (1904), quoted the follov/in{5 remarks con­
cerning this locsrility from a letter (May 14, 190JJ) from Mr. 
['•"oL'ter. 
"Sapucay is a small village situated nt the base of a low 
tableland, the elevation of which is 800 feet above the sur­
rounding country The trend of the face of the 
tableland is northwest and southeast. The country to be south-
Kest and east is {generally level, broken by low hills rising 
abruptly from the plains, which extends to the level cattle-
breeding lands of the Missions, which in turn give place to the 
low swamp-land of the southeast corner of Paraguay, which with 
the exception of a narrow fringe along the rivers Paraguay and 
Alto Parana, is given over to the anaconda and tiger (Jaguar), 
I was several months down there collecting water-birds, but do 
not have any very pleasant recollections of the district. 
Periodical floods extent for leagues inland filling the swamps, 
which in turn extend for miles; patches of forest from a few 
hundred feet to a mile in diameter occupy any land rising a 
few feet above the swamp. A few wandering tribes roam the 
large forests of the Alto Parana, but the rest is a desolate 
waste, 
"I do not find that the tableland mentioned above bears a 
different fauna than that of the low lands, nearly all speci-
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niens token by my oolleotinc boya on the higher Innrls bnin^ du-
plioated by others from J)he plains." 
"Sevil^ (or Seville), Colombio, south of Santa Mnrtn, and 
probribly between Cienat^a and Fundaciou, or Fundacion and Cienuga 
Grande, Colleotin^ nates also indicate that it is not far from 
Hio Frio (at the Junction of the Hio Frio and tho railroad)." 
(Mrs. Gloyd, in litt., I'ar. 10, 19^6) 
^ French name for Gao Luiz. 
Surlji^, another name for Dutch Guiana. 
Taijerij^, near ^ antarew, Para. "Taperinlia is probably 
Terapixuni, a little town to the north of Gantarem, on the 
Amazon River, nl3 about H° south latitude and 12" west longitude 
from Hio de Janeiro." (Mrs. Janer:, in litt., Itoy 2H, 1936) 
'^ffe (also called EgQi nnd especially, Teffe Ega), Ai.ia7.onas, 
a town on the south bank of the imiazon, at the mouth of the Kio 
Teffe, and opposite the lov.er mouth of the Jlio Japura. 
Amazorias, a city on the left bank of the upper 
iUaazon, a few nilea belOT; the mouth of the Hio Putumayo or Ica. 
Tms^^tuma^, a city of British Guiana, on the Potaro Hiver, 
which flows east to join the Essequibo at a point atout 150 niles 
from the coast. 
Ti}j;:atj^, not foiond. 
U£\cai^yzal, Matto Grosso, "a plantation in L'latto Groeso either 
near the ]<. Paraguay, or near Cuyaba. I think vhat it is on 
the Paraguay, not far above the Junction of the H. Ouyaba; at 
any rate there is a cattle plantation there, where we worked for 
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some time.'' (Calvert, 1909, quotinji from a letter from IK H. 
smith). The Uacaryzal records are mapped at the locality on 
the Paraguay indicated by r.Ir, Smith, 
"Uaj3^ I^Qjid, UeGsa Swamp. This island \;i\b the first place 
in this swniap where Mr. Klage;; pitched his camp. He colleoten 
here and on Oucoupe Island in June." (Br. Kohl, in litt., 
March IG, 1926), t^jee the following). 
"Uojisa^ , Para. This large swamp refjion is situated in 
Brazil, east of the Oyapoc River; it has many omall and large 
elevations, called islands, scattered over tlie swaup. The is­
lands in the IJassa Swamp are mostly of volcanic origin, e?cciept 
Cajary Island, which is largely queirtz and granitic or schistose 
rook;, with overlying f:oil sufficient to support a heavy grovth 
of forest." (Dr. flahl, in litt., March 16, 193G) 
Vi^ctor^ (Porto Victoria), Para, a tovvn on the Hio Xingu, 
abjut 100 miles above its Junction with the paranas of the 
Amazonian delta. The Rio "Kingu here resuiiies its normal direc­
tion of somewhat east of north, after a rather blunt quadrang­
ular "ox-bow" bend to the southeast, 
Vlllano^ Para, a town on the north bank of the Amazon, 
northwf-'st of Gurupa on the Rio Xingu, 
W^^sn^, a city of British Guiana, on the Demarara River, 
about 60 miles from the coast. 
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Genot^e 
The type of the gentis Diastatops is Llbellxila pullata B\ir~ 
meister, as designated by Kirby in 1889. 
Characters ^  the Genus 
0rip;lnal Description: 
"Tete ayant le front tres-saillant et les yeux non con-
tigtis. Ailes aj^ant les principales nsrvures tres~gaillante3, et 
le bord costal echancre, avec le rolseau extr^mement serr^} pifece 
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ao\XH-Htyl£vire ohea les nalea au rnoj.no axiosi large longue, 
largotnoni; ^oiiancree, plua etroito a. la baaa. Pattee grSleu, 
ayant doa oMa treo-longa, proeque ooiatao ohea Calopteryx. Six ou 
aept rangeeo d'areolea diaooidaleu. 
"CeB {jBpeoea preaentent uno an^iinalio dana lea Libellulinea 
par laura yaux tout ci fait ooparea; ellea ae rapproohent oepen-
dant beau ooup par leura ailea, da oellea du genre Polyneura, 
qui ont les yaux oontitjua, maia ellea ont loi'. nervurea plua 
aaillantea, lea nervulea plua senaiblea, at lea ailoa dea troia 
eapeoea (lue je deoria aont entieremant d'un brun fuligineux 
plua ou tnoins fonos'. Lea fornalles nie aont inoonnuos." 
Author'9 daaoriptiont 
Head rather araall; eyea aepfiratod by about one-third thoir 
width in doraal view. Frona pro,-)acting forward rather oonapiou-
oualy; ceplv3.1io aurfaoo flattened, the flattened apaoe divided 
into two more or leaa circular areaa by the furrow; flattened 
areas and doraal aurfaca rugoae; furrow rather wide and dOBp. 
Vertex wide; cat off rather straight in front; apex bicuapid; 
coaraely punctate or rugose. Occiput trapezoidal (inatead of 
the uaual triangular ahape in oV-her genera of Libellulidae); 
urnooth and ahining, aometiraea aparaely and finely punctured. 
Rear of head arnooth, ahining black, concoloroua. Head without 
dLlBtinct oolor markings. Labium varying from dull cream, through 
light yellowiah browna to dark reddiah brown; however, the 
particular color in any apeclwen appears to be due to oonditiona 
affecting ita drying ao there aeema to be no conatant opecific 
differences and in moat cuaes the original color appeara to have 
been lost. Mandibles greenish or olive brown at base, red or 
reddiah brown at apex. Labriiin black or dark brown. Face (clypeus) 
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ciull graonish or olivo bro'vn. Oophr-lic aurface of frona dark 
brovm or blaok^, iianally vrith a alight pur)->liBh ohnen; dorsa-l 
aurfaoa dark irldeacant or metalllo purj-jle (bright red iii 
eathortve). Vortex and oooiput metallic pvrrple» Face and vortex 
clothed with moderately denoe black haira; caudal inarginy of 
eyoa and occiput fringed v/ith long, rather donoe, brovm or yel-
loxvioh haira. 
Lobao of prothorax very distinct; third lobe very largo, 
erect, conaisting of two aomi-circular lobea, doniiely fringed 
iiith long haira. A tuft of aiinilar haira on caudo-ventral angles 
of niiddlG lobe; remainder of prothorax glabroua, or v»ith very 
Bi^rae, short, vThitiah hairs. Pterothorax rather ainall, alightly 
oompreaaod; without diatinct color markinga. Entire thorax dark 
brovm or black on doraum, varyinij to light brown or olive gray 
on oidaa and below; with moderatelj dense pubeaenoe, varying in 
color, more or less, with cuticle, from black abovo to light 
brovm, or even tawny yellov? near the lega and on the coxae. 
Lega vary long and slender, with conapiououo armature; 
light to dark brown, aoraetimea blfick, eapecially on feet, ua-
uallji much lighter at baae; all apineo black except thoae in 
tibial comb which are frequently reddish. 
Femora rounded beneath; with more or leas distinct carinas 
on dorsal margins. Caudo-ventral rnargina with rows of spines 
more or lesa confuaed, the first with a rather diatinct row of 
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10-14 apineu and doroad of thia an inoom}5leto row of shorter 
apinoa; second with two or three oonfuaod rows of very alender 
apinaa; third with a row of 15-iJO fine upinea, and juat vontrad 
of thia a row of leso numeroua, Ioniser apinea. Cephalo-vontral 
raargina with a diotinot row of apinea of unequal length; the 
firat with a row of four to aix equally spaced apinoa in middle 
third or half >f femur, gradually inorojiuing in length outward, 
then following a apoee of about twice the uaualy distance a very 
long apine and at the apex of the femur a fine opine or lair of 
moderate length; the second with a row of eight to 12 apinea, 
the firat very amall, sometimes only a short triangular tooth, 
apinea in proximal half of row gradually increasing in length, 
those in diatal ha.lf equal in length, at the end a more slender 
spine of moderate length; frequently a trace of a row of hairo 
just dorsad of the base of this row of spinea; the third \?lth a 
row of 10-16 apinea, gradually increaaing in length outward 
from the firat ahort triangular "tooth", except near the end a 
very long, more ividely separated apine and then a fine spine of 
medium length. Ventral surface of femora usually with a roxv of 
slander spines; dorsal surface frequently "bearing a few fine, 
rather long, yellowish hairs; dorsal carinae, eapecially on 
secpnd and third femora, with triangular, black teeth or ser­
rations* 
Tibiae flattened beneath and to a considerably less degree 
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ttbove; dorsal oarime aorrato, teijtli acute, documbent, bl^clr. 
Tibial Bpinea very long at base - ono-third to one-half the 
length of the tibi£i.e, gradxially deoref.alug in length outv^rd; 
more diutal opinee of each xovr frequently oorjapiououtjly shorter 
and more oloaaly plaood; caudo-ventrul row containing approxi­
mately eight to 10 spines on first tibia, 12-17 on aeoond and 
13-1(3 on third,' oephalo-ventral margin of firot tibis. v/ith a 
row of about five apineo on proximal half, followed by a "comb" 
of 9-13 flattened, somewhat curved, closely placed epinea of 
ubout oiiual length on distal half; oophulo-ventral row on second 
tibia oonuisting of eight to 13 spines, that on third of II-I89 
Clawo long and slender; tooth small, distad of middle. 
Wingo very broad; wholly or in large part dark; venation 
very dense and with a considerable degree of variation in the 
number of orcaa veins and cells oven in the most definitive 
areas; a conoidersiblo development of well-defined sectors and 
planatea in many parts of the wings. Costal loargin of the fore 
wing undulate, hJWing a broad arc-like einargination at or 
slightly less than half the distance to the nodus. Many ante-
nodal cross veins J13-33 in fore wing, eight to 15 in rear v/ing), 
the last usually incomplete. Three to seven cells after the first 
in the cootal postnodal region ofthe fore wing bisected by a 
longitudinal vein or with anastomosing cross veins in this area 
(except in dimldiata); eight to 17 postnodal cross veins in the 
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rear wing. Many accetisory bri-ige crotia vcjlno (usually t'.ro to 
eight or noro). M^a ^i-rising about one 0(3ll boforo the proximal 
end of pteroatigma. Mg rathor woaJcly undulato; Rg umootliiy 
curved. Rpl and Mpl well forraed, oubtonding tv<o to four rowu of 
aollu oaoh. Arculua on firat antono^ial oroao voin or a lightly 
diatad in fore winj^, slightly diotad of first to mid-way bat'.voen 
firat and aooond in roar vting. Mg and M4 ariaing ooparat(5ly 
frow arouluij or united for » very short diotanoo in the fore 
wing, unit ad for a 0 lightly groeitor diatanco in -che roar wing. 
Usually many supra-triangular oroaa veina (three to 11 in fore 
wing, on» to four in rt3a.r wing). Triangle of fore wing widely 
diotad (about five oalla) of proxirruj.l angle of that of roar wing; 
distal side of both triangloa oonoave; many oellod (three to 
oi[;ht in fore wixag, two to eight in roar vifing). Cu^ of fore 
wiiig atrongly curved, approxiuately ooiacentric to M4 in disJtal 
two-thirda of ita length; diyooiiial area of fore wing narrowed 
somewhat in proximal third, thenoo parallel to wing margin; 
usually five to 13 oello following triangle and five to eight 
rows in middle portion; in proximal portion of area in both 
wingo ivell-definrad transverse aeotoro divide the area into fields 
of two to four rows of aells. CU3 of fore wing two to four 
branched; all branchea usually well-defined to the wing margin. 
Regularly one oubito-aml oross vein in fore vjring, but sorao-
tiine^a seaond far diatad of the first; usiially two in the rear 
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v;lng, sometimes one, more frequently three, or, rarely, even 
four; the most distal one sometimes branched, or the area near 
the triangle containing a network of veins. No internal triangle 
in the fore wing, the area proxlmad of the triangle divided 
into two to fotir fields of two or more rows of cells each by 
transverse sectors ai'iaing from the anal velnj a branch arising 
from G-ug runs proxlmad to join A and form a more or less ellip­
tical "loop" of about five to ten cells. Anal area of rear wing 
very broad; loop long and broad; outer angle well rounded; anal 
angle about on a level with the distal angle of triangle; gaff 
less than sole, frequently only tv/o-thirds as long; bisector 
nearly straight, having an angle of 30® or less, arising about 
one-fifth or less of the distance from Ag to A^^, forked at the 
bond, the outer branch running to the outer angle of the loop; 
area proxlmad of the loop divided into long narrow fields of 
two or more cells (in width) by numerous sectors; usually a 
secondary loop {corresponding to or identical v/ith the 
patella of Needham) of a fev/ to many cells just proxlmad of 
the base of the loop. Pterostlgma very large, reddish brown; 
membranule moderately large, smoky gray to dull blacks 
Abdomen rather short, slightly swollen at base; more or 
less spindle-shaped in the male, segments four to 10 triangular 
in cross-section; sides more nearly parallel in the female. 
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also sideo and venter rounded out more than in the male. Trana-
verae oarinae on aegraento 3 and 4. Segment 1 and, aometiraeo, 
anterior half of 3, blaok on dorwuin; 3-;i red on dorsum, dull 
brown to olive green on sides and ventar; 4-9 red on dorsum and 
Bides, reddish brown below, margins and oarino.o sometimes black 
10 usually blaok, soraetimos with more or less red. 
Superior anpendages rather small, each with a row of four 
to seven teeth below, very dark reddish brovrn or black; in­
ferior appendage about tvro-thirds as long as superiors, caudal 
margin hollowed out, sides divergent or sub-parallel, usually 
red or reddish brown with blaok rrargins. Male genitalia small; 
front lobe infrequently equal in length to hamule, usually 
less, oaudal margin sinuate; hamule with strongly recurved 
hook on mesal margin, outer lobe not greatly developed; genital 
lobe equal to or greater than hainuDe in length, size and shape 
varying with the species, strongly margined; caudal margin of 
front lobe and marginu of genital lobe fringed with moderately 
long hairs* 
Appendages of female cylindrical; straight or slightly 
curved; apex acute, extending beyond tip of abdomen; very 
dark reddish brown or black# Margins of segment 8 in female 
turned down, not expended; vulvar laminae small, scale-like, 
oovsred by folded down margins of segment 8 
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Variation; 
There ia little color variation among individuals or 
apeoiea of Diastatops, in dried speoiinena, at least, no dietinot 
color markinga are evident. The colore moat common in dried 
specimens are bro\Tns of varying shades, red, purple and black. 
Tenerala are lighter in color than mature specimens; the increase 
in the intensity of coloration with age is most marked in the 
wings. Winga of tenerala, even of the obaoura-group, are 
rather transparent and the postnodal light areas are usually 
quite evident. Ia matiare speciweiiB (except in dimidiata) moat 
of the wing membrane is opaque and the postnodal light areas are 
much less evident, even in many specimens of the pullata-group* 
The brilliant red veins flound in areas of secondary reticulation 
• I-\ 
in mature apeoimeno of the pullata-group are bright yellow in 
tenerals. 
The moat evident and most easily at^idied characters in 
Diustatops showing variation are found in wing venation. In order 
to study the variation within each species and, if possible, to 
discover characters useful in distinguishing species the number 
of cross veins or of cells In each of 16 different areas in the 
wings were tabulated# (The "number of wings examined" varies 
considerably in-the summaries of those tabulations as torn, 
crumpled or folded wings frequently ando the examination of 
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certain areas impossible in aorae Qpeoiraens.) The looation and 
the general oharacteriatica of these areas are indicated in 
Figure 1. 
Also, as far a« poauible, the lengths of the vringa and the 
abdomen of each speoiitnen wore determined. (Here, again, the con­
dition of many apeoimens, eapeoially broken or shrunken abdo­
mens, rendered irapraotioal or imposoible the eeouxing of on® or 
more .of these measurements in such oasen*) 
Summaries of these tabu.u tiona are preoonted in Tables 1-
17. In order that the tabulationt^ for the different opeoiea 
may be compared directly with each other, they have bean re­
duced to approximate percentages (nearest v«hole number) of the 
number of wings of the respective species examined. 
In almost every area in •;rQ8fe veins were counted one 
or more species exhibited some branching of cross veins. This 
branching varied from single Y-veins to areas of secondary 
retioulation within which the identity of individual orosa veins 
was lost. A very comirion form of branchjng consisted of an inter­
calary vein extending over some portion of the area with the 
parts of the individual icross veins on either aide of it dis­
placed, and in some eases with an increase in their number on 
one aid© over that on the other. The percentage of cases show­
ing branching is shown in each table, ijaualljt, however, all 
cases of branching were inolude(i''also in the proper columns 
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Indicating the ntmiber of cross veins - the smaller nvmiber in 
each area of branching being used. 
Very little sexual dlxnorphlsm was found in the tabulations 
of venational characters and most of the aummaries include the 
total cotint for the several species regardless of the number of 
each sex examined. However, all original tabulations were made 
separately for males and females of each species and these are 
listed in all cases where any marked difference was noted. 
Almost all of the species ahovr more or less overlapping 
in each of the characters tabulated. Therefore, an individual 
specimen could not be placed specifically by reference to any 
particular table. However, the variation in any one character 
Is more or less independent of that in other characters, and an 
undetermined specimen of the genus could be placed in the proper 
species by comparing it, in turn, with each of the tables, 
Tlae lengths of wings and abdomens were recorded to the 
nearest half millimeter. Only one v/lng of each pair was measiired 
as preliminary measurements showed that variation between the 
tv;o wings of each pair of any specimen was negligible. 
Table 1. Number of antenodal cross veins (fore wing)* 
species 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
xs 
o 
xt 
o 
a 
a 
u 
number of cross veins 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
la 13 14 15 16:17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
4 
24 
3 
25 
pullata 157 20 : 1 g 19 fe9 ^8 i6 
emilia 18 44 33:17 6 
intense Se l4 SI & 14:11 6 
estherae 68 1 3 26:41 22 7 C}0 
«P-H_ cbscura 178 2 4 11 31 29:18 5 2 
O©- nigra 6 :33 17 33 17 
siaxima 1(30 
dimidiata 22 5 14 64 14: 5 
pullata 168 1 4:13 37 27 13 4 2 
emilia 18 44 44 11: 
rH 
HJJ intense 14 25 36 14: 6 6 • • 
coC- estherae 68 1 28 40:28 1 1 
oo obscvira 178 3 9 31 31 22: 2 1 
jQh£ nigra 6 17 33 33:17 
Oh maxima 2 2 
dimidiata 22 9 41 36 14 2 
*In this and the following tables, except No, 10, the numbers (other than 
those in the first column - number of wings examined) are approxihmate percentages 
(nearest whole number) of the number of wings of the respective species examined. 
;^Except as indicated otherwise, all cases of branching cross veins listed in 
the tajjles are also included in the proper places for the nixmber of cross veins -
the smaller number in each area of branching being used, j 
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Table 2. Number of antenodal oroas veins (rear win^) 
species 
m W) 
a H 
O tJ Q) 
fH fl Q; -H 
"a 1 
I 
number of cross veins 
6 
i W-
rt <u TdTirrrarnr Tr 15-Tff" '17: 
puilata 166 • l:10:SS' 1: 
: o emilia 18 22:72: 6: 
•H " 
: M intensa 36 25:69: 6: F : 
. estherae 67 3:37:52: 7 
obsoura 178 1 7 40:42:10: 
: u ni«ra 6 17 :17;67: 
. m maxima 2 : :100: 
: " dimidiata 22 5 27:80:14: 
pullata 166 : 5:23:40 25 5 1 
emilia 18 6 56:39: : 
intensa 36 6 36:44:14: 
.+* ;np!. estherae 69 1:36:51:12 
.oo 
•e>H_ obsoura 178 3 298138:22: 7: 
niRra 6 50:50: : 
.CUFH maxima 2 :3D0: : 
dimidiata 22 9 36 41: 9: 5: 
Table 3a. Number of postnodal (radial) cross veins 
in fore wing 
species 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
br
an
ch
ed
 
nuiaber of cross veins 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
br
an
ch
ed
 
5 6 7 
• • « 
s! 9:10:11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
pullata 166 13 : : : 1 5 25 29 24 13 2 1 
emiliG 18 6 6:17:33:33 11 
intensa 56 8 19:31:31: 8 3 
estherae 68 1 9:26:47:13 3 
obsoura 178 1 16 35 34:10: 3: 1 
nigra 6 33:50:17: 
maxima 2 : : :50 50 
dimidiata 22 9 9 14:32:32: 9 5 
Table 3b, Number of postnodal cross veins in rear wing 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: species 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• •*
 
*•
 «
« 
•
•
 
•# 
•
•
 
•
•
 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
br
an
ch
ed
 
number of cross veins 
•*
 
*•
 «
« 
•
•
 
•# 
•
•
 
•
•
 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
br
an
ch
ed
 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11:12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
~pullata 165 2 : 1 13 27 32 19 5 2 
g:emilia 18 6 17:28 44 6 6 
intensa 36 19 28 28:17 6 3 
?^:estherae 67 3 1 3:13 34 36 10 1 
:obscura 178 1 1 6 12 40 28:12 2 
[0; nigra 6 33:33 33 
S rmaxima 2 :50 50 
"rdimidiata 22 9 14:27 14 32 5 
:pullata 166 5 1: 2 8 28 34 20 5 1 
o;einilia 18 6 6 28 61: 
S): intensa 36 6 25 33 19 8 : 3 
S;estherae 67 1 1 9 27 24 16: 4 1 
r-i:obsoura 178 8 34 32 19 6 1: 1 
•h: nigra 6 50 33 17: 
a:maxima 2 :50 50 
'^rdimidiata 22 5 23 41 18 14: 
Table 4. liumber of accessory bridge cross veins 
; 
• f 
species 
ra 
t 
O "O 
. Q) G (U ft 
S 00 3 « 
s::! (U br
an
ch
is
d 
number of veins 
br
an
ch
is
d 
Q 1 2 si 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
pullata 168 4 2:13 30 33 17 9 2 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
emilia 18 22 44:33 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
intensa 3e 16 39 31:14 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
eistherae 68 10 3: 7 13 25 26 15 6 4 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
obscura 178 2 22 49 19: 6 1 1 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
nigra 6 33 17 50 • 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
maxima 2 50 50 
j 
fo
re
 w
in
g 
j 
dlmidiata 22 5:27 18 41 5 5 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
pullata 168 1 1: 5 13 21 31 17 9 2 1 1 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
emilia 18 11 11:72 6 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g Intensa 36 28 33:22 14 3 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
estherae 67 13 J 4 15 19 18 13 12 7 6 3 1 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
obscura 178 £2 29 32:10 4 1 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
nigra 6 33 17 17 17:17 
r
e
a
r
 
w
in
g 
maxima 2 50 50: re
a
r
 
w
in
g 
dimldlata 22 :18 27 27 18 9 
Table 5. Number of supra-triangular cross veins 
species 
lu
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
<0 
xs 
0 E! 
cu* 
number of cross veins 
lu
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 23 
pullata l66 1 •? IS 23 24 26 4 
C30 emilia 18 17 39 22 17 6 
c: intensa 36 6 11 22 28 25 6 rz 
estherae 68 1 3 4 7 15 18 12 6 15 6 6 4 1 1 
0) obscura 178 5 18 31 28 12 4 2 
0 nigra 6 17 67 17 
TnaTrlTn« 2 50 50 
dimidiata 22 5 5 9 5 5 18 14 14 9 14 5 
pullata 166 1 14 58 23 4 
emilia 18 83 17 
a intensa 36 6 56 28 11 
estherae 67 13 4 19 28 31 13 3 
u obscura 178 3 61 32 3 1 
aJ 0) ni^ra 6 lOQ 
maxima 2 no: 
dimidiata 22 27:27 18 23 5 
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Table 6. Nurabox of cubito-anal oxosa vaitia in leax wing 
t • (Q 
; M 
:.S 
• ^  
• 
apacies 
• 
. ^  rt 
• Q) -H 
5-2 § B 03 
•2 ^  
.do) 
• 
br
an
ch
e d
 
number 
of 
oroaa 
veina 
br
an
ch
e d
 
• • • 
li 3: 3: 4 
pullata : 166 1 1:93: 4: 1 
eznilla : 18 :94: 6; 
intensa : 30 14 : 56:31: 
eatherao 67 73 :13: 9: 4 
obacura : 176 3 3:84: 6: l 
nlKra ; 6 •JDO: : 
maxima : 2 :50:50: 
dimidiata/; 33 45 :18:33: 5 
\ \ 
•"Beoause of tha extent of branoMng of the diotal cubito-
anal oxoos vein, eapeoially in eathexae» in wMoh thie region is 
freciuently a denaely reticulated area, no attempt was made to 
count the number of oroau veins in wing with branching of this 
vein. 
/There is a high degree of aexual dimorphiara in this 
oharactar in eatherae, and differences of leao degree between 
the two aexea of dimidiata. More or leao branching of the 
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distal oubito-aml orous vein was noted in 46 of the 47 male 
v»inga of estherae examined, but such branching was evidoat in 
only three of the 30 female wings of this speoies examined. 
In dimidiata, however, branching of this vein occurred in five 
of the eight female wings examixiad, and in five of the 14 male 
v7ing8 8een» 
Table 7, Number of cells in triangle 
• 
• 
• 
• 
w 
to 
c 
•H' 
& 
• species 
5-1 
o'd (U C! number of cells O -H 
 ^ B 
S CO 
• 
• 
• 
3 M Pi Q; L'l 2 si 4:' 5;' 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
rpullata 165 4:19:40:26 8 2 
temilia 18 11:66:22: 
ciintensa 36 14:61:19: 3 3 
&; est^rae 68 : :15:.9 10 3 6 6 4 7 3 10 6 7 7 3 1 1 1 
:obscura 177 2 8:47:29: 8 2 3 1 
^:ni;yra 5 • •JOO: : 
<2: maxima 2 :50: : SO 
:dimidiata 22 5 : 9:27:45 9 5 
:9Qllata 166 1 27:56:10: 4 1 1 
.^:emilia 18 67:33: : 
«:intensa 36 61:31: 6:.3 
E=:estlierae 67 : 4: 6: 9 7 12 7 3 13 7 6 3 3 4 6 1 1 1 1 1 
tobscura 178 1 12 44:39: S: 1 1 
o;: nigra 6 67 33: : -: 
maxima 2 50 50: : : 
:dimidiata 22 9:23:50: 9 9 
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Table 8. Nurabar of oellj> follo'-ving the triangle of 
t ho fore win^ 
• 
• 
• 
• 4 
Bpeoieo 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gp
 number of oella 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gp
 
4 
• * * * 
5: 6: 7: 8: 9 10 11 13 13; 14 15 
pullata 164 : 6:34:43:13 1 1 
omi lia 18 6:56:28:11: 
intenaa 36 8:58:25: 8: 
eatherae* 68 : : 7:15: 6 19 18 13 15; 3 6 
otaooxaru 178 E5 46:37:11; 1; 
niKra 6 17:67:17: : 
iiuixima : :1C0: : • 
diwidiata :23 9; 33: 50; 18: % • 
*Tliero ia uowa eaxual diKorphiarn in this oharaotor in 
eotherae; the area of aoooiicLary rotioulation in the fore ^ving, 
more marked in the loalo than in the femle inoludea the region 
following the triangle. Of the 30 females examined the number of 
oello follov;ing the triangle varied aa follow: aeven cells - 30^, 
eight - 50^, nine - 10^ and ten - lio» Forty-eight male wings 
wora examined and the follo\Ting diotribution ms found: nine 
oells - 4?^, in - aifo, 11 - 13 - 17^^, 13 - 31^^, 14 - H and 
Table 9. Number of cells in "loop" of fore wing 
species 
W
W
 
W
 W
 ^
W
 W
 
W
W
 
W 
W
 
M
 
W
 
wr
,*®
 9
 w
 
•
•
 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
r
 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
L
oo
p 
n
o
t 
fo
rm
ed
 
number of cells in "loop" 
W
W
 
W
 W
 ^
W
 W
 
W
W
 
W 
W
 
M
 
W
 
wr
,*®
 9
 w
 
•
•
 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
r
 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
L
oo
p 
n
o
t 
fo
rm
ed
 
3 4 
• • • 
5; 6: 7: 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 26 28 32 36 
puliata 161: 2 : 1:14:22 26 16 10 7 2 1 
emilia 18: 6 6:33:33:17 6 
intensa 35: 14:2^:29:26 3 
estherae 67: 4: 3: 3: 9 9 3 4]? 6 1 7 6 10 3 7 6 10 1 1 1 1 
obscura 169: 2 1 9 £1:28:24: 3 o 2 
nigra 6: aoo: : 
maxima 2:50 : : :50 
dimldiata 21: : 5:33:43 10 10 
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Table 10. Number of oella iu the aeooudary loop (x^atella.) 
of the rear wing. 
apeoies 
a
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
3x
am
i n
e
d 
to tJ 
mimber of 
cells 
a
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
3x
am
i n
e
d 
w a OB O O 
O 
fH S 0) 
P PH 
a o 3 o 
,Ci f77^ m
in
im
um
 
m
a
x
im
um
 
a
v
e
r
a
ge
 
nil 1 lata 119 56 17 66 38.41 
58 37 6 19 13.19 
14 a 31 47 33i35 
emilia 4 0 9 13 11.00 
36 4 54 141 83*47 1nt 6nBa 0) 31 30 35.50 
(/• 47 7 17 63 39. 83 uc5o£lQ7c.e 
30 1 13 27 18.63 
,133 7 3 14 8.55 WUDQuxU " 55 19 3 15 8.06 
ni{?ra 6 0 7 10 8.17 
iffiixima a 0 8 10 9.00 
14 3 3 8 4.27 d.iiDi cliata 
2 S 1 3 9 4.86 
/ Figures refer to actual number of oaeos obaerved ( not) 
peroentagea of the nuraber of wings examined). 
• ° unlcnown. 
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Table lit Uumbar of rovya of oells aubtended by Rpl. 
• 
• 
• No. of rows Maximum no. 
BpeoleB 
.0 t3 
iU S 
.gCicd 
•S-HK 
containing 
three or 
more oells 
eaoh 
of rows 
oolls 
of 
1: 3; 3 4 1: 2: 3 4 5 
pullata : i n  : :93 8 : :69 31 
emilia : IB aoo: 
Intenua : 38 •.300: 900: 
estherae : 68 ; 87:13 1 :65:34 1 
<U obsoura ;180 1:99: :99: 1 
o niKia : 6 aoo: •JOO: 
u maxima : 2 aoo: •JDO: 
dlmldlata : 23 37:73: 14:86: 
pullata :178 : 1:79 20 : 1:54 46 
erni Ha : 18 aoo: :89:11 
Intansa : 38 :97: 3 :97: 3 
eatharae ; 67 :76:32 1 :36;61 1 1 
fH obsoura ; 180 2:98: 1:99: 1 0) (U nipcra : 6 ADO: aoo: 
maxima : 3 : aoo : aoo 
diraldiata : 23 23:77: 5:95: 
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Table 13. Number of rovva of cells Qubtendod by Mpl. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: speoiea 
• t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
n
o
t 
fo
rm
ed
 
number of rowa 
oontalning 
three or mora 
oellB each 
maximum brnnber of 
rows of 00lis 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
e
x
a
m
in
ed
 
n
o
t 
fo
rm
ed
 
• • 
l: 3; 3 4 5 1 
• • 
2: 3: 4 5 6 
tpullata 174: : :71 29 :43:57 
teiQilla 18: :94: 6 72:28: 
S': intenaa 38: :95 : 5 74:36: 
eteatlierae 88: : :37 53 10 :30:56 22 1 
obsoura ISO: 1:98: 1 83:17: 
J^rniKra 6: ^O: 67:33: 
maxima 2: 100: aoo: : 
: dimldiata 33: 9 59:32: 50:41: : 
rpullata 177: : 5:93 3 : i:80:l9 
temilia 18: 100: :94: 6: 
intenaa 38: 3!95: 3 :97: 3: 
'^:estherae 67: : 3:46 42 7 : :33:58 9 
L,: obsoura 179: :99: 1 S94; 7: 
S: nlKra 6: aoo: 300: : 
maxima 2: flOO: 100: : t 
: dimldiata 33:18 77: 5: 73: 9: : 
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Table 13. Maximum number of rowo of oolla between 
Mj and M4. 
• 
> fore wing rear wing 
Bpaciea 
UJ 
W) 
a 
•H 
* 
U 0 "O Q) 
U 0 Q) -H 
A B 
number 
of rows 
•UJ --
bo : 
rt 
•H 
& 
U 0 'O 0) 
0 
OJ -H 
'i § 
number 
of rows 
S cfl " 
2 ^ d (U 
• • • 
1: 3; 3; 4 5 i X Pi 0) 
• « • 
1; 3: 3: 4 5 
pullata 174 : 7:90: 2 178 ;46!53; 1 
amilia 18 : 56; 44: 18 ; 83; 17; 
intenaa 38 : 34; 66; 38 ; 55:45:; 
eatherae 68 :38;53; 3 1 67 ; ;36:36 38 
obsoura 179 ;10;87; 3 179 :78;22: 
nisra S ; 50; 50; 6 100; : 
maxima 3 ; 100; 3 100: ; 
dimidlata 2i3 :r)0; : 22 900: : 
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Table 14. Maximum numbtjr of rows of oella between the 
bisector of the loop and Ag at the level of the origin 
of the outer branch of the bioeotor. 
• speciea 
• • 
• $ 
• 
• 
• 
O ndj 
fH r: number of rows 
<U »H. 
n hf«. 
a Raj; 
R^cu: 1 3: 3: 4 
• • • 
i5: 6: 7: 8 
• nulla ta"** o^ 130; 1; 3; 60 35; 3; ; 
58: 67::i3; » • • • • k 
• eini lia 14; : 36; 64 » • • • * • 
4; DO; ; f • • 
•intenaa 36: ; ; 3 14; 64; 17; 3 
3; •JDO; • • • • • • 
•eatherae 47; ; 9:53 30; 9; ; ? 30; 85:15; • • • • • • 
:obacura 180; 2 98: : • • • • • • 
: nipira 6; 17 83; : • • • • • • 
: toaxitna 3; iCHO; : t • • •  
•dimidiata 22; ; 50; 50; • • • • • • 
•This area ia included withl.n the region of aeoondary 
reticulation of the rear wing, the diatinguishing characteriatio 
of the pu 1 lata"Krour>» Ao the denaity of the vemvtion within the 
area ia much more pronounced in the raalo t.lian in the female 
wing the tabulations of wings of maloa and femaleo of apeoies 
df thia group are given aeparately. 
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Table 1!3. lilumber of oellB in the first row following 
the forking of the biaeotor of the loop, between the 
outer branch of the biaeotor and Cug. 
apeoiea 
_ O >0 
<u 
0} D>H 
3THM 
rt&oj 
number of oella 
• • 
1; 3; 3 
* 
4; 5 6 7 
pullata 178; 6:69:36 1: 
erai lia 18: ;67;38 6; 
intensa 38: ;13:39 33; 11 5 
estherae 67; 1:38:31 36; 10 1; 1 
obaoura 180; 14; 84; 3 • • 
ni^ra 6; 33; 67; • ; 
maxima 3-XO: : • • 
diraidiata 33; 55: 45: ft • 
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Table 16a. Length of the fore wings, 
: species 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
m
e
a
s
u
r
e
d 
length of fore vjing in millimeters; all measi 
recorded as the nearest half unito 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
w
in
gs
 
m
e
a
s
u
r
e
d 
19 20 20^ 21 21 i 22 22-?r 23 23 24 S4^f 25 25i's 26 26 
•pullata • cf 61 5 3 7 3 26 10 ; 
9 27 4 7 22 7 26 11 
•emilia cf 7 14 14 29 29 14 
? 2 100 
1intensQ (f 17 0 6 24 18 35 12 ? 1 200 
'estherae c? 
24 4 13 4 13 17 21 17 
? 10 10 20 20 
o
 
1—1 
20 20 
'obscura cf 62 11 21 32 8 13 11 2 2 ? 28 4 4 18 7 39 14 7 7 
:nigra * cf 3 67 33 
:maxima * cf 1 
]dimidiata cf 7 29 43 14 14 
9 4 25 25 25 25 
* 9 unknov.'n. 
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Table 16a. Length of the fore wings. 
•a 
cu fH d CQ (Tl 
length of fore v/ing 
recorded as 
in millimeters; all measurements : 
the nearest half unit. : 
CD 
0 19 20 20 21 21^ 22 22i,r 23 23->,- 24 24 26 25 ^ 26 26?^®27 27?! 28 28i 31! 
31 5 3 7 3 26 10 :28 5 11 2 
4 7 22 7 26 11 :19 4 
7 14 14 29 29 14 
a 100 
L7 G G 24 18 35 12 
1 M) 
34 4 13 4 13 17 21 17 : 8 4 
LO 10 20 20 10 20 20 
32 11 21 32 8 13 11 2 2 
38 4 4 18 7 39 14 7 7 
3 67 33 : 
1 JDO : 
7 29 42 14 14 
4 25 25 25 25 
? unknown. 

•7/0 
Table 16b. Length of the rear v;ings. 
speoies 
w 
a H 
• O XJ tt) 
^ fH 
o: 
 ^ m 
length of rear wing in millimeters; all mt 
recorded as the nearest half unit 
d 0) p! a 19 20 20 21 21C. 22 22?^ 23 23;? 24 24-?;: 25 25 26 26! 
pullata cf G1 3 5 15 11 ? as 4 8 16 12 28 
erailia tf 
7 14 43 29 14 
9 2 ]£X) 
intensa 
17 6 6 18 29 29 12 
? 1 100 
estherae 
23 4 13 4 4 17 30 13 
? 10 20 10 10 10 30 20 
obscjura c/f 61 20 21 28 5 11 2 8 3 2 20 4 4 18 11 36 4 11 4 11 
nigra * 3 33 33 33 
maxima * cT 1 
dimidiata cf 
7 29 29 29 14 
? 4 25 25 25 25 
* ^ unknown. 

7/G 
Table 16b. Length of the rear v.'ings. 
length of rear wing in millimeters; all measurements 
recorded as the- nearest half unit. 
9 20 20?i 21 21)v 22 22?; 2S 23?f 24 24-?-r 25 25 26 26?t 27 27-?f 28;^ 29 32 
3 5 15 11 30 13 10 7 7 
4 8 16 12 28 12 12 4 4 
14 43 29 14 
IDO 
6 6 18 29 29 12 
100 
4 13 4 4 17 30 13 9 4 
20 10 10 10 30 20 
20 21 28 5 11 2 8 3 2 
4 4 18 11 36 4 11 4 11 
33 33 33 
UGO 
29 29 29 14 
5 25 25 25 
known. 

Table 17. Length of the abdomen 
species 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
s
p
ec
im
en
s 
m
e
a
su
r
e
d 
length of abdomen in millimeters 
(all measurements recorded as the nearest half unit) 
n
u
m
be
r 
o
f 
s
p
ec
im
en
s 
m
e
a
su
r
e
d 
14^ 15 15g 16 16^ 17 17^ 18 18^ 19 iH 20 21 2li 22: 
pullata tT 46 2 2 7 15 24 13 26 :7 4 
9 24 4 13 35 29 4 13 4 
emilia 6 
17 17 33 33 
? 2 50 50 
intensa 15 7 20 33 IS 20 7 • 
? 2* 100 - ' . • 
estherae (f 21 10 24 19 14 19 10 5 
? 9 11 22 33 11 22 
obsoiira cT 
55 2 IS 25 43 13 2 E 2 
? 19 5 21 11 41 11 5 
ni^gra / 3 67 33 
mxima i- (f 1 100 
dimidiata (f 7 14 14 43 14 14 ? 2 100 s -
* Specimens not examined by the author; measurements from Ris (1910), 
/ Female unknownr' 
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RelatlonaMTO VJlthin the Ggnua _ 
The genus Dlaatatops Is divided Into three well-defined 
groups, consisting of four, three and one species, respectively, 
ITiese groups are distinguished from each other hy the density 
of the venation, the color of the veins and the pigmentation of 
the wing membrane* • 
In the pullata--p;roup (pullata. emilla, Intensa and estherae) 
certain areas In the wings are more densely veined (secondary 
reticulation or anastomosing of veins) than the remainder of the 
wings, and the veins v/lthln such areas are red and usually some­
what thickened. These areas reach their maxlmtun extent in 
estherae> and their maximum Intensity in intensa. The veins In 
both the fore and the rear wings of the former species, from 
the base almost to the level of the nodus, except along the 
margins, are considerably more ntimeroxxs than usual, somewhat 
thickened and bright red in color. The region of secondary re­
ticulation is confined to a rather limited area in the basal 
portion of the rear wing in intensa, Hov/ever, within this area 
the veins are exceedingly numerous and very much thickened, 
occupying as much or more of the total space as the cells 
which they enclose. These veins are brilliant scarlet in color. 
In pullata and omllla the area of secondary reticulation is 
confined to the basal region of the rear v/lng, is somewhat more 
extensive but much loss intense than in intensa. In all four 
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apeoiee these areas of seoondary retioulation are more pro­
nounced In the males than in the females. Howsver, the oorre-
spondlng areas in the females wings are, at least slightly, 
moro densely veined than the remainder of the wings. In all the 
upeoies of the pullata-Kroup there ia an area .lust distad of 
the nodus in whioh the membrane is more lightly pigmented than in 
other parts of the wings. 
In the obsou^-group (obsoura, nif^ra and maxima) there are 
no areas of seoond6.ry retioulaion or thickened veins. However, 
the veins in the anal area of the rear wing of the (mature) fe­
males &.re usually red in oolor. The spot of light pigmentation 
distad of the nodus, although frequently preiscat, is very faint 
axid much reduced in area. 
In dimidlata, the single upeoiaa making up the third group, 
there ©re no areas of seaondB,ry reticulation, but sowetiwes the 
veins in the anal area of the rear wihg of the female are red. 
In this speoies the pigmentation is absent from all of the distal 
half of the wings except a narrow margina-l band. In the wings of 
the males and of some females a broad xvhite band extende aoross 
the wings at the base of this otherwise hyaline area. This white 
band appears to have no counter-part in the speoies of the other 
two groups. 
The other aharaoters whioh dlotinguish the several speoies 
out aoross these group lines. 
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Size, as expreBQed by the length of the winga and the ab­
domen, ia of oonaideratale value in aeparating apeoiee although 
there ia more or leau overlapping in ulraoat all of the eight 
apeoiee# On the baaia of aize (approximate average length in 
milliJnetexa of fore wing, of rear wing, and of abdomen, re-
apeotively, of the ffial'ea) the speoiea are arranged in the fol­
lowing order: 
31 33 33 
pullata 36. 5 37 1915 
nigra 35. 5 36 18 
eatherae 35 35.5 19 
emi lia 34 34.5 18 
intenaa 34 34 18 
obaoura 33 33 17 
dJ mj.dlata 33 33 17 
On the baaio of the relative width of the wings (ratio of 
length to width of roar wing at the nodue) the apeciea may be 
divided into four groupa: 1. obaoum (2.33-3.51); 2. dimidiata 
(3.50-3.54) and emilia (3.53); 3. intenaa (3.61-2.68)'-, eatherae 
(3.61-3.73), nigra (3.73) and pullata (3.74-3.77); and 4. max­
ima (3. 84) 
Two forma of the inferior appendage (of the male) are found 
in the genua; in one group of apeoiea the aidsa of the inferior 
are almoat parallel or only alightly divergent, in the other the 
aidea are widely divergent. The aub-parallel form ia found in 
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eatheraoj nigra, fnaxiraa und dlmldiata. the divergant form in the 
other upQoiea. The inferior appears to be relatively shorter -
only about one-half as long as the superiors - in eroilia, 
obaouru and dimidlata tlian in the other species, in which it is 
about two-thirds as long aa the Quporiora, 
The pullata- and obaoura-Kroups are more closely related 
to each other than either is to ditnidiata. Evideaoe of thia 
relative isolation of diraidiata ufo.n be found in ths -umiivided 
costal postnodal oe.llo, the '.tide extent of unpigmented areas in 
the winga and the form of the laedian plaiuite. 
Within the pulIata-p;roup the two Binallsr apaoioa, emilia 
and intansa, are vary olouely related. The only clear diatinotion 
between them is fotind in the region of aecondiiry reticulation 
(both area and extent) altho\igh there appearo to be a alight 
differonc© in the relative? len^jth of the inferior appendage. 
Pullata and eatherae exhibit a riora or leas clous relationship 
and a oouuron diatinotneaa from eroilia and intenati in auch 
charaoters aa large si»e, long -.vinRa, anrJ. range in the number 
of oroaa veina (or oella) in many areas. HovvBver, each of these 
exhi bits diatinotneaa in certain charactera of "whioh the other 
haa the form found in emi11a and intenaa. In eatherae the aupa-
rior aurfaoe of the frona ia red, that of the other apeoioa 
metallic pnittplo; the aideo of the inferior appendage are aub-
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parallel, tlioae of the others \Tidely divergent; areas of aeo-
ondary retioulatioii are found In both vfings, auoh areas in the 
other spaciaa are confined to the biiaal portion of ihe rear wing. 
pullii-ta the te'3th of the superior appendage are not raided 
into a Icedl, but the ouperiora in emilia, intensa and eatherae 
are distinctly keeled; tho range in nuiuber of antenodal and 
postnotial oroao voine io different (jaore nuraeroua and with a 
greater apre«.d) frora thoao of tho other three v^hioh are diuoh 
alike. 
The three speoiea of the oj^yoviji^-Eroup difinr little from 
each other in venati.nmtD ahara.ntoraj imt in alae, relative 
width of wingB, form of inferior appondEvge and localilifen of teeth 
on the auporiora obacura is quite distinct frora the other two 
closely related opecieo. 
The primitive type of DiiJ.a\ie,top»i wao probfibly an inter-
raediato forai with regard to the clmraotera uo^? posaeased by 
dimldlata and the opeoies of the obBoura~group. The winga were 
richly, but uniformly veined, with a larfse hyaline spot In the 
diutal half of the winga and with red veina in the basal areas. 
The aides of the inferior appendage were sub-parallel and the 
auperiora v/ere keeled. The dimldlata"' and obaouTfx-groupa have 
been developed by rather alight divergence in certain ohtiracteru, 
Pul3-ftta~ffroup by a taora divergent evolution from the primi­
tive type, largely in the direction followed by the ob&cnra-
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group, and tho aoftuiuition of certain new characters. 
That the diviaion of thcj ooatal post'aodal cello by a longi-
tudiml vein occurred in the pu 1 lata~obscura stem aeon after 
the JLiti'ildiata atera had split off ia indicated by the conatanoy 
of tnia oMraoter in all opeoiea of thoue groupu. However, 
aeoondary anaotoraoaing ofl oroaa vaina wade little further de­
velopment until the nullata and obacura lines had aeparatadj 
isither lately it hau had conaiderablg) development in the 
pullata lino. The recenoy oi the thickened and densely tetic-
ulated areaa in the proxims-l portion oi the. vfinga ia indioated 
by tho vfir.lationj both ainong and within th(3 four ijpocioa which 
poaseaa thla feature. 
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Rolationshipo with Other Genera 
The immeciiate generic relationahipa of Diaatatopa are 
rather olear. A a ingle character, the aeparated eyes, ia suf­
ficient to set tho apooies of the genua apart from all other 
Libellulidae and a seoond character, the undulate costal mar­
gin of the fore wing, unites them with the only cloasly re­
lated genera, Zenithoptera and Palpopleura. These three genera 
have many other, more or leaa diatinotive, common charactera 
(broad winga, intense venation, deep coloration, transverse 
carina of fo\irth abdomimil segment, amall and undifferentiated 
female genitalia, etc.) and they have long been recognized aa 
a diatinot and soraawhat isolated group. The very close rela­
tionship of Diaatatopa and Zenithoptera ia shown by uniform 
very dark coloration, form of body (head and thorax smallj 
abdomen short, very slightly exisanded near base and generally 
tapering slightly in remainder of length), form and position 
of the arculua, the number and high degree of variation in the 
antenodal croaa veins, form of the bridge, bridge cross veins 
and cubito-anal croaa veins, location and form of trianglea and 
the occurranoe of aectora dividing areas of the wings into 
transverse fields of two to four cells each. Certain characters 
of Palpopleura (light, although deep colors; larger head and 
thorax; broad and aomewhat depreaaed abdomen; a lightly more 
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diatal location of the aroulus; smaller numbar of antenodala; 
variation in oubito-anal and bridge oross veins) indicate re­
lationships with other groups and this genus may well be con­
sidered as intorraediate in position between the Diastatops-
Zenithoptera ooraplex and the main stem of Libell\jlid evolution. 
Rio (l910) united Perithemia with the old Gruppe III of 
Brauer on the baais ofl primitive trends in the venation, 
espeoially the form of M3, Rs and Rspl. This group (III of Ris, 
Palpopleurini of Tillyard) thus oonstituted posaesuee a oom-
bination of rather distinctive features and can be easily 
oharacteriaed, as in the following description. 
Wings relatively broad and deeply colored. Aroulus 
between first and second antenodals, often very near 
the first. Seotbra of the aroulus separated in the 
fore wing, with a short common stem in the rear wing. 
Bridge cross veir.G usually present. Last antenodal of 
fore wing incomplete. Anal area of rear wing very broad; 
bisector of the loop nearly straight; cells between 
loop and anal margin frequently arranged in transverse 
rows. Lobe of prothorax largo. Legs rather long and alen- . 
der; tarsal claws usually short, tooth small and near 
apex. 
However, Perithemio possesses several charaotsrs in com­
mon with the genera of the Leuoorrhiniini (Gruppe VII of Rii) -
form of head, triangle and poottrigontil field of fore wing -
and could easily be placed in that group. 
Needham and Broughton (1937) further e;q)an)-ded the group by 
the addition of 16 other genera. The group thus formed (Celi-
themini of Needham and Broughton) contained genera scattered 
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almoat throughout the entire ayotem erected by Rift. In addition 
to Gruppe III, one genua from IV (Thermoohoria), seven from 
VI (Neurotheroia, Philonoraon, Braohythemia, Deielia, Crooothemia, 
Brndinopyga and Poeudoleon), two from VII (Planiplax and Celi-
theinia) and aix from X (Selyaiotheniia, Ephidatia, Aethriaraanta, 
Maorodiplax, Urothernia and Rhyothemia) wore included. However, 
thiu arrangement has little to support itt It appoara to have 
been baaed largely, if not entirely, upon data tabulated from 
the photographa of wit?ga in Ria' Libellulinen! In a atiS-dy of 
the paper by the late E, B, Willlamaon and the author an at­
tempt was made to run apeoimena of seven apeoioa through the 
key; only one of theae ran out to the oorroot genua, the othera 
went to wrong genera or oould not be traced to any genua by 
the koy. An analyaio of the oharaotera involved indicated that, 
in one oaae at loaat, the inaccuracy of the key \vaa due to a 
raislnterprotation of the halftone reproduction - a miatake 
which would not have been made had the oharaotera been compiled 
from, or even oheoked with, apeciinens. Furthermore, thia atudy 
ia, aa atated by Ria (in litt., October 10, 1937), "a model 
of what cornea out of uaing a aingle group of facta for taxonomy 
in many pointa aheor nonaenae". 
Neverthelaaa, the idea prompting the Needham and Bx'oughton 
atudy ia worthy of much attention. "This monumental work of Dr. 
Ria has brought the atudy of the group to the point where 
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apaoial invoutigatioua of particular atruotureu are needed to 
further (3l^J.rify relationahipo. " Thio iu eopeoially true beoauBe 
all proviouo olasaifications of the Libellulidaa, even includ­
ing the one by Ria, have been baaed wholly or ohielly upon vena­
tion. "Alle Autoren die die Gattungen der Libellulinae boar-
beitet haben, benutzten die Unteraohiede in der Flugeladerung 
alo weoentliohates Kriteriura, Die folgende Gattung-
Qtabellc iat faot auaaohliesslioh aufl die Flugeladerung auf-
gebfiut." Needham and proughton's raiatake was in the ohoioe of 
particular otruoturea; they aelected venation (!) but con­
ducted an infinitely wore limited investigation tlian Ria had 
made* 
In line with thitt idea and aa a part of a study of leg 
oharacterB throughout the Odoriata the author had studied and 
tabulated (see pages 135-175) the leg characters of all the 
genera included in the III, IV and VII groups of Ria and the 
Celithemini of Needhara and B^^oughton. 
This line of investigation haa been most disappointing in 
this particular problem. Several lines of apecialiaation were 
found but almost all of them were slinht or in isolated genera 
and gave little evidence of relationships or lines of develop­
ment. perhaps, when all genera of the Libellulidae have been 
studied minor variations can be properly interpreted and used 
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in the arrangeinont of genera'. 
In the PalpopIeuLrlnl (aonsu Ris) the legs are moderately 
long and olonder and the armature conforintt very oloaely to the 
general form for the family. The olawa are uuually rather ahoxt 
(long in Diaotatopa), the tooth attvall and near the apex. 
In the Braohydiplax-aorieo (Gruppe IV) there is consider­
able apeoialiaation. In oeveral genera there ia aexual dimorph-
iam, ariaing oh&,ofly through the reduction of the apinea of 
the third, and frequently also of the aeoond femora of the male 
to abort dentioleo. Such apeoialiaation ia found in Thermo-
choria; aloo in ijannophya, Braohygonia and Porpax. In Porpax, 
in addition to wide aoxual differences in armature the legs 
are apeoialized by being densely clothed with long black pub-
eucence. 
Three genera of the Uraoia-aeriea (Gruppe V) v^ere studied 
but no apeoialiaation vfas noted, except the ahort, powerful form 
of the logs of Nannothemis. 
The apeuieo of tho Byinpetrini which were examined indicate 
a tendency to greater robuatneoa of the lego and more powerful 
olawa (Neurothernia and Brachythemia are exceptions) but little 
aexual differentiation. 
The genera of the Leucorrhiniini vary aoinevjhat in leg 
structure; in Ce lit hernia and -olaniplax the lega are a lender. 
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but in the othor genora they aro robuat or powerful. A tendency 
toTOrds more luxuriant armature ia atrong in Leuoorrhinia and 
Braohtmooia. 
Au Might bo expootod in a group standing at the top of a 
line of evolutionary development, much speoialization was found 
in the genara of Tramaini studied* Reduction in the spineB of 
the ventral raargina of the feriora, eapeoially of the third, 
inoreaoe in the difforentia-tion of the dora&l tmrgina and 
speoialiaation of the tibial apineo (inoreaeo in number, re­
duction in length, modifioation in form and distribution) were 
foxind in theee genera. A otriking modification in form, great 
length of the third logs v?ith no inoroaoe in length of the 
others, vms noted in Ephidatia and liaorothoiaio. Certainly, no 
evidence for the union of these genera with the Palpoploxirini 
can be found in the atruoturo of the legs. 
The author is inclined to restrict the Palpopleurini to the 
three genera with undulate costal margin of the fore wings and 
to place Pcirithemis with the Leucorrhiniini. Those two lines 
(Palpopleurini and Leucorrhiniini) prot».bly split from the 
general Liballulid stem at or near the same point. The apparent 
relationship of Palpoplaura and Perithemis is due to their 
parallel development following an early separation in each case 
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from, the tr.-lbnl linR of ovolution. Tho oaparation of Diaata-
topa and zonithoptora hns been ooraparatively reoent and the 
formation of opeoie£» within eaoh is in an oarly stage. 
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THE SPECIES OF DIASTATOPS 
Key to Speoias 
Winga mora or lees colored throughout; three 
to seven oella following the first in the 
oostal postnodftl area biaeoted by a longi-
tudiml vein, or with anaetojnoaing oroas 
veina in thia area • 
1'. Base of wings to level of nodus dark brown 
or blaok, followdd by a broad white band in 
mature specimens; remainder of winga trans­
parent or almost so, except the oostal area 
and tip in both winga and a band two to four 
cells wide along caudal margin of rear wing 
which are brown; oostal postnodal oella not 
oroaaed dimidiata Linn 
2(1 ) .  No aeoondEiry anastomoaing of veina; veins 
usually uniforinly black or brown throughout 
winga (aometimea red in anal area of rear 
wing in obsoura); light spot beyQnd nodus 
very indistinct and limited to area near 
costal itargin, if present . 
2'. Veina in anal area of rear wing, or in 
more extensive areas, more numerous ("ae-
oondary anastomosing" or "aecondary reti-
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oulation") than in rainainder of wlngo, ua-
ually red or yellow and oomewhat thickened; 
usually with a distinot light spot or band, 
freuuantly extending half or ttvo-thirds of 
the width of the wing, just beyond noc^s £ 
3(3). Wingo relatively long and narrov?, 35 mm., 
or more long, ratio of length to width at 
nodus about 3.75 to 1; abdomen 18 mm., or 
more long; teeth on ventral margin of supe­
rior appendages not roaohing the level of 
the tip of the inferior appendage, more cau­
dal teeth moot elevated; sides of inferior 
Bub-parallel , , < 
3'. Wings relatively short and broad, usually 
less than 25 ram., long, ratio of length to 
:vidth at nodus about 3.30 to 1; abdomen us­
ually less than 18 mm., long; teeth of supe­
rior appendages reaching to or beyond the 
level of the tip of the inferior appendage, 
median teeth most elevated; sides of infe­
rior divergent . obsoura Fabr. 
4 (3). Wings about 35 mm., long; abdomen about 
18 mm., long nigra n. sp. 
4*. Wings about 30 mm., long; abdomen about 33 
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i'ii'i., long maxima n. Bp, 
5(2')• No area of denae venation (seoondary 
reticulation) anci no rod voina in fore 
wing; triangle of fore wing uaually con­
taining throe to eight cella, that of rear 
wing three to six oellsj superior surface 
of frona brown or metallic purple 
5*. Areas before and after the triangle in 
the fore wing with secondary reticulation, 
veins in these areas red; triangle of fore 
wing containing five to 30 or more cells, 
that of rear wing four to 30 or more cells; 
superior surface of frons red estherae n. sp. 
6 ( 5 ) .  Wings usually lesa than 35 mm., long; 
usually less than 10 costal antenodal cross 
veins ill fore wing and less than 13 in rear 
wing; two rows of cells subtended by Rpl 
and by Mpl; superior appendages distinctly 
keeled below 
6*. Y/ings 35 mm., or more long; usually 18 or 
more ooatal antenodal crous veins in fore 
Wing and 13 or more in rear v7ing; three or 
four rows of cells subtended by Rpl and by 
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Mpi; teoth on ventral margin of superior ap-
pendUigeH not elevated into a kocl pullata Burm. 
7(6). Area of aecondary retioulation in anal 
area of rear wing rather extenaive, extend­
ing caudad in loop about two-thirdo of dio-
tanoe from forking of bioeotor to tip of 
loop; veino of thla area dull red, not eape-
oially thickened; three to four rows of 
oella between Ag and the biaentor oiopoaite 
fork of latter (one to two rovya in feinalo); 
uoually not more than two oella between A;i^ 
and outer branch of biseotor at ita origin; 
secondary loop (patella), If forraad, con­
taining 35-50 oella (nine to 13 in female) . emilia n. op. 
7*. Area of secondary retioulation in rear 
wing very denae but more limited in extent, 
extending oaudad in loop lesa than half of 
distance from forking of biaeotor to tip 
of loop; veins in this area carmine (bril­
liant yellow in teneral apeoiraens), inuoh 
thickened, frequently aa broad aa oella en­
closed (leaa denae in female); usually five 
to aeven rows of cells between Ag and the 
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bifieoiior (three rowH in fanrtle) and throo to 
a i x  oellB batween and outar branoh of bi-
aaotor (only two in feraale); aecondary loop, 
if formed, containing very many oolla (ua-
lially 65-140, infrequently lesB than 60; 31-
30 in fonftl®) intenaa n. ap. 
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Diastatopa pullata (BurrneiBtar) 
Libellula pullata, Burraeister, 1839, Handb. Ent.,^: 854. 
Dlaotatopa pullata, Rawbur, 1842, Ina» Nevr.: 135j Hagen, 1861, 
Syn. Neur« N» Am. : 331; Brauer, 1868, Zool. Bot. Wien., 
716j Hagen, 1875, Proo. Boat. Soo., _j.8! 96; Kirby, 1889, Tr. 
Zool. Soo* Lond., 13: 273; 1890, Cat. Od.: 8; 1897, Ann. 
' --Wl. ' ' ' ^ 
Mag. Nat. Hiat., (6), 19: 602; Calvort, 1898, Tr. Am. Ent. 
Soo«, 25: 71, 94; Sohmidt, 1915, Zool. Jahrb. Anat., 39: 7; 
' /VV\ # r # # 9 w 
Ria, 1916, Coll. d© Selys, guB, (2)s 1109, 1110, 1112 (in 
part). 
Diaatatopa obaoura, form pullata, Ria, 1910, Coll. de Selya, 
n: 309-311 (in part). 
Diaatatopa fuliginoa. Rarabur, 1042, Ina. Neor.: 137; Eriohaon, 
1848, Sohomburgko Reisen, 584; Kirby, 1890'', 'Cat. Od.: 8; 
Calvert, 1909, Ann. Cam. TJua., 360 (in part); Ria, 1910-
1916, Coll. do Salya, 309-310, 16; (2): 1110. 
Reoorded distribution: Araorioa (Rarabur, 1843); S, Amerioa (Kir­
by, 1S90). BRITISH GUIANA: Goorgetown, Tutnatumari, and 
Wismar (Ria, 1016). SURINAM: (Burmeiator, 1839; Ria, 1910). 
FRENCH GUIANA: Cayenne (Ria, 1910). BRAZIL: Para: (Ria, 1910) 
Parana da Buyasau (Kirby, 1897); Villanova, Santarem, and 
Obidoa (Ria, 1910); Amazonaa; Manaoa (Kirby, 1897); Matto 
Qroaao: (Ria, 1916); Pernambuoo: (Hagen, 1861, 1875; Brauer, 
1868). PERU: Moxoa (Hagen, 1861, 1875; Brauer, 1868); Pebas? 
yv 
("Peba", Ris, 1910). 
Material studiedi BRITISH GUIANA: Georgetown, Ootobor 10-15, 
1930, la'' (W. T. M, Forbes; Cornell Unlv.)j January 35 and 
36, 1912, 3cf 19 (B. J. Rainey and L. A. and E. B« WllllamBon; 
Mioh. Mua, Zool); Wlojnar, February 15 and 16, 1913, 5o^ 
(Rainay and Vfilliamsons; Mioh. Mua. Zool.); Tumatumari, Febru­
ary 11, 1913, lo^ (Ralney and Wllliainsona; Mioh. Mus. Zool.). 
SURINAM: 10^ (l. R. Martin; Coll. Ria); 7 Icr^ (bought from 
Staudinger and Bang-Haua, labelled, "...3 Sur 10"; Mioh. Mua. 
Zool.). FRENCH GUIANA: Pied Saut, Oyapok River, November, 
1917, .Scf' and Deoember, 1917, Ic^ (S. M, Kla-gea; Cam. MuaO* 
brazil: Para: Uassa Swamp, Ouoatopi la land, June, 1918, lo'' 
1^ and Uassa Island, June, 1918, 1^ (S. M. Klages; Cam. Mua.); 
Parana de Buyasau, January 15, 1996, 1^ (E. E. Austen; Br, 
Mus.); Bota lo Pinto, November 6, 1901, 3a^ (Hagraan; Coll. 
Rio); Rio Xingu, Alta Mira, January, 1931, IcT 1$ and Victoria, 
May, 1931, 1^ (A. H. Faasl; Coll. Ria); Rio Tapajoz; Itaituba, 
February, 1933, ic? , Mte. Ohriato, Juno, 1930, 3o^ 2^, 
Barreiraa, May, 1930, 3o^ 3?, June 35, 1930, 3^ (A. H. Faasl; 
Coll. Ria); Santarem, February, 1930, Icf 3§, February, 1931, 
lo^, March, 1933, 1?, July, 1930, IcT, January 6, 1933, lo^, 
and Taperinha, near Santarem, June, 1930, ScT 1? (A. H. Faaal; 
Coll. Ria); Atnaz(on), lo^ (Brj Mus«); Amaaonaa: East Amazonaa, 
lo^ (Am. Mua. Nat. Hlot.); Mauea, April, 1931, lo^ (A. H. Faaal; 
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Coll. Ria)j Progreaoo, January 11, 1932, Ic/* (J. H. Williamson 
and J. W. Strohmj Mioli. Mua. Zool); Mamoa, July, 1921, St/' 
3$, June, 1933, Icf* (A. H. Ptiooli Coll. Ria); Moura, Rio Negro, 
July 11, 1933, a(f 3^ (J. H. Williaraaon and J. W. Strohm; 
Mioh. Hue. Zool.)j Manaoapuruj August, 1921, 3{f (A. H. Faaalj 
Coll. Ria); Coary, July 1, 1930, IcT (H. S, Pariah; Mioh. Mua. 
Zool»), July, 1933, 1? (A. H. Faasl; Coll. Ria); Teffe Ega, 
August, 1931, ScT', and July, 1933, 3$ (A. H. Faaal; Coll. Ris); 
Stto Paulo do Olivenoa, Alto Rio Bolinooa, May, 1933, lo^ 
(bought from F. Wuoherpfonnig; Mioh. Mua. Zool»); Nova ©linda, 
Rio P]urua, June, 1933, 30^ 1?^ (S. M. Klagea; Cam. Mua.); 
Porto Velho, Rio Iiadi3ira, January 34 and 39, February 9 and 10, 
1933, 6tf (J. H. Willlamaon and J. W. Strolim; Mich. Mus. Zool); 
Mat to aroaaot 1<J^ 1^ (bought from Zobryo, 1911; Coll. Ris); 
Bahiat Boquoirao, January 7, 1908, lo^ (J. D. Ilaaeraan; Cam. 
Mua.). PERU: Iquitos, A\iguat 5, 1930, IcP (W. T. M. Forbea; 
Cornell UniVd). 
Original doaoription: 
" 34. L. pullata*; fuaoa, alio oonooloribua, poatioarura 
maoula baseos abdominetiuo ferrugineia. Long. 1" 1"'. 
Aua Surinam; in Sommer'a Samtnlung." 
Original deaoriptlon (of fuliginea); 
"Rufg; alia fuliginaia; poatioia ad baaim rufeaoantlbua, nervia 
praeoipuis elevatia o^. 
"Fabr., Ent.ayat.. II, p. 377, no 15. L. Obaoura? - Burrn., 
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Handb* dor Ent., II, pag. 854, nO 35. (L'Obsoura de Fabrioius 
parait plutot ae rapporter a la Fulvla de Drury.) 
"A peu pres de la taille de la Pullata, a laquelle elle 
resoerablo beauooup ot dont ello n'eat peut-etre tiu'una variete. 
Corps sernblable; piaoe aoua-atylalro plus etroite, a peine 
ratreoie a la base, aur laquelle lea ootes torabent preaque 
oarreraent, ayant le fond de I'aohanorure non arrondi, rnais 
froraant un angle rentrant. Ailea d'une taints pluo pale, avoo 
un leger reflet violet des deux ootes, un peu rougeatres a la 
baae dos pooterieurea ou les areolee oont plua n&nibreuaea quo 
ohez la Tinota. naia un peu raoins que ohea la Pullata*" 
A large, rather dark apaoias* 
Male: Thorax black above. Wings longj dark from baae to 
nodus, eapeoially along oostal margin; a oonspiouous light area, 
extending baokvvard from the ooatal margin in a triangle or aro 
about one-half to two-thirds of the width of the wing, just be­
yond nodua; remainder of wing moderately dark. Reticulated area 
in rear wing extending to level of the outer angle of loop, 
separated from oaudal margin by about four or five oellaj veins 
within this area thickened and anastomosing, yeins within re­
ticulated area and those bordering this area red; thoae in cor­
responding area in fore wing reddiah brown; veins in remainder 
of wings black. Cephalio surface of anterior lamina smooth; cau­
dal margin sinuate, with a deep, wide, V-shaped emargination in 
center. Superior appenciages about as long as segments 9 and 10, 
teeth not elevated on a distinct keel; inferior about two-thirds 
as long as superiors, aides widely divergent. 
Femalo; Similar to male; venation leas dense in reticulated 
i©0 
area. Appandagea about two-thirds as long as uagment 9. 
Meaouromenta: : abdomen - 17-21 ram.; femora, scoond -
>4 nua., third - >5 mm.; tibiae, aeoond - <5 am., third - 7 irmi.; 
fore v/ing - 24-38.5 mm., ptoroati-graa - 4 m.u; rear vrlng - 35-
29 mm., pterootigma - >4 mni., width, b.aae - 10.5-13 inn\ , nodus -
9-10.35 mm. (ratio: baae - 3.SS-3.45, nodUB - 3.74-2.77). 
abdomen - 16-30 mm.j femora, aaoond - 4 mm., third - >5 mra.; 
tibiae, oeoond - <5 mn., third - >7 ram.; for at wing - 34-38 mm., 
pteroatigitt!}, - <4 ram. j roar wing - 34-38.5 ram., pteroatigraa - 4 
mm., width, baao - 10.5-11.5 mm., nodUB - 9.5-10«5 mm. (ratio: 
base - 3*39-3.48, nodua - 3.53-3.71). 
Typo; cf f "Aua Surintimj in Sommer's Satamlung" (now in the 
Naturhietoriabhee Mxiaeum at Vienna). 
The apeoific mmeo (mllatua. olad in blaok garments - of 
mourners} fuligo (gen. fulip:iniuK soot) eelooted by Burmeiajier 
and PJamfcur for this apeciea are very e.ppropriate for the rather 
dfl.rk and oorabar inaoot depicted by epeoimorui of this speciae. 
However, the appearanoe presented in ito native habitat aa it 
dartu into the aunlight from a ahaded creek or river bank, with 
flauhing irideaoent winga and brilliant aoarlet abdomen would 
aeom to bo most unlike a mourner.* 
In length of wings and abdomen, form of superior appendagea 
(teeth not elevated on a keel), and in many venatioml oharaotera 
pullata exhibita more or leas oloae relationahip to eatherae. 
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laut in tha wore limited area of donBe venation, coloration of 
frona s».nd ahape of the inferior appondixge it ap-nroaohos einilia 
and intenoa. In opite of aome overlapping in the range of varia­
tion found in the opeoimona studied, pullata la diotinotly a 
larjjar inoeot than oni 11a. or intonoa. The nuinbar of antenodal 
and. poutnodal oroua voina and ths nuinber of rowa of oells ba-
tween Ro and Rpl, eapeoially in the fore wing, are greater tlian 
in any other opeoiea of the (jenua. Dr. H. Zerny (in litt., Sept. 
14, 1933} freely translated here) furnished information from 
Burmei3ter*3 type on three apeoified oharaotero: 
1« Color of frona - "dark laetalllo blue, on vartiaal uur-
faoe yellow-brown". 
3. Extent of red or reddish aroao in wingo - "border of 
red apoto of roar winfja inolude t, Ou, M4,, 3 or 3 oello diatal 
from t, 3 or 3 oella distal from forking of Cujjj at the ana^l 
loop the edge of the red spot la four oella dlotnnt from the 
wring imrgln, then it approaohea the ^tter to'.vard the anal 
angle and reaohes It at the root of the wing." 
3. Extent of thickened, or oondenaed, venation - "Identioal 
with 3, not oapeoially dense." 
Mias HeisQ made the following notea from the Ramburian 
apeolmene in the de Selya Collection. 
"Rambur-tra type of 3. fuliRlnea - Spooimen broken, but has 
one complete front '^fitig 0*1® dainaged complete hind wing on 
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left, vory amall portion of txise of front wing and about ^ of 
tho hind tvint^ on rifjht. Entire abdowon wiaaing - there woro two 
abdomana in a ti'ianglG in the oorner of tho box biit there wera 
also four other apcoimena with whole or part of abd. miuains? ao 
I did not think it worth while to Kiuko drawinga of the pieooa. 
Color of frona - brovm; aame oolor ?\a winga axaotly. Wing oountsj 
a. raaxirautfi njimbgr of ooll rowa enoloaed by Mpl, front wing -3, 
hind vvin{5 - 4; b. Approximate no, of oell rovfs betv»oon bioootor 
and Aa - 4 to 5, oovored by aeo. rot. in center; o. No. of oella 
in trianglo, front wing - 5 on left and four on right, hind 
vTing - 4. No aeoondary reticulaion at all on front wing. Araaa 
of coloration (in rear wing) diw but cstm be diatingfuiahed on 
mioroQoop© &a faintly coral colored, secondary rot. moat closely 
reaeinblea photo # 4 (pull^xtaj j it aoonie to toe identical. 
"(Probably) Hatnbur'a oxai:n}3le of D. pullnta - Frona - light 
brovm. Genitalia of aegment 3 too badly guraraod up to aoe at all. 
Wing counta: a. Max. no. of oell rowa onaloaed by Mpl, on front 
wing - 4, hind v/iiig - 3j b. Approximate no. oell rows between 
bisector and A3 - 5 and 6, or 4 and 5; ooversd by aeo. ret.; 
o« No. of cello in triangle, front wing - 4 on 1., 6 on right, 
hind wing - 4. Sooondary rotioulaion about aa denae aa 4 4 
(pullata) but alightly mora axfcenaive in area." 
All of the female and many of the male apecimena of this 
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Bpocioo available for study are more or Igsu teneral. 
J. H. WillluniGon made the follo'vinp; notes on the ooloration 
of a freah lipeoitaon, a male oollooted at Porto Velho, January 
34, 1933. "Eyoa iiniform, dull dark brovm. Faoe - uarne dull ;to.rk 
•bro\7n« Lov/or lip a dull greenish gKvy. Thorax - very dark on 
top with a purplo oaat, ohangini^ to dull brown 6n aides B,nd 
belo'v. Lsgij - dark with slight pvirple oast. Abdomen - 1, black 
on top; 3-8, a dull red on topj 0, red anteriorly tind blaok 
posteriorly; 10, blaok; on ventral ourfaoe - 3, uarae dull brovm 
as aides of thorax; 3, changing to lighter brown; and the reat 
lighter bromi. Upper appendiigeo black." The Bp0o5.inei:i;huo re-
tainod mbiit of thiy ooloration. The labium haa lost the green­
ish tint and Is now yollowioh brov.*n. The labrum and anterior 
aurfaoc of frona have an orange or reddish oaat, but the alypeus 
io brovm (olive or greenish brown) and, eupecially when viewed 
by the unaided eye, ia very nearly the same oolor as the eyes. 
The lego are distinctly 2£t "dark with alight ^nurple oast", ex­
cept possibly the anterior pair and all feat; the second and 
third pairs of legs are rather light and the tibiae are <iis-
tinctly reddish. The abdomen is larfjoly red; the dorsum of seg­
ment 1 and the anterior half of 2, black; sides of 3 and 3 
changing from the olive brown of the sides of the thorax to 
the light reddish brovm of the under side of segments 4-10; seg-
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uiGut 0 not black except dorat',1 und caudal oarlme and eegment 10 
with an anteriox' reddish apot on either side. 
Ris (1910) quotoe two brief noteo by Batco conoorning the 
huoits of thiu apcciou, "banky of poolo in valley near Obydoo, 
13. X. 49", and "v/oodis Sant&rem, Battling on tv/igo in the shade 
of treois". Soniov/liut more extensive notes (parts of which were 
quoted by Ri», 1916) R0c0m"^any eome of the opooimens ooHooted 
by the Williatnaon expeditions. "Both speoieo occur together in 
brush about pools in the Botanioal (lardons at Georgetown, but 
pullata ia inuoh the more brilliant and active species. Contrary 
to v/hat one might expeot in s\ioh brilliant insects they are 
bruah-lovinfi:, espaoially p\illat&.i which never occurs anywhere 
else, and always takes to brush to escape, except in the case 
of obscura. when it ia found away from brush, which is often 
the case." "This and related species (obsoura) captured January 
35, 1912, frequented dense brush near canals in Bot. Gardens. 
Very difficult to capture bocauue of dense growth. Had a habit 
of low flight and walked on twigs - oometiraes several inches -
a most peculiar species in actions." "Seemed to stay in toward 
trunk of small treea on bank or over flooded creek bed and dart 
out to aun-exposed twigs or even onto leaves. Sometimes walked 
out several inches tov/ard end of twing after alighting thereon. 
Not coiainon to dD.te at any place seen. " (Porto Velho, February 
10, 1933). "Caught from the river steamer when stopped to 
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cut graoa 6' high along the bank of tha pirana at 8 a.m." at 
P r o f ^ r o s Q O ,  « T n m a r y  1 1 ,  1 9 3 3 ,  " C o l l e o t e d  a t  s w a m p y  o r e f j k .  . . . . . .  
betv/oen R:30 and 10 a.m. Littlo ounohine and at 10 heavy rain 
atartad", Porto Volho, January 34, 1933. "Taken at flooded 
oreeka entered by launoli from River Madeira, all within 5 or 6 
mllea below town (Porto Velho)", January 39, 1923. 
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Dlaatatopa emllla, new species 
Material studied: BRAZIL: Para: Rio Tapajoz: Barreiras, May, 
1920, 1<?; Kte. Chris to, June, 1920, 2<f 19, Miritituha, April, 
1921, 4.? 19. (A. H. Fasslj Coll, Ris). 
A small, moderately dark species. 
Male; V/lngs I'ather broad; dark, especially in basal half 
and along costa. Reticulated area very similar in extent to 
pullata but somewhat more dense; veins in this area and those 
cephalad of it to the level of the arculus red. Veins in vicinity 
of arculus of fore wing slightly reddish brown at most, usually 
black. Cephalic surface of anterior lamina with a few denticles; 
' caudal margin sinuate, with a broad arc-shaped emargination in 
center, Superior appendages about equal in length to segments 9 
and 10, teeth elevated on a keel; inferior slightly more than 
one-half as long as superiors, sides v/idely dlverjTent. 
Female: Similar to male, except that the I'eticulated area 
of the male is indicated only by red, very slightly thickened 
veins• 
Measurements: tJ: abdomen - 17-19 mm,; femora, second - <^4 
mm., third - 5 mm.; tibiae, second - 4,5 mm., third - 6,5 mm.; 
fore v;ing - 23-25 mm., pterostlgma - 3 ram,; rear wing - 23-26 
mm,, pterostlgma - 3,5 mm., v;idth, base - 10.5-10#75 mm., nodus -
9,5 mm, (ratio; base - 2.23-2,38, nodus - 2,52), 9; abdomen -
16.5-17 mm.J femora, second - (4 mm., third - 5 mm,; tlblao. 
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sooond - 5 mm. J third - <7 ram.; fore '.?lng - 33 mm., pterostlgma -
3 mm.; rear wing - 23 mm., pterostigma - 3.5 mm., width, base -
10.75 mm., nodus - 9.75 mm. (ratio: baae - 2.14, nodua - 3.36). 
Types: Holotype cT and allotype ^ - Uiritituba, April, 1930 
(Coll. Ria); paratypea - all other opooimena utudied. 
Thia apeoieo ia mmed for my young daughter, Emily Joan 
Montgomery. 
Thia apooiea ia very oloae to Intenaa, diffejCin^; only in 
tho extent and degree of intenoity of the oeoondary retioula-
tioii and coloration in theanal area of the rear wing. Thio ia 
more extanaiva, but Iqbs intonso in emllia. whioh upproaohea 
pullata in thia ohriraotor. The difforenoo in degroo of intenaity 
of the venation in the tii'o opeoios ia v/en iiiuatratod in the 
tabulations of tho nujnbor of rowa of oalla between tho bieootor 
of tho loop and A3 and the number of cQlla in the firat row 
between the outer branoh of the biaeotor of the loop and CU3. 
In the fe>aale from Hte. Chrlato, whioh ia alif^htly toia-
aral, tha veins to the l.^vel of the noduo in both winga are 
reddluh bx'own. 
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Diaatatops lntec0a« navr opaoies 
Dlaatatopa •fflxllata^ Calvort, 1909, Ann. Cam. Mua,, 6: 360; 
Rla, 1916, Coll. d» Selys, ^ (3): 1110 (in part); Long-
flQld, 1939, Tr. Ent« Soo. Lond., 137 (in part?). 
Dlaetatops pullata (forma), His, 1938, Konowla, 2} ^5. 
Dlaatatopa obapura, form ( or var.) pulltita, Rla, 1910, Coll. 
da Selya, 311 (in part)j Navaa, 1931, E8tudlos,J^; 49; 
1933, Arx. Inai;. Clan., 7: 179. 
Reoordod distribution: BRAZIL: Parat Rio Amazonas (Ria, 1938); 
Matto Groaao; Caohoeira and Oaohoeira Cgtyaba Lagoa (Calvert, 
1909); R. Paraguay, Rio Sao Loursnoo and Rio Cuyaba (Long-
field, 1939); Rio da Janeiro; (Rio, 1910); Rio Grande do Sul 
(His, 1910). PARAGUAY: (Ria, 1910). ARGENTINA: Lapango and 
Formosa (Ris, 1938); Santa Fa (Navaa, 1931); Corriantoa 
(Navas, 1933). 
Material studied: BRAZIL: Para; Santaram, July, 1930, 46^ and 
Taperinha, near Santarein, February, 1930, id^, April, 1930, 
lo^, June, 1930, Icf*, July, 1930, 3c^ (A. H. Fassl; Coll. 
Rla); Amas(on), lo^ (Br. Mua.); Hat to Groaao: Caohoeira, Icf" 
and Caohoeira Cuyaba Lagoa, January 39, lor* (H. H. Smith; 
Cam. Mua.): Rio Paraguay: Rio Sao Louxenoo, May 4, 1937, 
Ic^^ , and Rio Cuyaba, May 6, 1937, ,1$. (Cynthia Longfieldj Br. 
Mua.); Rio Grande do Sul; Sc?'1? (H. von I ho ring; Aoad. Nat. 
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Sol. Phil.). PARAGUAY: Bcf" (E. Weioko, ex Mua. Munohen; Coll. 
Ria). ARGENTINA: Formosa, Deoorabar 4, 1917, lo^ (Jorgensen; 
Coll. Ris). 
A rather dark apeolee. 
Male: Winga rather long} dark, poatnodal light areas frs-
quantly absent. Second oublto-anal orosa vein runiiing to inner 
angle of triangle or wore proximad. Retioulated spot in rear 
wing very dense, but rather limited in area, not extending 
into triangle or oubital oell and separated from anal margin 
of wing by six to eight cells; veins within this area muoh 
thiokeaed, heavily anastomosed - veins occupying almost as 
muoh space aa membrane - and deep scarlet in color* (In ten-
erals these veins are bright yellow.) Remainder of veiiia 
black, except those i^i triangle and a few others immediately 
adjacent to retioulated area which are red* Cephalic surface 
of anterior lamina bearing a; few fine spines or denticles; 
caudal margin sinuate with a wide, shallow, aroolike, e~ 
margination in center. Superior appendages about equal in 
length to segment 9, teeth elevated on a keel; inferior about 
two-thirds aa long as superiors, aides widely divergent. 
Female (somewhat immature): Postnodal light spots very 
prominent) Without dense reticulated area of male, but veins 
in this area, and also those in the postnodal light areas and 
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in oonter of fore wing from base to five or oix oella beyond 
triangle light in oolor (oream yellow in dried apeoimett). 
Measurements: o^: abdomen - 17-19.5 rom.; ,femora, second -
4 rmu., third - 5 mm.; tibiae, second - <5 mm., third -6.5 
mm.; fore wing - 31.5-35.5 mm., pteroatigma - 3 mm.; rear 
wing - 21.5-35.5 mm., pterostigma - 3.5 mm., width, base - 9-
11 ram., nodus - 8.35-9.5 ram. (ratio: base - 3.33-3.39, nocius -
3.61-3.68). : abdomen - 16 mm.; femora, second - 3.5 mm., 
third - 4.5 mm.; tibiae, second - 4 mm., third - 5.5 mm.; fore 
wing - 34 mrfl., pterostigma - 3 mm.; rear wing - 34 mm., ptero­
stigma - 3.75 mm., \Yidth, base - 11 raw., nodus - lO mm. (ratio: 
base - 3.18, nodus - 3.40). 
Types: Holotype - Taperinlia, July, 1930 (Coll. Ris); 
allotype ^ - Rio Cuyaba, May 6, 1937 (Br. Mus.); paratypes: all 
other specimens studied, except the female from Rio Grande do 
Sul. 
Intenaa (from intense, extreme in degree, excessive) was 
chosen as the name for this species because of the great in­
tensification of the venation in the anal area of thd rear 
wing. 
This species is very close to emilia. being distinguished 
from that species, in so far as I have been able to ascertain, 
only by the much greater density, more intense coloration, and 
more limited area of the secondary reticulation of the rear 
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wing. 
At first I was aomewhat inolined to make this form a vari­
ety of ami11a. However, ray personal aversion to trinomials and 
the faot that apaoimens of intensa from suoh widely separated 
looalitiea as Santarera, Matto Grosso, Rio Grande do Sul and 
Argentina ohow very little variation in the density of the re-
ttooulated area (such variation as does occur being in speoiraens 
from looalitiea far removed from the region in which emllla was 
found) led me to accord the two fornsspeoifio distinotneas. 
The female from Rio Grande do Sul la rather doubtfully 
placed in this apeclea. It is very teneral; the head and body 
are flattened and twisted and have the undifferentiated light 
brown color of dried tanarals, and the winga are very light in 
color - semi-transparent. Except for a alight thickening and 
secondary anaatomosing of veins in a limited area caudo-distad 
of the triangle it agrees very well with obacura. In the num­
ber of cells in the seoondary loop (11-13), the number of rows 
of cells betvveen the bisector and A3 (8 in both wings), and the 
ratio of length to width of rear wing at tjao nodus it differs, 
slightly, at least, from the allotype female of intensa and la 
Quite charaoteristic of obaoura. In auch other characters as 
can be determined from suoh an immature speoimen (chiefly 
venatlonal) it falls within limits common to the two species. 
iia 
Of the two rnalou from Rio Grancio do Sul, one, although very 
teneral, appears to be typloal of this apeoieo, taut the other 
(almost mature) differs from all other spooimcna of the STjeoiea 
in having the red color of the veins in the spot at the base of 
the rear wing leas bright and somewhat more extensive in area. 
However, the number and thickness of the veiruj in this area are 
approxinsately the same as in other specimens and the lighter 
color appears to be due to fading of an origirutl bright red. 
The abdomen is miyaing from the allotype female; broken 
bits of an abdomen were present in the shipping box when it was 
received from London, but the abdomen of a female -pullata in 
the box was also missing and there \ms nothing to indicate to 
which, if not to both, the fragments belonged; furthermore thay 
were too broken up to be of any value. 
Because of the unaatisfactory condition of the females of 
this Bpeciss available to roe for study I am qxioting certain notes 
from Ris (1910, 1916, 1938), referring to material not avail­
able to me. 
"Paraguay (coll. Selyo), Prov. Rio Janeiro (Hamburg) und 
Rio Grande do Sul (coll. Selys). Die Bxemplare oind unter sich 
ziemlich gleich;, eine Form, die in der Ausdehnung der Verdich-
tung und des Baaisflecks ziemlich rait den surinamiachen und 
Santarem-Exemplaran uboreinstimrat (cf bis auf das Niveau der 
Aussenecke der Schleifa, die ausserste Spitae der Schleife und 
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oa. 5-B Zellbroitan am Analrand freilaouend; ^ in stvm gloioham 
Utofang belle Adorn aber gorlnge oder gar Verdiohtung), nber 
kloinor, vox allom kurzflugligor iot. cf Abd. 19, Hfl. 35, Pt. 
3 (Paraguay); Abd. 19, Hfl. 30, Pt. 3.5 (Prov. Rio); Abd. 17, 
Hfl. 24, Pt. 3,5 (Rio Grande do Sul). - ^ Abd. 16, Hfl. 33, 
Pt. 3 (Para(5uay); Abd. 16, Hfl, 34, Pt. 3.5 (Rio Grande do Sul)." 
IBel den o^ von Paraguay ist tier Fleok kleinor, bleibt 
vom Analrand fast 3"'''® entferntj die Aderverdiohtung ist in 
seinen oentralen Teilen eine ganz extreme, die Farbung (subjuv.) 
nooh gelb, teilweiae gelbrot. Die Proportionen aeigen eine ge-
wiaae Annaherung an obaoura; Abd. 17, Hfl. 24.5: 10.5, Pt. 3." 
"Etwaa imatur, dioh Abd. sob5n rot. - Linker Vfl. un-
volletandig entwiokelt. Reohter Vfl, und beide Hfl. rait der ftlr 
wllata ^ oharakteristisohen diffuaen teilweiaen Aufhellung in 
poatnodaler Bogenbinde; auoh die Spitza der Vfl. (auoh dee iniaa-
bildeten linken) vom Pteroatigma an aeha difftia etwaa galiohtet. 
- Aderverdiohtung itn Hfl. in form einea Lfingaatreifa, hellgelb: 
Sohleife biu aur Gabel von Ag, Cui-Cug und DlBooicJalfeld in 
gleioher Breite, allmflhlioh aualaufend bia fast zum niveau des 
Nod\is; at^rkate Verdiohtung in der Sohleife, CU1-CU3 und Beginn 
dea Diaooidalfeldea; Iramerhin keine extreme Verdiohtung, im 
Diaooidalfeld 4-5 Zellreihea. Keine Verdiohtung im t. Koine 
Verdiohtung im Vfl. Stirn aohwara." 
The raferenoes by Navaa have been plaoed under this apeoies 
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bsoaxiaa it is tho only one of the 
are verified reoordo more ttan 
•Dullata-group. for which there 
or 100 south of the eqmtor. 
ilb 
Diastatops estherae, naw ispeoieB 
Dlastatops pullata, Kirby, 1897, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist,, (6), 1^; 
603 (in part). 
Recorded distribution ; BRAZIL: Amaaonaa. Manaos (Kirby, 1897), 
Material studied; Southern BRITISH GUIANA: lo (Aoad. Nat. Sol, 
Phil.). BRAZIL: Atnazonaa^ East Atnaaonae, Itf (A. Mus, Nat, 
Hist.); Maues, Rio Maues, April, 1933, Icf , May, 1933, 1? 
(Bought from F. Wuoherpfennig; Mioh, Mus, Zool.); Manaos, 
February 11, 1896, IcT (E, E. Austen; Br. Mus.), February, 
1908, 3(f (Mios M. B. Merrill; Aoad. Nat. Sol. Phil.), June 7, 
1923, 4<f , and June 10, 1933, 3cf (J. H. Williamson and J* W. 
Strohm; Mioh. Mus. Zool,); Tonantins, September, 1933, 13(f 
9? (8, Klages; Cam, Mus.), 
A very bright colored speoias, 
Male: Labrura and faoei , including superior surface of 
frons, bright red. Vertex and occiput purple. Prothorax and 
anterior margin of pterothorax black; dorsum of pterothorax 
usually red, infrequently dull brown; remainder of thorax 
olive brown. Legs rediiish brown. Wings long; not deeply colored 
except along oosta before nodus; postnodal light areas large. 
In plaoe of second oubito-anal cross vein an area of anasto­
mosing veins, usually with several running to the inner side 
of the triangle, in base of both wings, almost to level 
of nodus, except near caudal margins and along costal margin 
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Of fore wing, aoraewhat thiokonad and anaatomoeed; bright red. 
Veins in remainder of winga black. Cephalic surface of anterior 
lamina without denticlea; caudal margin almost atraight, with 
only a shallow, angled, emafrgination in canter. Superior appen-
dagea about equal in length to segments 9 and 10, teeth ele­
vated on a keel; inferior about two-thirds as long as superiors, 
sides almost parallel. 
Female: Similar to male; second oubito-anal cross vein not 
branched; veins in reticulated areas of wings less dense and 
not so highly colored. 
Measuremonta: c? : abdomen - 17.5-30.5 mm.; femora, second -
<4 mm., third - >4.5 ram.; tibiae, second - 4.5 mm., third - <6 
mm.; fore wing - 33.5-38 mm., pteroatigma - <3 .mm»; rear wii\g -
33-38 mm., pteroatigma - 3.35 mm., width, base - 10.5-13 mm., 
nodus - 9-10.35 mm. (ratio; base - 3.34-3.33, nodus - 3.81-
3.73). ^ ; abdomen - 16-18 mm.; femora, second - >3.5 mm., 
third - >4.5 mm.; tibiae, second - >4mm., third - <6 mm.; fore 
wing - 33-30 mm., pteroatigma - >3 mm.; rear wing - 33.5-36 
mm., pterostigma - >3,5 mm., width, base - 10.5-11.75 mm., 
nodus - 9.75-10.5 mm. (ratio: base - 3.31-3.34, nodus - 3.47-
3.48). 
Types: Holotype ^ - Manaoa, June 10, 1933 (Mich. Mua. 
Zool.); allotype ^ - Mauea, April, 1933 (Mich. Mus. Zool.); 
paratypea - all other specimens studied. 
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This apeoles la named for ray wife, Esther Barrett Mont­
gomery. 
Estherae io, perhaps, moat closely related to pullata as 
these two species reoemble each other more closely than either 
of them, especially estheraa, resemblea emllia or intensa. both 
in the width and the central tendency of their range of varia­
tion in the characters tabulated. However, estherae io distinct­
ly separated from all other spaoies of the pullata-group by the 
coloration of the frons, the presence of secondary reticulation 
of veins in the fore vring, and tha form of the inferior appen­
dage. Although estherae appears to have more densely veined 
wings than pullata because of the more intensive and extensive 
secondary retioultaion, in other, and, perhaps, more definitive, 
areas thd veins are more numerous in pullata (as illustrated by 
the number of antenodal and postnodal orosa veins and the number 
of cells subtended by Rpl). 
Teneral females of estherae and pullata are somewhat dif­
ficult to separate. There is little difference in the coloration 
of the frona in dried tenerals of the two species and the vena-
tional differences are not as wide in the females as in the 
males. 
The only Information available concerning the habits and 
habitats of this species are the notes by J. H. Jjfilllamson (1933 
and unpublished fidld notes on envelopes containing specimens) 
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oonoerning tho oroelc where ho and Strohm found it at Manaos. 
"Owing to the unprecedented high level of the Rio Negro, oreelc 
bedB were flooded for over a mile bach into the country. Wo col­
lected along the buahy bank of the stream which flows past the 
ManaoB brewery, finding there many teneral libellulines 
The back water extended inland to the old dam, built acroaa the 
creek bed a half wile below the Boaque and about two miles from 
the riwer. The artificially flooded area above the dam afforded 
but little better collecting grounds." "Scarce and hard to 
catch. When approached flew towards center of buahy treea." 
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Diaatatopa obsoura (Eabrioius) 
Llbellula obsoura, Pabrioiuo, 1775, Syat. Ent.:433; 1781, Speo. 
Inseot., JL: 533; 1793, Ent. Syat.,^: 377; Burraeistor, 1839, 
Handb. Ent., 3: 654. * /VW 
Diaatatopa obsoura, Bagen, 1861, Syn. Nour. N. Am.; 331; Brauer, 
1868, Zool. Bot. Wlen, 716; Hagon, 1875, Proo. Boat. Soo., 
1^: 96; Kirby, 1890, Cat. Od.: 8; 1897, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hiat., 
(6), 603; Oalvert, 1898, Tr. Am. Ent. Soo., 3^: 71, 94; 
Ria, 1910, Coll. da Selya, 309, 310; 1916, Coll. de Selya, 
16, (3): 1109, 1110, 1113; Sjoatedt, 1918, Ark. Zool., 11; 
(15): 4KD; Navaa, 1933, Naur. Oolomb.: 366; 1934, Memo Aoad* 
Baroelonaj 316; Rla, 1938, Konowla, J} Lorigflald, 1939 
Tr. Ent* Soc. Lond., 77: 137. 
Diaatatopa tlnota, Rambur, 1843, Ina. Ifevr.: 135; Eriohaon, 
1848, Sohomburgka Reiaen, 584; Hagen, Foerdhl. Danak. V. 8. 
135; 1861, Syn, Naur. N. Am.: 331; Brauer, 1868, Zool. Bot« 
Wlen, 716; Hagen, 1875, Proo. Boat. Soo., Il^: 95; Klrby, 
1890, Cat. Od.: 8; Neadham and Anthony, 1903, Jr. N. Y. Ent* 
Soo., la: 133; Butler, 1904, Tr. Am. Ent. Soo*, 30: 133; 
Calvert, 1909, "Ann. Cam. Mua., 361; Rio, 1910, Coll. de 
Selya, 309, 310} 1916, Coll. de Selya, W, (3): 1109; 
Longfleld, 1939, Tr. Ent. Soo. Lond., 77t 137. 
Diaatatopa fuliglnea, Calvert, 1909, Ann. Cam* Mua.,^: 360 
(in part). 
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Reoordod distribution: Amerioa (Fabriolue, 1775)j B, Amerioa 
(Kirby, 1890) j|COLOMBIA: Curoaral (Navao, 1933). GUIANA: 
(Kriohson, 1848); Hagen, 1861, 1875; Brauar, 1868); George­
town (RiQ, 1916). brazil: (Rainbur, 1842; Hagon, 186lJ Brauer, 
1868; Kirby, 1890; Ifevaa, 1933); Para; (His, 1910); Parana 
de Buyaaau (Kirby, 1B97); Aniaaonaa; Manaos (Kirby, 1897; 
Bjootedt, 1918); Rio Japura (Sjostedt, 1918); Maraxihao; 
"Saint Louis de Maragnon" (Rambur, 1842; Hagen, 1861, 1875; 
Brauer, 1868); Ceara: (Navas, 1934); Bahia: (Burmeiotor, 
1839; Hagen, 1875; Oalvert, 1898); Matto Grooao: (Ria, 1916); 
Uaoaryssal (Calvert, 1909; Longfield, 1939); Minaa Geraes: 
(Hagen, 1875; Ria, 1910); Rio de Janeiro; Bom Jeaua de Ita-
bapoana (Ris, 1910). BOLIVIA: Rio Tuoabaoa (Ria, 1938). 
PARAGUAY: (Navaa, 1933); Sapuoay (Ria, 1910). 
Material atudied: COLOMBIA: Sevilla, December 11, 1935, 4o^ 
3? (F. W. Walker; Mioh. Mua. Zool.). BRITISH GUIANA: George­
town, lo^ (Am. Muo. Nat. Hiat.); January 36, 1913, 3? , Jan­
uary 37, 1913, 14(fi 49, February 18, 1913, So^, February 19, 
1913, 8<f (B, J. Rainey and L. A. and E. B. WilliamaonJ Mioh. 
Mua. Zooi.)} October 10-15, 1930, 5o^ 1? (W. T. M. Forbe»; 
Cornell Univ.). BRAZIL: Para; lo^ (Br. Mua.); Belem, Auguat 
3, 1933, lo^, Auguat 5, 1933, 3o^, Auguat 9, 1933, 9o^ 5^ 
(J. H. Vfilliamaon and J* W. Strohm; Mioh. Mua. Zool); Bene-
videa, October, 1918, 3c^ 1^ (S. M. Klagea; Cam. Hue.); 
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Alta Mlra, Rio Xlzigu« January, 1931, 20^ (A* H. Fassl; Coll* 
Rlis)j Itoranhao; l<f (Br. Mu8.)i Bahlai Boq.n0lrao, January 7, 
1908, 1^ (J. D. Haaomanj Cam. Muo«)i Mat to Groaaot Icf 31^ 
(Zobrya, 1911; Coll. Rla); Uaoa^ryaal, itf^ (H. H. Smtthj Oarn. 
Mua.); Sao Antonlo de Guapore, Rio Guaporo, August 8, 1909, 
1$ (J. D. Haaeman; Oarn. Mua.); Sao Paulo; Bauru, Deoamber 4, 
1919, 2<s^ 1^ (Harria and Bradley; Cornoll Univ.); Eat>irito 
Santo: Alegre, Gotober 4, 1914, lo^ (T. F. Zikuu; Coll. Rio); 
Rio de Janeiro: Bom Jesus de Itabapoana, November 9, 1904, lo^ 
(Zikau; Coll^Ria). BOLIVIA: Prov. del Sara, 1^ (J. Steinbaoh; 
Cam. Mua.). PARAGUAY: Sapuoay, l<f 1*^ (W. Foater; Br. Mua.); 
Goata Aguaray, 1896, (ex. Coll. Ffirater; Mioh. Mua* Zool.)• 
Original description: 
"15. L. alia totdia ferrugineia, oorpore obaouro. obaoura 
Habitat in Amerioa Dora. Lewin. 
Statura & magnitudo L. flaveola.©. Corpus to-
tuni ferrugirieo fusoura. Abdomen oylindri-
oura. Alae ferruginsae punoto inarginali, ob-
longo, fuaoo*" 
Original deooription (of tlnota); 
"Rufo-aubooerulespens; abdomine obsoure rubro; alia fullgineo-
aubviridi^aeneia, brevibua, poatioia dilatatia, nervia 
praeoipuia elevatia o^. 
"De la taille de la Flaveola ou plua petite, et ayant lea 
aiales plus aourtea. Tete petite, ayant la face d'un brun vio­
let, aveo lea lobes latereaux rouaaatrea; aommet du front marque 
anterieurement de deujc impreaaiona aaaez largea et rugueuses, 
trea-avanoe en avant; vertex tourne en avant, aaaez large a la 
base, fortement retreoi a I'extremite, un peu bifide; oooiput 
un peu plua etroit anterieurement que posterieurement, ou il 
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eat axrondi et dopasBe par los yeux; bouohe treo-aaillanto. 
Thorax ol'un brun roux, luiaanis et un peubleuatre, plus fonoe en 
dessuo; bord poaterleur du prothorax Mlobd; lobou epalQ, 
larges. Abdomen trlangulalre, pae senalblement renfle a la base, 
rouge, un peu obaour en deasus; etyles inediocrement longo, 
oyllndritiUQS, grales, eoarteo I'un de I'autra a la baae, un 
peurenflea en deaaoua ou It exlate une carene fortement dentee, 
nalttsant un peu >'.avant la moito de leur longueur; plaoe soua-
atylaire plus de raoitie plus oourte qu'eux, trea-large, plus 
large qLue longue, asaea fortement retreoie a oa base, largement 
roaia peu profonderaent eobanoree a I'extremite, dont lee deux 
ootea forment daux angles un peu pointua. Pat tea grelea, 
nolratrea. Ailes oourtea, d'un brun rousoatre fonoe, ayant un 
reflet d'un vert metalllciue on deauua, d'un bleu violet en 
deaoousj prinoipalea nervurea trea-aalllantea, anterieurea, 
ayant avant lo baaa une eohanorure au bord ooatal; lea poateri-
eurea trea-largea; areolea norabreuaea, presque egalea; mem-
branule brucatre, pteroatigma de la oouleur dea ailes* 
"De la oolleotion da general Dejean, ou elle eat etiquetoe du 
Breail par Latreille; et de oelle da M. Serville, et indlquee 
de Saint-Louis de Maragnon." 
A small, very dark, broad winged speoiea. 
Male: Thora.x black on doraum, dark brown on aides. Legs 
dark brown. Winga broad; very dark, no traoe of poatnodal light 
area in fully mature speoimena; no areas of thickened or ama-
tomoaed veins; veins black. Abdominal segments 1-2 black above; 
1-3 black or dark brown on sides. Cephalic surface of anterior 
lamina ainooth; caudal margin sinuate, vfith a deep U-shaped e-
margination in center. Superior appendages about aa long aa 
segments 9 and 10, teeth elevated on a keel; inferior about 
one-half aa long aa auperiora, aides widely divergent. 
Female: Very similar to male; veina at base of winga red; 
abdomen usually dark brown. Appendages about one-half aa long 
aa aegment 9; slightly oonBtricted at baae; apex acute. 
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Measuroraentas : abdomen - 15-19 mm.} femora, aaoond - <4 
nimi, third - Srain.; tibiae, aooond - 4.5 mm., third - 6 lEin.; 
fore wing - 31-35 raw., ptoroetigna - 3 mm. i roar wing - 21-35 
ram., pteroatigjpa - 3.5 mm., width, baae - 9.5-10.75 mm., nodas -
9-9.75 nun. (ratio; baaa - 3.31-3.38, nodua - 3.33-3.51). ab­
domen - 14.5-17 mrn.; femora, aecond - >3.5 ram., third - <5 mm.; 
tibiae, second - 4.5 mm., third - 6.5 ram.; fore wing - 30-34 
mm., pteroatigraa - >3 mm.; rear wing - 30-34 mm., pteroatigma -
>3.5 mm., width, baae - 10-10.5 mm., nodus • 9.5-10 mm. (ratio: 
biEiae — 3.10—3.19, nodua — 3.31—3.30). 
Type: Lost ? (The description by Fabrioivua, "Abdomen oy-
lindrioum", would indioate that his apeoiraen waa a female.) 
(Rambur's typo of tinota^i a male from Braail, ia in the de 
Selya Colleotion at Bruaaels.) 
The apeoifio narnea applied to thia apeoiea by Fabrioiua 
and Rambur (obaourua, dark; tinotua, dyed, stained) indicates 
that thoy were impreased by tho dark oolor of these insects, 
as was Burmeister in his selection of a name for pullata. 
Obaoum ia quite distinct from the other two, closely 
related, species of the obsoura-group. Both maxima and nigra 
are much larger than the averaged sized obsoura; only one spee-
imen of the 63 of obsoura raeaaured, is equal in wing length to 
the ahoreat wing observed in nigra, although two apeoimena have 
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abdomena ao long &a thoae toxind in nlpira and ona exoeedo all 
Bpeolmena of nipgra oxamlned In thia character. The threo apeoies 
differ but little in tho venational oharaotora tabulated. Tho 
aides of theinferior appendage are quite divergent in obaoura. 
but are sub-parallel in maxima and niara; alao the row of teeth 
on the ventral aurfaoe of tho superior appendages usually ex­
tends considerably beyond the tip of the inferior in obsoura^ 
but reaches only to the tip, or loss, in the other two species* 
A very decided difference in found in the shape of the rear 
wing, that of obaoura being much wider; the ratio of length to 
width in the male obscura is, at the most, 2.38:1 at the level 
o& the loop (base) and 3.51:1 at the nodus (muah leas in both 
oases in the female), while these ratios in nigra and maxima 
are, respectively, 3.36:1 and 3.46:1 at the base, and 3.73:1 
and 3.84:1 at the nodus. 
The red color of tho veins in the basal portion of the 
wings of the female is never very bright; in some speoimens it 
oannot be detected without considerable magnification. 
The oharacters of Rambur's type of tinota studied and 
recorded by Miss Heiss fall, in every oase, almost in the center 
of the range for obscura. "Ho areas of secondary reticulation 
or coloration of veins. Color of frons - deep brown to black 
with purple fluoresoenoo. Vfing counts: a. Max. cell rows en-
olosad by Mpl, fore wing - 3, hind wing -3; b. No. of cell rows 
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between the biaeotor and A3 - 3 (raoat of the area); 0. No. of 
oella in triangle, fore - 5 on 1., 6 on right, hind - 4." 
A® pull&ta the apeoifio name of thia apeoSiea appeara 
very appropriate for the dried apeoiraen bat the living inaeot 
muat preaent quite a different appearance. Kirby (1897) quoted 
Auaten oonoerning thia apeoiea, aa follows, "The patch at the 
laaae of the hind wing and the abdomen (except tip) brilliant 
aoarlet when alive*" Williaraaon wrote in hia field notea, 
Georgetown, January 36, 1913, "Thia apeoiea frequenta lower 
vegetation than other (pullata) and walka more on twiga. Ab­
domen of male bright red - very handsome." In lettera to Ria 
(1916) ho added further cotmiQenta on the habita of thia and 
other apeoiea, eapeoially "on the very peculiar habit of the 
3 app. of Diaatatopa taken by me, of walking about on twiga. 
I have aeen nothing to compare with thia in-other dragonfliea. 
I believe the more active malea were the moat oonapiououa walk-
era at the Botanio Gardena in Georgetown the twp apeoiea 
are aaaooiated. But along aome of the oanala through fielda, 
obaoura may aometimea be takeh in the overhanging graaa in oon-
aiderable nuinbera. Pullata waa never obaerved here at all. If 
one of theae obaoura waa puraued oloaely but not captured, it 
would leave the canal and fly into the firat bit of thick 
vegetatioii back from the canal bank. Thia vegetation might be 
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grass, bush or any dense cover. In the interior of Britiah Gui­
ana I do not reoall that I saw obsoura at all." 
At Belem, August 9, 1933, Vfilliarason and Strohm found 
. obsoura "along wide trail in woods far from water. Generally 
they were fluttering about olose to ground, alighting on dead 
leaves or twigs. When approached they flew to bushes and then 
to higher branches in trees or back into woods." 
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Dlaotatopa nigra, new apaciau 
Material atudied.: BRAZIL; Ainaisonaa: Mauoa, Rio Mauea, April, 
1933, (bought from F. Wuohoxpfonnig; Mioh. Mua, Zool.)» 
Carvoairo, Rio Negro, July 11, 1933, lo^ (j. H, Wiliiamaon 
and. J. .W, Strolim; Mioh Mua, Zool. )• 
A large, dark appoiea. 
Mala: Winga rather long; uniform dark brown, exoopt aoma-
what darker along ooata before nodua, and alifrhtly lighter in 
areas in apical half - a anaall area in center of wing 
,iuat (iiutad of nodus and a larger area along oaudal margin; 
irideaoent violet by reflected light; veina black. Cephalic 
aurfaoe of anterior laraimv apinose; caudal margin ainuate, with 
a deep, U-ahaped omarginiition in conter. Superior appendngea 
conoiderably ahorter than aognienta 9 and 10, bearing 5-7 teeth, 
forming a ?£eol, on ventral margin; inferior about two-thirda 
aa loiig aa auperiora, reuohing alightly beyond teeth of aupa-
riora, aidoe alooat parallel, caudal raargin ho Hoofed out into 
a broad arc. 
Female: Unknown. 
Meaaurementa: ((f) abdomen - lB-18.5 ram.; femora, aeaond -
4 mm., third - 6 mm.; tibiae, aecond - 4.5 mm., third - 6 mm.; 
fore wing - 35-36.5 ram., pteroatigma - 3.35 mm.; rear wing -
35-36.5 mm., pteroatigina - 3.75 mm., width, baae - 11 mm., 
nodua - 9.5 mm. (ratio: baae - 3.36, nodua - 3.73). 
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Types; Holotyp© cf^ - Carvoelro, July 11, 1933 (Mloh. Mus. 
Zool.); paratypes - Mauea, April, 1932 (Mioh. Mus. Zool. )• 
The spaoifio namo nigra (L. niRor, blaok) was ohoson for 
this spoolea, first, baoauoe of the rather uniform dark color 
of the apeoiea, and, second, beoause the type spooimen was 
oolleoted on the Rio Negro. 
This apeoies is rather close to maxima, from vvhioh it is 
distinguished ohiefly by its smaller size. Slight differences 
in venation and in the form of the genitalia and appendages, 
apparent in the limited material (of both speoies) available 
f&r study, are wall within the rsvngo of variation found within 
speoies of which a considerable number of specimens were ex­
amined. 
The type specimen was damaged in the field by ants; seg­
ments 5-0 were largely destroyed, but the appendages were un­
damaged and enough of the dorsum remained to permit aocurate 
raeasurement of the length of the abdomen. (The tip of the ab­
domen has been fastened to the romainder of the specimen by 
moans of cardboard and {5lua.) The two specimens from Maues 
appear not to have been properly dried and have been damaged 
by mold, especially on the head and thorax. 
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Diastatopa raaxiina, new apeoies 
' Dlastatops obscura7^nis, 1910, Coll. do Selyo, 11: J310 (in 
part). 
Material atudied: BRAZIL: Araaaoas.a: Teffe Kga, November, 1931, 
Icx^ (A. H. Faoel; Coll. Ria). 
A very large, dark speoieo. 
Male; Winga long; rather uniformly dark brown, somowh&t 
darker alon^; the ooeta, espeolally before the nodua, and very 
ali(rht "brightening up" in middle of ^ving dietad of n&dus; ,iri-
daooent violet by reflected light; veina dark broira or blaok. 
cephalic aurfaoo of anterior lamina spinose; caudal iMirgin 
sinuate, with a deep, broad V-ohaped ermruination in center. 
Superior appendfigea slightly ohorter thfin BegmnntB 9 and 10, 
boBseing 5-6 teeth, which form a diotinot keel, on ventral mar­
gin; inferior reaching beyond teeth of euperiore, eidea almost 
parallel, caudal margin slightly hollowed out, forming a broad­
ly obtuse angle. 
Female: Unkno^vn. 
MoaBuromenta: (o^) abdomen - 33 ram.; femora, aecond - <5 
ram., third - mm.; tibiae, second - 5.5 jnm., third - 8 mm.; 
fore wing - 31 mm., pterostigraa - 4 mm. j rear wing - 33 mm., 
pteroQtigraa - 4.5 ram., width, baae - 13 mm., nodua - 11.35 mm. 
(ratio: baas - 3.46, nodua - 3.84). 
Typa: Holotype o^ - Teffe Ega, September, 1931 (Coll. Ria). 
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The apeoifio mmo maxima (L., maxitnuo, isreateot) hae btaan 
aelootod for thiu apeoieo becauao it oo greatly oxoaeda all 
other B-pacisa of the gems in aize. 
This opeoies is very oloaeiy related to nifaya; the chief 
difference between there is aiae. Certain structural differenoea 
(in genitalia, appendaijea, and venation) apparent in the lim­
ited number of opeoimena available for atudy - throe of nlRra 
and one of maxiroa - are slight and with the exception of the 
number of oella subtended toy Rpl in the rear wing are well 
within the range of variation found within those apeoiea of 
whioh luoro rsxtenaiva inaterial was atudied. Tho difference in 
aize between the apeoimena is oonaiderable (nnioh greater than 
the ©xtrefrie range found in any other apeoieo, if the Selyaian 
speoimon mentioned below ia included in maxima) , and in apite 
of ray inability to find more definitive etruotural differenoea 
it aeeras imperative to treat tho two forma aa diatinct apeciea. 
There ia a apeoimen in the de selya Collection whioh, from 
notea and drawinga by Misa Heiaa and a brief note by His (l910), 
appears to be oonspeoifio with the one deaoribed here. It is 
alightly larger - abdomen, 34 mm., and rear wing, 34 mm. It 
alao came from Ega, and waa oolleoted by Batea. 
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DlaBtatopB dimldlata (Llnne) 
Llbellula dimldlata^ Llnne, 1758, Syat. Nat. (ed. X), 2^; 555 
(no. 14) J 1786, Syot, Nat. (ed. XII), J/. 903; Fabrlolua, 1775, 
Syat. Ent.:433; 1781, Spec. Ins., 533; 1793, Ent. Syst.,^: 
379; Burmeister, 1839, Handb. Ent., 854. 
Palpo-pleura dimldlata, Rambup, 1843, Ine. Nevr.: 139-130. 
Diastatops dimldlata, Eriolyjon, 1848, Sohorabiirgks Relaen, 
584; Hngen, 1861, Syn. Neur. N. Am.: 331; Brauer, 1868, Zool. 
Bot. Wien., 716; Selys, 1869, Pollen et Van Dare, Madag. 
Ins.: 16; Hagen, 1875, Proo. Boat. Soo., ^ 95; Klrby, 1890, 
C3at. Od.: 8; 1897, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 601; Calvert 
1898, Tr. Am. Ent. Soo., 31, 71; Ria, 1910, Coll. da Solya 
y.: 309, ail3, 330; WllllaniBon, 1915, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mua., ^ 
636; Ria, 1916, Coll. de Selya, ^ (3): 1110; Willlamaon, 1916 
Ent* Na'.v8, 37: 169; 1917, Tr. Am. Ent. Soo., 43: 331. 
' /VIA. ' ' ' xvVl/ 
Llbellula aarRlnata. De Geer, 1773, Mem. Ina., ^ 558 (pi. 36, 
f. 6). 
Diaatatopa marKlnata, Klrby, 1890, Oat. Od.: 8; Ria, 1910, Coll. 
de Selya, n; 313, 319, 331. 
Diaatatopa feneatrata, Hagen, 1855, Foorhdl. Danak. V. S.: 135; 
1875, Proo. Boat. Soo., 18: 95. 
' ' WW 
Reoordad diatributlon: South Amerloa (Klrby, 1890). GUIANA 
(Eriohaon, 1848); Easequibo (Hagen, 1861, 1875; ,Brauer, 1868); 
Wlamar (Ria, 1916; Willlamaon, 1915, 1916, 1917); SURINAM: 
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(Burraeiater, 1839; Hagan, 1861, 1875; Brauar, 1868), FRENCH 
GUIANA: Cayenne (Rla, 1910). BRAZIL: Para: (Kirby, 1897; Ris, 
1910); Parana de BuyaBSu (Kirby, 1897). 
Material studied: VENEZUELA: Cano d'Vagre, January 38, 1911, tkif 
(S, Brown; Phil. Aoad. Nat. Spi.). BRITISH GUIANA: Wiaiuar, Jan­
uary 30, 1913, 3o(^ (B. J. Rainey and L. A. and E. B. William 
oon; Mioh. Mua. Zool.); Rupununi River, September, 1913, 1^ 
(Thurston Colleotion; Am. Mub.. Nat. Hist.), BRAZIL: Para; 
January 10, 1896, lo^ 1^ (E. E. Austen; Br. Mus.). 
Original deaoription: 
"dimidiata 14 L. alia planis a basi ad 
medium nigris. 
Habitat in Amerioa. Rolander 
Margo alarum etiam fusous eat. 
oaeterum hyalinae. Cauda dub'buB 
parvia muoronibus." 
A amall, rather dark apeoiea, with peculiarly marked wings. 
Male: Wings moderately broad; blaok from the base to a line 
Tunnirig irom riodua to approximately one cell diatad of apex of 
loop in rear wing and to a corresponding location in fore wing; 
remainder of wings hyaline oxoept for a dark marginal band about 
one cell wide (somewhat wider at apex^ and frequently rather in­
distinct along caudal margin of fore wing), blaok along coata 
to pteroatigma, brown at apex and along caudal margi'w, anfJ. a 
broad white band, two to four millimeters wide just diatad of 
the basal black area; veins blaok. Poatnodal costal cells 
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not divided by a longitudinal intercalary veinj aeoond oubito-
anal oroao vein running to inner aide of triangle; aoraotiraoa 
the venation ia very slightly rcoro denae in araaa immediately 
oaudo-distad of triangle of rear vring than in the remainder of 
the ifings, Oephalio aurfaoe of antorior lamina amooth with 
aoant pxibeaoonooj oaudal mrgin almost atraight, with only a 
slight indentation in oenter. Superior appenviagea ao long aa 
aegttffita 9 and 10, bearing three to four ahort teeth on a keel 
below; inferior alightly more than one-half aa long aa auperi-
ora, reaohi.ng well beyond the teeth of the axiperiora, aldea al-
moat parallel, apex bifid. 
Female; Very aimilar to male; uaually without white band 
intwlnga and with veina at baae of winga red. Appendagea about 
one-half aa long aa aegmenta 9 and 10. 
Ueaaurementa; cf; abdomen - 15.'5-18.5 ram.; femora, aeoond 
<3 mm., third - 3.5 ram.; tibiae, aeoond - 3.5 mm., third - 4.5 
mm.; for® wing - 30-34 mm., pteroatigma - 3 mm.; rear wing 
30-23.5 mm., pteroatigma - 3.5 mm., width, baae - 8.75-9.75 mm. 
nodua - 8-9.35 mm. (ratio: baae - 3.29-3.41, nodua - 3.50-3.54) 
abdomen - 15 mm.; f®nora, aeoond - <3ram., third - 3.5 mm.; 
tibiae, aeoond - 3 mm., third - 4.5 mm.; fore wing - 19-34.5 
ram., pteroatigma - 3 mm.; rear wing - 19-34 mm,, pteroatigma -
3.5 ram., width, baae - 8.75-9.75 mm., nodua - 8r9.5 mm. (ratio: 
baae - 3.35-3.46, nodus - 3.53-2.56). 
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All of the apeoifio mmea whloh have been applied to this 
speoiea refer to the peculiarly marked wings; dimidiata (di-
midiatuSj halved, half) was used by Linne unquestionably because 
the wings are (about) half blaok, while Drury's and Hageil'a 
names (marginata and fenestrata) were prompted by thd appear­
ance of the buter half of the wings - a clear central portion 
surrounded by a colored border (marginatus. bordered; fenestra.> 
a window). 
This speoiea is entirely distinct from all other apeoies 
of the genus and, alone, forma one of the hlireo natural groups 
into which the speoiea of the genua are divided. 
One of the females from V/iaraar has the wing ooloration 
exactly as found in the male, but in the remainder the mid-wing 
white band is lacking and the voina within the black basal por­
tions of the wing are red. Although this specimen was fully 
mature and some of the others were teneral, these differences 
dd not appear to be due, entirely, at least, to age; the female 
from para appears to have been fully mature, yet it does not 
have a trace of the white band, while the one from the Rupununi 
River, the most, teneral of the lot, has very definite indica­
tions of this band. 
This apparently is a creek species. His (l910) quoted 
Bates as finding it along "bagiks of creeks". Williamson (1915, 
1916, 1917) also found it along a creek. "Between Wismar and 
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OhriatlanburR ia a arnall 8tr0B.m s.nto the Demomra River 
and oroaaed by a footpath betweexi the two towna. In the after­
noon the backward flovir of the river due to tides makes this 
stream almoat unmdcabla near ita mouth. We were attracted to 
thia nmddy, log-ohoked creek by the beautiful Diaatatopa diroid~ 
iata, xvhioh we found nowhere else. The banks of the oreek are 
generally covered with impenetrable bruah and the exposed nar-
gina are alippery and treaoheroua, due to the riae and fall of 
water over them. At plaoea logs are piled ao indiaoriminately 
in the oreek that prograsa is alow and difficult; and at plaoea 
the overhanging buahes oompletely ahade the atreain." At thie^ 
at ream they "collected, aioong other thinga the beautiful 
Diaatatopa dimidiata, the ahadowy Epipleoneura lamina and fua-
caenea. and the peculiar OyanoKomphua oonohlaua. It was here 
alao, and here alone, that we found Neoneura bilineata." Wil-
liaraaon'a notes, quoted by Ria (1916), furniah aome informa­
tion ooncerning the habita of the apeciea, and, perhaps, alao 
indicate why apeoimena are comparatively lare in collections, 
"dimidiata la, I believe, the raoat ai^gravating drajjonfly I ever 
tried to catch. They alip out of the buuh along a treacheroua 
muddy creek, and at the alighteat move, back they go where only 
a aaaHia can follo'v." 
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LEG CHARACTERS OP RELATED GENERA 
Descriptions of the leg characters of 35 genera of 
Llbellulldae are presented in the following pages. These in­
clude all the genera which have been indicated as being at 
all closely related to Diastatops, the three other genera of 
Gruppe III of Ris, the 11 genera of Gruppe IV, three repre­
sentatives of Gruppe V, which Tillyard combined v/ith Gruppe IV 
to form the Brachydiplacini, the five genera of Gruppe VII, 
v;hich is probably closer to III than is IV (the apparent v/ide 
separation in Ris' system is due to the linear arrangement of 
lines of evolution v;hlch could best be represented by a tree), 
and all additional genera Included in the Celithemlni of Need-
ham and Broughton. 
These descriptions are not all equally complete as some 
are based upon all the Imovm representatives of the genias, 
others upon one or a few species, and because the data have 
been collected at different times over a period of about five 
years as part of a general study of the leg characters of 
Odonata# Of a fev; genera (rare African or Oriental forms) no 
spec-'mens have been available for atudyj for such genera a 
summary of the informstion given by Ris in the Libellulinen 
has-been used. However, this source of information is very un­
satisfactory for this purpose as his descriptions vary greatly 
in completeness and accuracy; these references to leg struc-
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turea are genertiliaationu and oatirautiona baaed upon obaerva-
•fcion and although they are the reault of careful work by a 
ukilled taxonomiut of wide oxperlonoo the oonoluaions reached 
are aometiraea quite different from the reoultu of actual tabu­
lation of oharaotera, 
IJnleao otherwiae indicated the deacription appliea to both 
aexea; whenever aexual difforenoea were noted the charactera 
of the male are• deaoribed and the variation from theae found in 
the female ia indicated. 
In every caae the apeciea upon which the deacriiotion ia 
baaed are liated. Hov/ever, even in thoae genera in which con­
siderable apecialization waa found, little inter-apecifio 
variation waa evident. 
The coxae in the Libsllulidae are truncated conea, fre­
quently more or leaa flattened on one or more aapecta. The 
trocantera are cylindrical, but are conatricted near the baae 
to form a ahort proxiJnal and a longer diatal segment; the 
juncture of the trochanter with the femur ia oblique so that 
the dorsal surface of the distal segment ia about one half as 
long aa the ventral. The coxae and trochanters are clothed 
With fine long pubescence, usually of li{;ht color. 
The femora are usually flattened on the cephalic (outer) 
surface with definite oarinae on the dorso- and ventro-cephallc 
edges, but otherwise rounded. The tibiae are usually flattened 
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on all four aapeota with (iefinits oariime on all four edges; 
ao the upper ourfaoe ia narrower than the lower the eogrnent 
is trapozoicUil in oroaa aeotlon. The tarol oonaiat of three 
aegmenta oaoh, of whioh the proximal ia the ehorteat, the dis­
tal the longest; they are flattened below butrounded above, 
and oaoh beara two olawa at the apox. Each olaw has a rather 
prominent tooth on the ventral edge, uaually at about two-thirda 
of the diatanoe from the baae to the point. 
Typioally in the Odonata there are equivalent rowa of 
apinea on the two ventral edgea, directed downward and out­
ward from the log at an angle of about 60^-75® with the per-
pendioular, extending from the buae of the femora to the apex 
of the tarai, with the spines beooming suooessively longer on 
the femora, auooesoively ahorter on the tibiae and of approx-
iniately eqiial length on the tarai. However, these spines are 
rauoh modified in the Litaellulidae. Thouo of the oaudal row of 
the femora are very alender and hair-like and the row haa 
been doubled or tripled. The oephalio row on the firat femur 
is almost always restricted to the distal t^vo-thirda or one-
half of the segment and the spines inorease rapidly in length 
and spacing ( that is, each spine ia much longer than the pre-
oeeding one and is muoh closer to it than to the one follow­
ing). The final spine in the cephalic row on all femora ia 
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usually very alouder (halr-lika), otrongly curved and aliorter 
than the preoeedin^^ spine in the row. On the first tibia the 
spines of the distal half of the oephalio row are hifjhly 
modified; they are somewhat flattened, lamellate on the ven­
tral aspect and usually approximately equal in length and 
strongly ourved distad» There are also other rows of spines 
on the tibiae (referred to hereafter as definitive liairs), 
usually long and very slender, a row on either side of the 
oaudal row of spines, one just beneath the oorab (of the first 
tibia):., and another on the dorso-oephalic oarina (also more 
or letis confined to the first). 
In the following dasoriptions variations of and deviations 
from this general structure are dosoribod. 
The legs are described as if extended at right angles to 
the body. The ventral edges of the femora and tibiae (ventro-
cephalio and ventro-caudal) are referred to as the cephalic and 
oaudal margins and the rows of spines thereon as the cephalic 
and cau<ial spines (or rows). The terms, denticle, tooth, spine, 
hair, etc., are used to indicate variations in shape and siae 
of the structures referred to, lout these (except the teeth or 
serrae of the dorsal oarinae) are not morpholofjically distinct. 
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PALPOPLEURIKI 
DIASTaTOPS Rambur 
SpeaifiB examined: dlmldlata Linne, einllla Montgomery, 
eatherao Montgomery, IntenBa Montgomery, maxima Montgomery, 
nigra Montgomery, obaoura Fabriciua and pullata BurmeiBtor. 
Bee generic dQBoription (p. 49 ) for detailed deooription 
of legs. 
ZEWITHOPTKRA Bolye 
Speoieo examined: amerioam Llnua. 
y.egs moderately long and fairly alender. Firat femur with 
a oephalio row of five to aeven apinoB on diatal half, gradu­
ally booorning longer distad, except the penultimate spin© very 
li ng and far diatant from the proceeding and the laat a rather 
ahort, curved hair-like opine; a row of about 14 roddiah, hair-
like apinoa on caudal margin and airailar, but less complete tows 
on either aide. Ceoond and third femora aiinilarj on the aecond 
the cephalic row bogino at the end of the proximal third of 
the Bogmont and containa only one or two more apineu than tliat 
of the firat, on the third thia row oonsiata of about nine to 
13 dentiolea, a very widely aeparated long apine and the final 
hair. Firat tibia with five apinea before and about 10 in the 
comb, and about 13 in the caudal row, the more diatal of theae 
rather oloae-aet and of fairly even length. Second tibia with 
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about nine and 30 apinoo in the oephalio and caudal rowa, those 
in the diatal third of the latter rather olooe-aet and of almost 
even length, forming a comb. Third tibia with about 13 and 15 
spines in the two rowa, those in the distal fourth or fifth of 
the caudal row close-set and of even length, forming a comb; 
spines rather short. 
Cla\v rather short; tooth small, near the apex. 
Similar in color to thorax (broi»n). 
PALPOPLEURA Rambur 
Species examined: .iuounda Rambur, portia Drury, sexniaculata 
Fabriciua and vestita Rambur. 
Legs of moderate length, rather slender. First femur with 
a row of five or six spines on distal two-thirds or three-
fourths of cephalic margin, increasing in length and spaoing 
distad, followed by one or two slender, curved, hair-like spines, 
and a row of long, slender, hair-like spines on caudal margin, 
also similar rows on ventral and caudal surfaces. These hair-like 
spines are the same color aa the femur - black in portia and 
vebitita, yellow in .juounda and sexmaculata. Second and third 
femora similar to first, except the spines of the ce-nhalic row 
more numerous (eight to 13 and about 14 respectively), and those 
on the proximal third of the second and all except the last on 
the third reduced to triangular denticles; also a few denticles 
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among the hair-like upineti on the caudal margin of the third. 
First tibia with four apinoa before and 11 in oomb, and about 10 
in oaudal row. Seoond tibia with about eight and 30 in oephalio 
and caudal rowa, thoae in the diatal h>ilf of the caudal row very 
oloae-aet. Third tibia with about 13 and 16 respectively in the 
two rowa, apinea rather ahort and of nearly equal lengtht 
Claw rather ahort, thin; ttjoth of moderate size, near the 
apex* 
Color similar to thorax; brown, beooining darker diatad in 
the dark speciea, yellow, changing to brown on feet, in the 
yellow species. 
PERITHEMIS Hagen 
Species examined: cornelia Ria, domitia Drury, eleotra Ris, 
intensa Kirby, lais perty, mooma Kirby, seminole Calvert, tenera 
Say and thais Kirby. 
Legs long and rather slender. First femur with a oephalio 
row of five to six spines on distal two-thirds or three-fourths 
of segment, g^^-dually increasing in length diatad until the 
last which is slightly shorter than the preooiJding, and at the 
' apex a short, fine, hair-like spinej caudal margin with a row 
of about 10-13 long, slender, yellow, hair-like spines; also 
similar, but lesu ooraplete rows of spines on ventral and caudal 
3urfaooa« In the female and sometimes in the male the oephalio 
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row bogina \»ith a muoh smaller spine than uuual. Second feraur 
similar to first, except the cephalio spines more numerous (about 
10) and extending the full length of the segment. Third feraur 
also similtir but the oephalic spines slifjhtly more mimcrous 
(about 13) and increasing in length from the base less rapidlyj 
froquently, however, spines of this row are missing over rather 
long spaces. First tibia with four spines before and eight to 
10 in oomb, and about 10 in caudal row; dorso-oephalic carina 
bearing about 15 short, rather strong, black spines. Second tibia 
with about eight and 14 spines in oephalic and caudal rows; third 
with 11 and 15 respectively; spines rather long. 
Claw of moderate size; tooth rather email, very near the 
apex. 
Yellow or light brown (dark brown or blackish with superior 
surface of tibiae yellow in domitia); thoaax olive, or brown 
with yellowish or olive markings. 
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BRACHYDIPLACINI 
WAKWOPHYA Raralaur 
SpeoioB examined; pygwaea Rambur. 
Lega long and faiily alender. Firat femur with a row of 
numerous, very ahort, hair-like apinea on proximal half of ven-
tro-oeplmlio margin, four apinea on diatal half, the firat two 
rather short, the third rather widely placed and very long, and 
the fourth very widely placed but moderate in length, ventro-
oaudal margin bearing five or aix hair-lfcke apinea, not all in 
the uame row on distal third, dorsal surface with a few sparse 
haira at the apex; second with eight spines in cephalic row and 
about 10 hair-like apinea in caudal row, the latter somewhat 
confuaod and intermingled with numerous shorter, fine haira; 
third with eight to 10 denticles and a spine of moderate length 
followed by another, shorter and hair-like, at apex, on cephalic 
margin and a row of 10 liair-like, alraoat equal spines on caudal 
margin, also on the caTldal surface just above t^e latter a row 
of aimilar but shorter and more numerous apinea, dorsal surface 
bearing a few haira, caudal edge rounded, cephalic carinate and 
dentate. Firat tibia with four apinea before and five in the 
comb, about 10 in the caudal row, these more or leoa confuded 
with a row of haira juat ventrad, numerous haira also on the 
caudal and dorsal aurfacea; aecond with six apinea in cephalic 
and about 15-16 in caudal row, the diatal eight or 10 of the 
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lattor row approximately equal and very olosely placed, alao a 
row of short haira juot doraad of this row; third with about 
Qif5ht to 10 spines in eaoh row, numerous short, decumbent hairs 
and a few long upright hairs on dorsal surface. 
Claw tooth rather short, blunt; near the apex. 
Dark (black or dark brown), somewhat lighter at base; 
thorax reddish brown with blackish marklnga on dorsuia and near 
legs bases. 
In the female the arraatur of the third femur is similar to 
that of the sooond. 
BRACHYGONIA Kirby 
Spooiea examined; ooulata Brauor (^). 
Legs long and slender. First femur smooth, except a row of 
five spines (bn the distal half of the ventro-cephalic margin, 
first four equally spaced and gradually increasing in length 
distad, the fifth widely separated and very long; second with 
nine spinua in cephalic and 13 yellow, hair-like spinas in 
caudal row; third with ventro~oephalio margin similar to the 
second, other three edges marked with carinas bearing black 
teeth. First tibia with six spines before and six in the comb, 
also six in caudal row; second with seven and nine, respective 1 y, 
in cephalic and caudal rows, gradually decreasing in length 
distad, except last six in caudal row almost equal; third with 
nine and 11 respectively, gradually decreasing in length. 
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Claw tooth rather thin, very near the apex. 
Similar to thorax in color; yellow with apioeu of femora 
and baa63 of tibia© slightly darker; spines blaok except ao 
noted. 
In the wale, according to Ris (1910), the third femur (ven-
tro-cephalio) with a row of very small, rather widely separated 
spines and a longer spino at the end* 
TYRIOBAPTA Kirby 
Species examined: torrida Kirby. 
Legs long, rather slender. First feraur with five spines on 
distal two-thirds of cephalic margin, gradually increasing in 
length and spacing distad, except the last which is much shorter 
than the fourth, or even the third, and more slender and strongly 
curved, caudal margin rounded, bearing three somewhat confused 
rows of hair-like spines; second similar to first, except the 
cephalic row begins near the base of femur and contains eight 
spines, of which the middle three or four are about equal in 
length; third with nine to 11 in the cephalic row, similar to 
the corresponding row in the second except the first spine is 
reduced to a small, triangular tooth, caudal margin similar to 
first and second except for a row of five to eight short spines 
(beginning with a triangular tooth) among the rows of hairs in 
the diat^a,! half or two-thirds of the femur, dorso-cephalic 
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margin oarinated and bearing a few widely plaood, short danti-
olera. First tibia with five spines (doorsao:lng rapidly) before 
and nine in the comb, eight spines in caudal row, also a row of 
short hair-like spines just ventrad of oorab; oaoond and third 
tibiae with nine to 11 spines in each row. 
Claw tooth rather sharp, vary near the apex. 
Dark brown or blaokish in male, lighter in female (corre­
sponding oloaely to color of thorax). 
Arinature of male and female identical. 
BRACHYDIT^LAX Brauer 
Species examined; ohalybea Brauer and sobrina Rambur. 
Legs long and rather slender, r-irat femur with a row of five 
spines, gradually increasing in length and spacixig distad, on 
distal two-thirda of cephalic margin and a hair-like spine of 
moderate length at the apex, remainiier of femur smooth and bare, 
except for a row of about 13-15 hair-liko spines on caudal mar­
gin, flanked on either side by iiaoompleto rov/s of ahorter hairs; 
second with a cephalic row of 10-13 spines gradually increasing 
in length and spacing from a short, thick, triangular tooth at 
the extreme base of femur to a spine of moderate length at apex, 
caudal margin bearing tvTO to four, somewhat confused rows of 
hairs, the number of rows greatest at apex, remainder of femur 
smooth and bare except a carina on the dorso-cophalic margini 
third with a cephalic row of 14-16 short, thick, triangular 
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aplnea, Inoraaaing in length gradually diatad, oaudal niarj^in 
aimilar oxoept dentioleo ahorter and aomotiins preuent only on 
diatal half and flanked by incomplete rovta of haire, doraal 
©dgea oarinated and each bearing a row of oloae~aet, dooutnbent, 
ahort teeth. Firat tibia with four to aix apinea before and eight 
to 11 in the oorab, about 10 in caudal row; aeoond and third each 
with about 10 and 15 apinea in oepbfelic and caudal ro\va reapect-
ively, doraal edgea aimilar to thoae of third femur. 
Claw tooth rather small, near the apex. 
Dark (blaok or dark brovrn), ventro-oaudal aurfaoe of an­
terior femora aoraetitnoa light (yellow or olive); thorax light to 
dark brown with rather extenaive. dark luarkinga. 
AETHIOTHEMIS Martin-Ria 
No apeoiwena of thia genua were available for atudy; the 
followints deaoription haa been compiled from Ria (1910), 
Lege long and powerful. Second femur (cephalic?) with apinea 
at baae of equal length, but rapidly becoming longer after the 
middle; third with nuineroua apinea, about equally spaced, grad­
ually becoming longer, at the end a longer spine. Tibial apinea 
nuraeroua, long, fairly powerful. 
Claw tooth large, near the apex. 
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RAPHISMIA Kirtay 
Spcoieo exarainod; blo-plna Hagen. 
Legs long and rather alendar. First femur with four apines 
on diutal threo-fifths of cephalic margin, increasing rather 
rapidly in length and spacing, followed by a thin hair, and with 
three rows of hairs on the rounded caudal marglnj second similar 
except the row of ttpinesion the cephalic margin extending from 
base to apex, more numerous (about seven) and increasing in 
length more gi'adually; third also similar except the apineo (of 
which there are about 10) ahovtt^r - those near the base re­
duced to triangular denticles and only the last one of moderate 
length - and the dorao-oephalic margin bearing a dentate carim. 
First tibia with four spines before and eight in comb, nine in 
caudal tow, also a row of hairs .lust ventrad of the caudal 
spines; secbnd with seven and 11 and third with 10 and 13 spines 
in cephalic and caudal rows respectively, the second with a row 
of hairs on ventral surface; dorsal edfjes of all tibiae oarinate 
and dentate. 
Claw tooth short, stout; near the apex. 
Black, caudo-ventrai surface of anterior femora olive; 
thorax black or blaok wdi.th olive markings. 
CHALC08TEPHIA Kirby 
Species examined: flavifrons Kirby. 
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Lega long and alendeii First femur with alx spinea, in-
oroaaing rather rapidly in length and apacing, on ditital two-
thirda in oeplialio row and 10-11 liair-like apinea, gradually in-
oroaaing in length only at tha baae, in aaudal row; aeoond with 
10-11 apinaa in oephallo row, inoreaaing gradually from tri­
angular denticle at baoe to loiifj curved apine at apex, the latter 
more widely apaoed than the remainder ofi the row, caudal row 
oonaiating of 13-16 yellow, hair-like apinea, flanked by rather 
oonfuaed rowa of haira; third aimilar to oecond, except the 
apinea aomewhat more numeroua. Firat tibiaewith eight apinea be­
fore and nine in comb, about 11 in catiidal row; aeoond and third 
with about 13-14 apinea in each row. 
Claw long; tooth very prominent, near the apex. 
Yellow at baae, brown diatad; thorax yellow and brown. 
HEMI8TIGHA Kirby 
Spacies examined: albipuncta Rarabur. 
Lega long and alender. Firot femur with five apinea followed 
by a alender white hair on diotal two-thirda in cephalic row, the 
firat four apinea increaaing in length and apacing gradually 
diatad, the fifth very widely placed and very long, the remainder 
of femur amooth and bare except for three more or leas complete 
rowa of yellow, hair-like apinea on caudal iriargin; second and 
third aomewhat aimilar, but the apinea of the cephalic row are 
more numeroua (lO and 23 reapectively) and extend the full 
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length of the oegment, on the third femur theae opines, except 
the lust, are reduced to roourabont, triangular teeth and a 
similar row without the long terminal spine is found among the 
small^ sparse hairs on the caudal margin; on both the second and 
third femora the dorso-cephalic edge is carinated and on the 
third the carina bears numerous close-set, triangular denticles. 
First tibia with five spines before and nine in the comb, nine 
in caudal row which is flanked with rowo of white hairsj second 
with nine and H.7 spines in the oephalio and caudal rows, the 
latter bordered by rov^a of white hairs; third with 10 spines in 
each rovT; dorsal edges of all tibiae carinato and dentate. 
Claw long; tooth long and powerful, wall beyond the middle. 
Basal segments and ventral and caudal surfaces of anterior 
feii.ora yellow, remainder black; thorax yellow with black markings. 
THERMOCHORIA Kirby 
Species examined; etjulvooata Kirby (var. picta Sjostedt). 
Legs fairly long and slender. First femur with a cephalic 
row of five spines on distal three-fifths of segment, the first 
four gradually increasing in length distad, the fifth slightly 
shorter, thinner and strongly curved, the caudal margin bearing 
rows of hairs; aeoond with a oephalio row of nine spines followed 
by a hair and with three rows of hairs, much confused, on the 
caudal margin; third with a oephalio row of 13 spines, beginning 
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with triangular denticloB at the baae and increasing very 
slowly, the last a very distinct, although not especially long 
opine, and with more or less confuaed rowa of scattered hairs 
on cauiial margin. Second tibia with nine and 13 spines in 
cephalic and caudal rowa, third with about 15 in each. 
Claw sharp; tooth moderate in siae, beyond the middle. 
Coxae, trochanters and under surface of anterior femora 
li{5ht, remainder dark; thorax dull yellow and black. 
la the female the spines of the third femur are not reduced 
to triangular denticles tout are similar to those of second femur« 
ELEUTHKI/IS Ris 
No specimens of this rare genus (known only from two males 
of one apeciee) were available for study and the original descrip­
tion (Ris, 1910), from which the following has been compiled, 
contains little information concerning the leg characters. 
Legs moderately long and rather slender. Third femur with a 
(cephalic?) row of rather widely placed, moderate spines, grad~ 
ually becoming lotiger distad; second femur with somewhat longer 
spines. Tibial spines numerous, long and thin. 
Claw tooth moderate, near the apex. 
PORPAX KarsclJ 
No spewimens of this genus were available for study; how­
ever the leg armature seems to be highly specialized and Ris (l91l) 
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gave a rather complete doocription, from whioh the following has 
been adfipted. 
Lego fairly long and very robuot. All fetaora of male thick­
ly clothed with long, uoft, black hairej third with an extreme­
ly clooe-aet row of very short apines on the proximal half, 
these gradually becoming longer from the base, and four to five 
powerful, fairly long, widely oeparated apinea on diatal half; 
second aimilar except differontiaition slightly greater. Tibiae 
with about 13 spines, fairly widely separated and powerful at 
the beginning, orowded and short at the end. In the female the 
femora are clothed at the base with fairly dense long black 
hair; second with four small and three long, more widely separ­
ated spines; third with about eight powerful, almost vertical 
and slightly curved apinea, gradually increasing in length from 
the base. 
Claw short, tooth small. 
NAWNOTHEHIS Brauor 
Species examined; be 11a Uhlor. 
Legs rather short and powerful^ First femur with a cephalic 
row of four spines on the diatal half of segment, the first two 
short, the third very long and the fourth of moderate length 
and strongly curved, and a caudal row of about eight hair-like 
spines. Second feraur with a cephalic row of seven short spines, 
beginning with a ohort triangular denticle at the base and in­
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creasing in length ^ery gradually, followed by a long spine 
and two hair-like curved apinea, and a row of about ei^^ht to 10 
hair-like spinoa on the rounded oatidal margin. Third fetnur 
similar to ueoond oxoept all apines in the cephalic row before 
the long one near the end reduced to triangular dentiolea. 
First tibia with three or four apinea before and six in the 
comb, and aix to seven in caudal roAV; opines of the comb only 
slightly differentiated from others. Second tibia with six and 
11 spines raspoctively in cephalic and caudal rows; third with 
about iiine in each row. All femora and tibiae clothed with 
moderately long, fine black hair. Dorso-oepluilic edge of second 
and third femora and both dorsal edges of all tibiae oarlnate. 
Claw long and sharp; tooth short, well beyond the middle. 
Black; thorax black in male, yellow and black in female. 
NEPHEPELTIA Kirby 
Species examined; phryne Perty. 
Legs long and rather slender. First femur with a cephalic 
row of seven spines on the distal two-thirds, gradually in­
creasing in length distad except the last one which is far re­
moved from the proceeding and very long, at tfre apex a curved 
white hair-like spine of moderate length; a row of eight to 10 
white hair-like spines on the rounded caudal margin, also a 
similar, less numerous row on the ventral surface. Second and 
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•third oomevrhat airnilar, the oephalio row of opines extending the 
full length of the ooginent; theoe epinea, except the long one 
at the end, reduoed to very short triant^ilar dentioaeB on the 
third, inoreaaing gradually after the proximal third on the 
oeoond; caudal imrgin of the second with about three aoniewhat 
oonfuaed rowa of haira, that of the third with only a very few 
soAttered haira. Firat tibia with four apinea before and nine 
in the comb, and about nine in the caudal row. Second tibia 
with 10 and 16 apinea in the cephalic and caudal rowa, the 
diatal ones of the oaudiil row very oloae-aet and about even in 
length. Third tibia with nine to 11 apinea, rather short and 
of almoat etiual length throughout, in each row. Doraal edges 
of all tibiae and dor so-cephalic edges of aecond and third few-
pra carinate, thoae of the third leg alightly serrate. 
Claw long; tooth short but rather large and pointed, be­
yond the middle. 
Black; thorax black. 
OLIGOOLADA Karsch 
Species examined: heliophila Borror and umbricola Borror. 
Lega long and slender. Firat femur with a cephalic row of 
seven spines on distal two-thirds, gradually inoreaaing in 
length and spacing distad except the last which is moderate in 
length and hair-like; rounded caudal margin with a row of about 
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12 rathor long, straight, slender spines, similar rows on ven­
tral and oaudal surfaoes of femur. Second femur similar to firsts 
e;.oept the cephalic row of spines extends the full length of 
the segment and the spines increase gradually from base to apex 
until the more distal ones are similar to the tibial spines. 
Third femur wit!^ a oephnlio row of IS spines, those on proximal 
half short and triangular, the remainder gradually increasing in 
length distad; oaudal margin bearing a few denticles and a very 
few, weak hair-like spines. First tibia with six spines before 
and eight in the comb, and about 11-13 in the caudal row which 
is flanked on either side by a row of strong hairs. Second and 
third tibiae with 13-14 spines in each row. Dorsal edges of all 
tibiae ahd dorso-cephalic edges of second and third femOra 
oarinate, those of third tibia with slight serrations. 
Claw long, rather broad, very thin; without t oo th r  
Black; thorax black. 
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SYMPETRINI 
PSEUDOLEON Kirby 
Spool(jB utudiod: auperbua Hagon. 
Lego mthor ahort; and robuBt;" Firot famur ;tith oophalio 
row of about flvo oplnsa graduated in length and apaoing, on 
diatal two-thlrda of aajjraQnt, followed by throe or four alonder, 
ourved, hair-like spinasj femur rounded backward from ventral 
and dorsal inargino in front to a poatorlor edge which bears a 
row of about 30 rather largo apinea, alao a partial row of 
aimilar aplnes .just dorsad of thia ricige, and another row of 
aircilar but ohorter apinea on ventral surface. Seoond femur very 
aimilar to firat, except the oephtvlio row of apinea. more num­
erous (10-13), extending the full length of the segment, grad­
uated from ahort triangular dentiolea at baae to long apine at 
apex, but not followed by hair-like aplnes, and the aplnoa of 
the poaterior edge more numeroua, forming a rather confused row. 
Third femur flattened beneath but otherwiae of usual ahape, with 
a cephalic row of about 16 apinea, most of which are ahort den­
tiolea, and about 11 denticles and ahort atout apinea on cau­
dal margin, flanked on either aide by rowa of acattered hairo. 
First tibia with four apinea before and 13 in comb, and about 
13 in caudal row. Second tibia v?lth 10 and 16 apinea reapeotive-
ly in the two rows, third with 13 and 14. All tibiae strongly 
oarinate and serrate on dorsal margina. 
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Claw long; tooth powerful, well beyond the middle. 
Black with brown margina; thorax mottled black and brown. 
CROCQTHEMIS Brauer 
Species examined: erythraea Brulle and Bervilia Drury. 
Legs of moderate length, fairly robust. First femur with 
a oephalio row of four apinea on distal half, rapidly increaa-
ing in aize and spacjing from the first, followed by two or 
three curved, yellow, hair-like spines; caudal margin with a 
row of yellow, hair-like spines, and an incomplete row of 
similar, shorter spines just dorsad near apex, also a row of 
similar, m\xoh shorter spines on ventral surface. Second tibia 
very similar to first, except the oephalio row of spines more 
nujiieroua, extending the full length of the segment and increas­
ing in aize less rapidly; dorso-oephalic edge bearing a few 
short, sharp teeth on the proximal fourth. Third tibia with the 
cephalic row consisting of about 35 oloae-set denticles and a 
long spine at the apex, and a caudal row of about 18 denticles; 
dorso-cephalio edge carinate ani bearing cloae-aet, very short, 
sharp spines or teeth. In the female the spines of the oephalio 
row are somewhat longer. First tibia with four spines before and 
about 10 in comb, and approximately 12 in caudal row. Second 
tibia with about nine and 14 spines respectively in cephalic and 
caudal rows, thoae in distal half of latter cloae-aet and of 
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alraoat equal length; third, tibia 'With 11 and 14 spinea in the 
two rows. All tibiae strongly oarinate and serrate on dorsal 
edges. 
Claw fairly long; tooth of moderate size, well beyond the 
mi ddle* 
Similar in oolor to thorax (yellow or orange)# 
BRADINOPYGA Kirby 
Species examined: geminata Rambur. 
Legs short and powerful. First femur with usual cephalic 
row of four graduated spines on distal half and a row of hair­
like spinea on caudal margin. Second femur very similar to first, 
except cephalic row of nine spines extends full length of seg­
ment, beginning with triangular denticle and gradually increas­
ing in length. Third femur with similar rows on both cephalic 
and caudal margins, beginning with triangular denticles at base 
and gradually Increasing in length (somewhat more rapidly in 
cephalic row) to spines of moderate length at apex, about 14 in 
each row. First tibia with four spines before and about 11 in 
comb, and about 11 in caudal row. Second tibia with nine and 15 
spines respectively in cephiilic and caudal rows, third with 
about 10 in each row. 
Claw long; tooth long, very near the apex. 
Yellow with darker margins; thorax blue. 
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NEUROTHEMIS Brauer 
Species examined: fluotuuns Fabrioiua, fulvia Drury, 
intermedia Rarabur and tullia Drury. 
Legs of moderate length and slender. First femur with 
usual oephalio row of four or five rapidly lengthening opines 
on distal half, followed by a slender, curved, light colored, 
hair-like spine and a caudal row of hair-like spines; sometimes 
with similar rows on ventral and caudal surfaces, but frequent­
ly without these. Second and third femora with nine and 13 
spines, respectively in the cephalic rows, those on the third 
gradually increasing from short denticles to spines of moderr-
ate length, those on the second somewlmt longer at base and 
increasing in length more rapidly; caudal margin of second 
with numerous hiiir-like spines in two confused rows, that of 
third with about la denticles and only scattered hair-like 
spines; dorso-cephalie margins carinate, serrate at base of 
second and throughout entire length of third. First tibia 
with three spines before the oorab and about nine each in comb 
and caudal row. Second and third tibiae each with about eight 
or nine spines in the cephalic row, 16 and 13 respectively in 
caudal row. 
Claw fairly long, slender; tooth rather long and pointed, 
almost parallel to olaw, well beyond the middle. 
Very similar to thorax in color (yellow or brown). 
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I3RACHYTHEMIS Brauer 
Speoiea exawined: contaminata Fabrloiua, 
Lsga fairly long. Firat femur with a cephalic row of three 
widely aeparated apinea on distal half, inoreaoing in length 
r8,pidly, followed by two or three light-oolored, hair-like 
apinea; caudal margin bearing a row of very long oi^inea. Second 
femur with five triangular dentiolea and four rather long apinea 
in the oephaiio row and the uaual oonfuaed row of haira on 
caudal margin; dorao-cephHlio edge with a few dentiolea at baae, 
not carinate. Third femur with about 13-13 dentiolea followed 
by two or throe apinea on the oephaiio margin and about 13 
dentiolea juQt caudad of a rather complete row of haira on 
caudal margin; dorao-cephalic edge carinate and aerrate. Firat 
tibia with three apinea before oorab and nine eaoh in ootnb and 
caudal row. Second and third tibiae eaoh with about eight to 
nine and 13-14 apinea reapeotively in oephaiio and caudal rows; 
doraal odgea carinate and uaually rather aparaely aerrate. 
Claw rather short, thin; tooth of average aize, slightly 
beyond middle. 
Yellow or reddioh brown; thorax olive or reddish brown. 
DEIELIA gj^bv 
Speoiea examined: phaon Selya. 
Legs long and powerful. Firat femur with three large apinea. 
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rapidly inoreaaing in aizo, on diotal ha,If, followed by aoveral 
(6-8) curved haira at apex; three rather oomplote and regular 
rowa of very long haira on oaudal nuvrgin. Second femur with 
three to five dentiolea followed by aix or seven apines which 
gradually increaae i. in length until the I'.vat which is very 
long and far diutant from the proceeding; caudal margin with 
three or more rowa of haira. Third fleraur with 35 or more denti­
cles followed by a long apine at the apex on cephalic margin and 
oimilar, aomewhat leau numeroua dentiolea on oaudal margin; in 
the female the dentiolea of the cephalic row gradually inoreaae 
in length, changing to ahort, atout apinea 6n diotal half or 
third of aegment. Firat tibia with a comb of about 12 apinea, 
proceeded by three to five long, powerful apinea, and a cau<jtel 
row of aeven long apinea. Second and third tibiae with about 13-
14 apinoa in each row except the cephalic on the aecond which 
contaiha only 10; apinea very long. 
Claw long and powerful; tooth long and prominent, juat 
beyond the middle. 
Blaok; thorax black and olive brown. 
?HILOWOMOW FBxster 
No apecimena of thia genua were available for otudy and 
Ria (1911) gave no deacription of leg charactera, atating that 
they were the aame aa in Sympetrum. Furthermore, the deaorip-
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tion of Sympetrum inoiudod littlo distinotive information con-
cernintj the lego, merely noting: "MOderatoly long and fairly 
thin. Armature of the two ooxea similar* Tibial spines 
numerous, thin, fairly short. Claw thin, long tooth near mid­
dle. " 
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LEUCORRHINIINI 
LEUCORRHINIA Brittlngor 
Speoioa examined: albifrona Burmeister, borealio Hagon, 
dubia Vander Linden, friKida Hagen, Rlaoialia Hagen, hudsonioa 
Selyo, intacta Hagen, •pootoralia Charpentier, proxirmi Calvert 
and rublcunda Linne# 
Lego fiatlaer long and powerfuld First femur with numerouB 
short Berai-deourabent spineo on proxiinal third of oephalic mar­
gin, follov/ed by a row of eight opinea about equally spaoed and 
gradually inoreaoing in length until the penultimate whioh ia 
far diotant from the preoeeding (about four times the usual 
diutanoe) and very long, and the final one whioh la of moderate 
length. Blender and strongly curved; entire ventral and cau­
dal surfaoea covered with rather long hair-like apineo in aorae-
what confused rovrs. gecond fensur with a row of 15-19 spines 
gradually ohangiiig from short, close-set, serai-decumbent, tri­
angular denticlea at baae to moderate length, more distant, 
erect apines at apex; ventral, caudal and dorsal surfaces 
densely clothed with long, black pubescence, and oephalic sur­
face with a few scattered haira. Third feinur similar to second, 
except the denticles of the cephalic row are more numeroua 
(30-30) and extend alinost the full length of the segment, in­
creasing only slightly in length from base to apex, at the 
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end a long ereot apine. Firat tibia with five apinea before and 
eight to 10 in oomb, and about 10 in caudal row; dorao-cephalio 
margin with a row of nuraeroua, atrongly curved, hair-like 
apinea. Second tibia with about eight and 14 apinea reapeotive-
ly in oephalio and caudal rowa; rather ahort and decreasing in 
length from baae to apex much lea a than uoual. Third tibia 
with a oephalio row of about 10 apinea aimilar to thoao of 
second tibia, and a oaudal row of about 30, very oloae-aet and 
of equal length or even increaaing olightly in length in prox­
imal half, more widely separated and dooreaaing in length in 
diatal half; rowa of widely aeparated, long, erect hairs on 
doraal margina and ventral aurfaoe. Leaa apeoialiaed in the 
female; aeoond and third lega aimilar to second log of male. 
Claiv long, broad but rather thin; tooth email or prom­
inent, beyond the middle. 
Black; thorax black, brown or mottled black and brown. 
CELITHEMIS Hagen 
Speciea examined: bertha Williamaon, eliaa Hagen, eponina 
Drury, faaoiata Kirby, martha Williamaon, monomelaena William­
son and ornata Rarabur. 
Lega long and rather alender. Firat femur with a cephalic 
row of aix apinea on diatal two-thirda, gradually increaaing in 
length and apaoing diatad, at the apex a Blender, white, hair­
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like aplne; caudal margin v?ith about 30 long, slender, light 
brown Bpinea in a oonfuaed row. Beoond femur aimilar to firat 
except the cephalic row of opineo (about 17) extend the full 
length of the aeginent, beginning with clooe-aet, triangular 
denticlea and the oautJal margin beara a few very ahort, aharp 
t'ieth among the hair-lilce opines. Third femur very similar to 
second, but the dontiolaa of the oephalio row change to 
typical apinea only at the apex of the uegmont and the haira on 
the caudal margin are leas numerous. First tibia with four 
apinea before and about 10 in comb, and about 15 in caudal row. 
Second tibia aith 10 and 15 apinea and the third with 14 and 17 
respectively in cephalic and caudal rowa. In the female the 
third femur ia very aimilar to the aocind, although the apinea 
are sbniewhat shorter. 
Claw rather long; tooth prominent, well beyond the middle. 
Usually black, sometiinea light brown at base beooraing 
dark diatad; thorax varying in color with the species (black, 
black and yellow, black and red, reddish brown, yellow, etc.). 
PLANIPLAX Muttkowaki 
Species examined: phoanicura Ris. 
Legs very long and slender. Firat femur with a cephalic 
row of five apines on distal three-fiftha, the firat four about 
equally diotant from each other and gradually increaaing in 
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length cilstad, the fifth far diotant from the proooeding and 
very long; oaudal row of about 13 hair-like slinea, flanked on 
either side by aomowhat confused ro^vs of similar spines. Second 
femur \tith a cephalic row of seven rather strong spines in­
creasing in length distad and a oaudal row of hair-like spines. 
Third femur with a cephalic row of 14 spines, the first fotir or 
five short denticles, the remainder gradually increasing in 
length distad, except the penultimate which is very long and 
separated from the preceeding by about twice the usual distance 
and the last which is hair-like and of moderate length; caudal 
row oirnilar to that of the second femur except for two or 
throe denticles among the hairs near apex of segment. First 
tibia with five opines before and awven in comb, and about 13, 
flanked on either side b'gt rows of hairs, in caudal row. Second 
tibia with 10 and 13 spines in cephalic and caudal rows; third 
with about 11 in each row. 
Claw long; tooth near apex - almost equal with point of 
claw. 
Similar to thottax in color Jbrown). 
BRAGHTOESIA Kirby 
Species examined: ffarcata Hagen and gravida Hagen. 
Legs long and powerful. First femur with the cephalic row 
of nine spines extending almost the full length of the segment 
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(beginniiHs not more than one-fifth of the length of the femur 
from the laase), gradually inoroasing in length and apacing until 
the penultimate Mihioh ia very long and widely separated from the 
preoeeding, and the laat whioh is of moderate length and a lender; 
caudal margin with three rather oonfuaed rowo of numeroua, long, 
hair-like, light brown spines, seoond femur very similar to 
f irs t ,  except  the  spines  of  the  osphal io  row more numerous  ( la-
19), thoae at the base reduced to triangular denticles and the 
final hair-like spine not present. Third femur with a cephalic 
row of about 30 sholrt denticles with a spine of moderate length 
at apex and a caudal row of similar denticles without apical 
spine. First tibia with four spinea before and about 14 in 
corab, and about 15 in caudal row; dorso-cephalic carina with a 
row of about 25-30 slender spines of moderate length. Second 
tibia with about 13 and 30 spines and the third with approxi­
mately 15 and 30 respectively in cephalic and caudal rows; 
those of the caudal row on the third short and less graduated 
in length than others. Third leg of female less specialissed, 
similar to second, except for a row of short, stout spinoc on 
the caudal margin. 
Claw long and powerful; tooth large, at about three-fourths 
of length of claw flrom base. 
Black, or reddish brown at base becoming darker dtostad; 
thorQ.x black, brown or olive. 
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AUSTROTHEHIS Ria 
Species examined: nlRreaoena Martin. 
LegB lon{5 and robust. First femiir with a row of four spines 
on distal half, the first three equally spaaed and gradually 
increasing in length distad, the last widely separated from the 
proceeding and vdry long; caudal row consisting of yellow, hair­
like spines; also a row of hlaclc hairs on ventral surface. 
Second femur with a cephalic row of 13 denticles (on proximal 
half or two-thirds) gradually becoming somewhat longer, fallowed 
by four longer teeth or very stout spines and finally after a-
bout twice the usual a]Dace a spine of moderate length; caudal 
row of denticles throughout. Third femur similar to second. In 
the feinale the spines of the second and third femora are of the 
usual type, slender spines gradually increasing in length from 
base to apex of segment. First tibia with five spines before 
and nine in comb, and a caudal row of about 10, the first of 
v?hich is very long. Spines of the aecond and third tibiae 
rather short; second with eight and 11, third with 10 and 13 
in cephalic and caudal ro'Ars. All legs rather densely olothed 
with yellow hairs. 
Claw long and strong; tooth prominent, beyond the middle. 
Black; thorax black and yellow. 
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TMMEINI 
RHYOTHEMIS Hiigon 
Spooieo axaminod: •phyllla Bulzar, plutonla Selya, aemi-
hyallna Deajardlna, trianpixilarls ICirby and varlegata Linne-
JohanuBon. 
Loga lon^; and a lender. First femur with oephalio row of 
five apinea on diotal two-thirda, gradually inoroaoing in 
length from the firot, except the last two of alinoat equal 
length, in the male the firat is of moderate length but in the 
female it ia very ohort, at the apex a long, hair-like apine; 
oaudfil raarjsin with three rows of long haira. Second feniur aim-
ilar to first except oephalio row of nine apinoa oxtonda full 
length of aegment. Third femur with a few (about eight) widely-
sopa.rated, very ahort dentiolea on proximal two-thixfla of 
oeplmlio margin and at the apex a s^jino and a ourvcd hair of 
equal length; a few short yellow hairs on adjacent portion of 
cephalic aurfaco in diatal third. Firat tibia v/ith five apinea 
before oowb and 13-13 each in comb and caudal row, apinea of 
the comb much flattened and atrongly curved. Second and third 
tibiae oaoh with about 11 and 16 apinas roapeotively in 
cephalic and caudal ro^va. All tibial apinoa very long; alao the 
definitive tibial "hairsH long and prominent. 
Cla.v of moderate length, thin; tooth near apex. 
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Blaok; thorax dark (black, dark iriatallic green, or dark 
brown rnuvkod with inotullio ^reon). 
EPHIDATIA Kirby 
Speciott orKamined: lonRl-pea Hagen. 
Legs very slander, third pair very long. Firat fomux with 
Bix aplnas on diotal half of oepholio margin, the first of thaae 
of niodorate length, the reraaindor gradually Increasing in length 
and spacing, at the apex the usml curved, imir-liko spine; 
caudal raurgin with a row of about 10 light-colored, hii.ir~liko 
spines boginning at the end of proxitual fifth. Boooiid femur with 
about nine denticles on proximal two-thirds, and six spinas of 
gradually inoreasing length on distal third of oephalio mar{;in; 
oaudivl margin similar to that of first femur.Third femur rounded 
except for ali^htly oarinate ceplialic edgfjs, the usual row of 
cephalic spines repretjented by a few exceedingly atrtall dontiolesi 
and a small apical spina; caudal row of hairs limited to prox­
imal third of segment. First tibia with seven spines preoeoding 
and eight in comb, and about 13 in caudal row; spines of the 
comb loss flattened and more v/idely separated tlmn uaual. 
Second tibia with 11 and 17 spimo respectively in cephalic and 
caucial rows. Third feiaur with cephalic row of many (more than 
50) short spines of almost etiual length throutjhout, somewhat 
dorsad of the Mart^in and directed cephalad, those of the prox-
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imul fifth (about 20) very oioae-tiet, the romainder gradually 
boooiaing raore widely uopaj7o,tod; caudal row of 18 very ohort 
Bpinea gradually deoreaaing in length. In the fesaule the ce­
phalic apineo of tho aeoond femur grjidually inoreaoe in lanfjth 
from baae to apex and the oephalio row of the third tibia is 
Similar to the caudal rowt 
Claw of moderate length, mxrrow and thin; apex strongly 
curved; tooth prominent, but not eopecially large or sharp, 
widely diatad of middle. 
Blaok; except coxae "and trochantera dark brown; thorax 
brown, Blif^htly in&ttled with blaok and dark metallic green. 
UROTHEMIS Brauer 
bpecies examined: aj^nata Rainbur. 
Ij3g3 rather long and powerful. Firat femur with seven 
spinsa of increasing length on distal throe-fourths of oephalio 
margin, usual terinina-l hair raiaaing; several confuued rows of 
hairs on caudal margin and adjacent portions of ventral and 
caudal surfaces. Second femur very similar to first; cephalic 
row consisting of about 13 spines, gradually inoreaaing from 
a short, strong denticle at baae to a stout apine of moderate 
length at apex. Third femur \vith about 33-34 denticloo on 
oepha,lic wargin, gradually increasintj some',That in length on 
distal half, a short stout spine at apex; caudal nuirgin with 
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about 15 dentioleo, very eicall and Irregularly upaoed at base, 
boooming stouter and more regular in poaltion near apex; dorao-
oephalio edge atrongly oarinate and baerlng nuraeroua stout, 
short, pointed spines on distal half; dorao-oaudal margin 
rounded but bearing very numerous short, pointed spines through­
out its length. First tibia with about 15 opines in each row, 
the distal 10 of the cephalic row making up the comb; densely 
olothed with fine, short, yellowish hairs, but definitive hairs 
not prominent. Seoond tibia with 10 and 18 spines in the two 
rows, those in the more distal portion of the caudal row form­
ing a oorab; third tibia with 11 and 16; dorsal edges oarinate, 
in the seoond weakly, but in the third strongly, serrate. 
Claw rather Itong; tooth powerful, well beyond the middle. 
Reddish brown at base, dark bro-vvn distad; thorax reddish 
brown. 
AETHRIAMWTA Kirby 
Speoiea examined: aethra Ria. 
Lega moderately long. First fensur with seven spines on 
distal half of oephalio margin, gradually increasing in length 
from short denticle to very long penultimate spine, followed by 
final thin, hair-like spine of moderate length; caudal margin 
with two or three confused rows of rather long hairs, seoond 
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femur vyith ueven denticlos followed by sevon apinos of in-
oreaaiiag length and finally a taodorate hair on cephalic margin; 
caudal wargin with long haira. i«hird femur with a oephalio row 
of nuinoroua dentiolea, gradually beooming largerj and at the 
end, a atout moderate anino and the uoual terminal hair; cau­
dal margin aimilar to that of oeoond. Firat tibia with 10 apinoa 
in caudal row, five preoeeding and 11 in comb, t\ae latter very 
cloue-uett Second tibia with eight very long apinea on cephalic 
inargin and eight long followed by four much ahorter onea in 
caudal row; third tibia airailar. 
Claw rather atrong; tooth long, well beyond the middle. 
Blaok; thorax dark bro\vn. 
MACRODIPLAX Brauer 
Speciea exarained; balteata Hagen. 
Lege moderately atout, firat and aecond paira rather ahort, 
third long. Firat femur with five apinos on distal half of 
oeplialic margin, without apical hair; caudal margin with a row 
of about 13 haira, adjacent rowa of haira very irregular and 
incomplete. Second femur with about 13 spines in ceplmlio row, 
gradually changing from ahort triangular tooth at baae to 
long apine at apex; oau(3al margin with several oonfuaed rowa 
of long haira. Third femur with about 17 ahort, even denticles, 
and a long spine at apex on cephalic margin; two rows of long 
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hairs on or near caudal margin; doroo-oophulio wiargin strongly 
carinata and aorrato; dorao-oaudal margin rounded tout bearing 
short, thick, yellowish hairs. First tibia with about 16 spines 
in each row, all except three of those in cenhalic row in the 
comb, those in tha distal third of caudal row even in length 
and olose set, forming a comb; defiiaitive hairs, especially 
those on dorso-cephalic margin very conapicuoua. Second tibia 
with nine and 15 apinea and the third with 13 and 16, rospect-
ively, on cephalic and caudal margins. 
Claw long, atroti{5ly curved at apex; tooth long and sharp, 
well beyond the middle. 
Black, except caudal surface at base yellow; thorax black, 
brown and yellow, 
SELYSIOTHEHIS Ria 
4 
Species examined: nigra Vander Linden. 
Legs long and fairly thin. First femur with a cephalio row 
of five spines on diatal half, the last one very long and quite 
diatant from praoeeding; caudal row of delicate, white lifxira. 
Second femur with a cephalic row conaiating of about 31 close-
set, aaw-like denticles followed by five spines; caudal margin 
with two to three rowa of white haira. Third femiur in the male 
without conapicuoua armature - a few very ahort denticlea on 
the cephalic margin, caudal margin rounded and without apinea -
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in the female the oephiilio margin bears a row of spines which 
gradually beoome longer on the diatal third. Firat tibia with 
four Bpinea preoeedinj; and about 13 in comb, about 15 in caudal 
row; second and third tibiae each with 10-12 and 30 spines, 
respectively, in the cephalic and caudal rows, those of the 
third much shorter. 
Claw long, point strongly curved; tooth prominent, also 
strongly curved, rather blunt, well beyond the middle. 
Black in male, light brown becoming black distad in fe­
male; tliorax black in male, lit?,ht brown in female. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 
Plate I. 
Fig. 1« Wingii of D. obaourti ahowing the names of the prinoipal 
veins aooording to the Ooraatook-Nsedham oystem, and 
the location of the areao within whioh the number of 
oroaa veina or oella were tabulated. 
Ai, Ag - Anal veina 
ar - aroulua 
b - bridge 
bi - bioootor of the loop 
0 - Costa 
Ml, Mg, Mjz, Ma - branohoa of the Media 
Mpl - medial piamto 
Rpl - radial planato 
n - nodua 
o - outer branch of the biaeotor 
p - pteroatigraa 
R - Radius 
Ra - Radial sector 
So - Subooata 
Cuj^, Cu3 - branchea of the Cubttua 
1 - ooatal antenodal oroaa veina 
3 - aubooatal antenodal oroaa veins 
3 - ooatal poatnodal oroau veina 
4 - radial poatnodal oroaa veina 
5 - bridge oroaa veina 
6 - aupra-triangular oroaa veina 
7 - oubito-anal oroaa veina 
8 - oella of triangle 
9 - oella of firat row following triangle of fore wing 
10 - •'loofi"of fore wing 
11 - "aeoondary loop" (patella) of rear wing 
12 - rowa of oella aubtendod by Rpl 
13 - Rowa of oella Subtended by Mpl 
14 - fiowa of oella between and 
15 - rowa of oella between biaeotor and Ag 
16 - oella in fipcat row between outer branch of biaeo­
tor and Cu2 
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Fig. 3. WingB of D. obaoura ahowing the lines along which 
meaourementa were made. 
b - width of wing at baaa 
1 - length of wing 
n - width of wing at nodus 
p - length of ptaroBti|?ina 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Plate V 
Fig. 8. Lateral view of the male appendages of D. pullata. 
Fig. 9. Lateral view of the ratile genitalia of D. pullata. 
Fig. 10. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. pullata. 
Fig. 11. Lateral view of the male appendages of D. estherae. 
Fig. 13. Lateral viow of the male genitalia of D. estherae. 
Fig. 13. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. estherae. 
Fig. 14. Lateral view of the male appendages of D. emilia. 
Fig. 15. Lateral viBW of the male genitalia of D. emilia. 
Fig. 16. latofiral view of the inferior appendage of D. emilia. 
Plate II 
3. Wings of D. pullata. 
4. Wings of D. estherae. 
Plato III 
5. Wings of D. intensa. 
Plate IV 
6. Wings of D. nigra. 
7. Bings of D. maxima. 
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Fig. IV. Lateral view of the laale appendageo of D. intenaa. 
Fig. 18. Lateral view of the male genitalia>ofi n t e n a a .  
Fig. 19. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. intenaa. 
Plate VI 
Fig. 30. Lateral view of the tnale appendagss of D. nigra. 
Fig, ai. Lateral view of the imle genitalia of D^. nigra. 
Fig, 33. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. nipira. 
Fig, 33. Lateral view of the male appendages of D, obaoura. 
Fig, 34, Lateral view of the male genitalia of D, obaoura. 
Fig, 35, Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. obaoura. 
Fig. 36, Lateral view of the male appendages of D, dimidiata. 
Fig. 37, Lateral view of the raale genitalia of D, dimidiata. 
Fig. 38. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. dimidiata. 
Fig. 39. Lateral view of the male appendages of D. obaoura 
(Rarabur'e type of D. tinota). 
Fig. 30. Lateral view of the male genitalia of D, obaoura 
(Rarabur's type of D. tinota), 
Fig, 31, Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D, obaoura 
(Rambur'a type of D, tinota). 
Fig. 33. Lateral view of the male appendages of D. pullata 
(Rarabur'a type of D. fulitginea). 
Fig. 33. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D. pxxllata 
(Ramtour*s type of D. fuliginea). 
Plate VII 
Fig. 34. Lateral view of the raale appendages of D, maxima 
(type Bpeoimen), "" 
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Fig. 35. Lateral view of the wale genitalia of D. maxima 
(type opeoimen). 
Fig. 36. Lateral view of the raalo appenciages of D. maxima 
(apeoimen in Coll. Selys). 
Fig. 37. Lateral view of the male genitalia of D. maxima 
(apeoimen in Coll. Selyu). 
Fig. 38. Ventral view of the inferior appendage of D, maxima 
(apeoimen in Coll. Selys). 
Fig. 39. Qephalio view of aeoond left leg of D« obaoura. 
Fig. 40. Doraal view of the head of D. obaoura. 
Plate VIII 
Fig. 41. Map showing the looalities at which apeolmens of 
Diaatatopa have been oolleoted. 
1 - Sevllla 36 - Coary 
3 - Cano d'Vagre 37 - Teffe Ega 
3 - Tumatumari 38 - Rio Japura 
4 - Eaaequibo River 39 - Tonantina 
5 - Georgetown 30 - Sao Paulo de Ollvenoa 
6 - Wiamar 31 - Pebaa 
7 Rupunni River 33 - Iquitoa 
8 ~ Cayenne 33 - Nova Olinda 
9 • Pied Saut 34 - Porto Velho 
10 - Uaoea Smrnp 35 - Santa crua 
11 - Bene vide a 36 - Rio Tuoabaoa 
13 - Bel em 37 - naohoeira 
13 - Villanova 38 - Rio Sao Lourenoo 
14 - Victoria 39 - Uaoaryzal 
15 - AIta Mira 40 - Sao Luiz 
18 •a* Santa rem 41 - Fortaleza (Ceara) 
17 - Obidoa 43 - Pernarabuoo 
18 w Itaituba 43 - Bahia 
19 Uiritltuba 44 Boqueirao 
30 - Progreaao 45 - Alegre 
31 - Mauee 46 - Itabapuana 
22 - Manaoa 47 - Bauru 
33 - Maraoapuru 48 - Fotmoaa 
34 •Ni Moura 49 - Sapuoay 
35 - Carvoeiro 50 - Corrientea 
51 - Santa Fe 
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Plate IX 
Fig, 43. Map showing tho distribution of reoordo of speoies 
of the pu 13jata-rtoup.  
bluok - pullata 
green - emilia 
blue " iuteaBa 
gold "• estherae 
Plate X 
Fig, 43. Map showing the distribution of rec&rds of speoies 
of the obscuria- and dimtdiata-groups. 
blaok - obSQura 
gold - niRra 
green - maxima 
blue - diinidiata 
Plate XI 
Fig, 44, Diagram showing the relationships of the speoies of 
Diastatops. 
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Fig. 1 
Wings of D» obaoura showing the minea of the prinoipal veins 
and the areas within which cross veins or cells were counted. 
I 
~::X 
Fig. 2 
Wings of D. obacura ahowing the lines along which ineaaureraenta 
Were made. 
Plate I 
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Fig. 3 
WingB of D. riullata. 
Fig. 4 
Wings of D. oatherae. 
Plate II 
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Fig. 5 
WingB of D. intensa* 
Plata III 
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Fig» 6 
Winga of D. nijjra. 
Fig. 7 
WiTigB of D. tnaxima* 
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Fig, 44. 
Diagram showixig the rolationahlpu of the speoieB of Dlastatops, 
Plate XI 
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APPENDIX 
I. The Rla-Tlllyard Arrangeraant of the Genera of Libollulidae 
Tribe Tetrathemini 
(I. Gruppe) 
Hypotheraio Karsoh 
Totratheiuio Brauor 
Arohaeophlebia Rla 
Bironidos Fttrater 
Nannophlabia Selys 
Oda Ria 
Miorotrigonia Fttrstar 
Hylaaotheraio Ria 
Calophlebia Selya 
Eothemia Rls 
Miorornaoromla ICaraoh 
Neodythemla Karaoh 
Notiothomia Ria 
Allorhizuoha Karaoh 
Tribe Libellulini 
(II. Gruppe) 
Orohitheinia Brauer 
Atnphlthemla Selya 
Pornotheniia Kruger 
Diplaoina Brauer 
Lyriotheraia Brauer 
Neaoxenia Kirby 
Lathreoiata Kirby 
Agrionoptera Brauer 
Protorthemia Kirby 
Cratilla Kirby 
PotamarohJi Karaoh 
Lokia Ria 
Oxytheniia Ria 
Therinorthemia Kirby 
Hadrotheinia Karaoh 
Orthetrum Newman 
Libellula Linne 
Ort hernia Hagen 
Cannaphila Hagen 
Miaagria Kirby 
Daaythernia Karaoh 
Tribe Palpopleurini 
(IH. Gruppe) 
Diaatatopa Rambur 
Zenithoptera Selya 
Palpopleura Rambur 
Perithemia Hagen 
Tribe Braohydiplaoini 
Brachydiplax-aeriea 
(IV: Gruppe) 
Nannophya Rambur 
Braohygonia Kirby 
Tyriobapta Kirby 
Braohydiplax Brauer 
Aethiothemia Martin-Ria 
Raphiamia Kirby 
Chalooetephia Kirby 
Hemiatigma Kirby 
Thermoohoria Kirby 
Eleuthemia Ria 
Porpax Karaoh 
Uraoia-oeriea 
(V. (iruppe) 
Nannothernia Brauer 
Agyrothemia Ria 
Fylgia Kirby 
Nephepeltia Kirby 
Edonia Neodham 
Elga Ria 
Oligoolada Karaoh 
Podothemia Ria 
Uraoia Rambur 
Anatya Kirby 
Miorathyria Kirby 
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Tribe Sympetrini 
(VI. Gruppe) 
Nannodlplax Brauor 
Aoisoma Rambur 
Diplaoodeo Kirby 
Erythrodiplax Brauer 
Pseudoloon Klrby 
Indothemia Ria 
Croootherais Brauer 
Bradinopyga Kirby 
Neurothamla Brauer 
Braohytheinia Brauer 
Deielia Kirby 
Rhodothomla Rio 
Cyanothemia Rio 
Erythemia jra-gen 
Lepthoinia Hugen 
Rhodoiaygiu Kirby 
Neoogonia Kirby 
Sympotrum No'^nnan 
Philonomon FBrater 
Paobydiplax Brauer 
Tribe Leuoorrhlniinl 
(VII. Gruppe) 
Leuoorrhinia Brittinger 
Celithemia Hagen 
Planiplax Muttkowaki 
Braohymeoia Kirby 
Auatrtothamia Ria 
Zygonyx Hagen 
Olpogastra Karach 
Celotaotliemia Ria 
Onyohothemia Brauer 
Dythainia-aeries j cheinlB-aeri 
{it! Gruppe) 
Dytheraia Hagen. 
Paltothornia Karaoh 
Soaptinea Kirby 
Breobmorhoga Kirby 
liaorothemiB Hagen 
Gynothernia Calvert 
Tribe Trameinl 
(X. GruppeJ 
Zyxoraina Rawbur 
Tholymia Hagen 
Pant&'IUi Hagen 
Antidythernia Kirby 
Camaoinia Kirby 
Rhyothemis Hagen 
HydrobaBlleua Klrby 
Tramea Hagen 
Tauriphila Kirby 
Miathyria Kirby 
Ephldatia Kirby 
Urothemia Brauer 
Aetbriamanta Kirby 
IJIaorodiplax Brauer 
Selysiothernia Ria 
Tribe Tritheminl 
Trithemia-oenQQ (VIII. Gruppe) 
Paeudothemiu Kirby 
Huonia FOrater 
Lanthanusa Ria 
Paeudagrionoptera Ria 
Atoooneura Karaoh 
Thalaaaothernia Ria 
Helothemio Karaoh 
Trithernia Brauer 
Paeudomaoromla Kirby 
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II. The Needham and i^roughton Ar^rangement of Llballulid Genera 
Tetratheinini Dlplaoodea Auatrotharaia Tauriphila 
Nephepoltla Paeudothemia Tramea 
Hypothemis Helothamia Pant a la 
Tatratheinis ColithAmlni Erythrodip'lax Catnaoinia 
Arohaoophlebia Braohymeaia Tholymia 
Blronldas Palpopleura Cyanotheinia Paeudo-
Nannophlebla Diaatatopa Tritheinio maoromia 
Orohitheinini 
Zonlthoptera X,auoorrhinia 
Perlthornia Braohydiplax 
Thermoohorla Sympetrum 
Oda Neurotheinia Naaogonia 
Orohitheinis Planiplax Miorathyria 
EothenilB Seiyaiothorala Diplaoina 
Hylaeothemia Ephidatla Aoiaoma 
Calophlebia Aethrlaioanta Paohydiplax 
ArgyrothemlB Philonomon Oligoolada 
Fylgia Brachythemla Oxythomia 
Neaojcenisi Dolella Indothemia 
Aliorhizuoha Maorodlplax Erythemia 
Notlbthemio Urotheraib RhodothamiB 
Daaytherais Croaothemia Lepthernia 
Aniphitheniis Celitheraia Atoooneura 
Noodythernia Rhyothernia 
Miofbtrlgonia Bradinopyga Maorothemini 
Pornothemls Paaudoleon 
Misagria Paeudagrionoptera 
Mloromaoromla Libellullni Lanthanuaa 
Agrionoptera Gynothemia 
Lyriotheraia Thalaauothemia 
Braohygorda Lathreoiata Huonia 
Cai^phlla Protorthemia Dyt hernia 
Chaloostephla Potaraaroha Maorothemis 
Anatya Cratilla Zygonyx 
Uraoia Liballula Celebothemia 
Ortharaia Onyohothernia 
Edonini Lokia Braohmorhoga 
Orthetruin Olpogaatra 
Nannothemla Hadrothemia Soapanea 
Nannophya Tharraothernia Paltothomia 
Aothlotheraia 
Elga Syra-Detrini Trameini 
Eleuthemia 
Tyrlobapta Porpax Hydrobaaileua 
Edonia Rhodopygia Ant i dyt hernia 
Nannodiplax Raphiamia Miathyria 
Podothemia Hernia tigina Zyxomma 
